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Part 1 

The Terrain of Discussion: 
Definitions, Concepts, and Arguments 



I 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the case of ideologies of what is good and right it may be 
space rather than time that is crucial. Somethitlg may be 
good and just everywhere, somewhere, here or elsewhere. 

_ Gore" Therborn, 1980' 

There are many instances in our everyday existence when we use the 
word place. On some occasions we use it to refer to a building or a lo
cation-a rendezvous or site of significance. On other occasions the 
word place turns up in common phrases such as "a place for everything 
and everything in its place" or '"know your place" or "she was put in 
her place." In these expressions the word place clearly refers to some
thing more than a spatial referent. Implied in these terms is a sense of the 

yroper. Something or someone behmgs !n,me pllree1!ird~r. 
What one's place is, is clearly related to one's relation to others. In a busi
ness it is not the secretary's place to sit at the boss's desk, or the janitor's 
place to look through the secretary's desk. There is nothing logical about 
such observations; neither are they necessarily rules or laws. ~ather ~' 
iite expectatIOns about behaVlortliatrelate a posmonin a social struc
~e to actions In space. l!Lthis sense "place"oomDiileSt~patial with 
the socIal-it is "social space.@Insofar as these expectations serve the 
inrerests of those at the top of social hierarchies, they can be described 
as ideOlogical.' The example of the business can be extended to society as 
a whole. Just as the business has a social hierarchy, society has levels of 
power and influence related to class, gender, race, sexuality, age, and a 
host of other variables. Similarly, the building in which the business is lo
cated has spatial divisions, and the world outside is divided up into seg
ments - houses, streets, public places, libraries, shops, and so onllTY$.. 
as in the business, there are expectations about behavior in these places 
that are related to positions in the social structurAtAany of these expec
tations are written into law. Most, however, remain unstated and taken 
for granted. 

3 



4 Introduction 

, In this book I examine the basis for expressions such as "everything 
in its place. '1fT argue that expectations about behavior in place are im

©portant components in the construction, maintenance, and evolution of 
~~ ideological values.1,ln order to illustrate this argument I examine reac

tions to three evellils that upset expectations about place and behavior. 
First, however, it is helpful to provide some brief illustrations for the 
more theoretical sections of the book. 

--....1- "True" Stories 
, "/". 

( _'J)\ 
, "'," }An the early 1980s thousands of homeless people appeared on the streets 

I of New York City-in parks like Tompkin's Square, on the sidewalks 
of Fifth Avenue, and on the floor of Grand Central Station. The major
ity of these people were trying to survive, to eat and sleep and find shel
ter-the basic conditions of survival. In general they were not organized 
into a movement of resistance. The act of sleeping on the floor of a rail
road station or defecating on the sidewalk outside million-dollar apart
ments was not, I would surmise, an act of intentional resistance. Most 
of the homeless people would not think twice about swapping places with 
those inside the apartments. Homelessness is not, in general, a political 
movement; it is reasonable to assume that most of the actions of home
less people are simply strategies of survival. 

The mayor of New York at the time, Ed Koch, was upset by home
lessness-it did not fit into his image of a wealthy and improving me
tropolis. He was particularly disturbed by the sight of homeless people 
in the fine, grand railroad station where people left and entered the city. 
His reaction was to introduce an "anti-loitering" law under which po
lice would have powers to remove the homeless from public spaces. 
The State Supreme Court of New York overturned the law. 

Mayor Koch's reaction to this was to appeal to "common sense" in a 
speech to the American Institute of Architects discussing the subject of 
"art in architecture." In the answer to a question at the end of the speech 
Koch reminded the architects of the presence of homeless people in Grand 
Central Station: 

These homeless people, you can tell who they are. They're sitting on the 
floor, occasionally defecating, urinating, talking to themselves ... We 
thought it would be reasonable for the authorities to say, "you can't stay 
here unless you're here for transportation." Reasonable, rational people 
would come to that conclusion, right? Not the Court of Appeals.4 

Rosalyn Deutsche suggests that having been denied repressive powers, 
Koch resorts to ideological'ones by declaring that reasonable people 
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ould know that a railroad station is for traveling and not for urina 
:g. This is stated as though it were transparent, obvio~s-,wha~ all pel 

le think-a truism that benefits all people. I can certamly lIllagme real 
~rs nodding their heads in agreement. Of course train stations are meal 
for travel! ' 

There are, however, a great number of other behaviors "appropriat' 
for Grand Central Station. People use it as a meeting place and as a pIal 
to eat. Architecture students may walk around it simply to admire i 
cathedral-like construction and decoration. Artists might even erect' 
easel in the station and paint the rush-hour crowds against the majest 
background of the station. Husbands buy their wives flowers there. NOJ 
of these activities count as travel. They are all, however, "acceptable 
In making his ideological case, Koch resorts to defining the "proper" u 
of a place. In doing so he exploits the "naturalness" of the §Pcial ~ 
graphical environme t. . 

Y concentrating on the apparent discrepancy between the behavI' 
of homeless people and the demands of a place like Grand Central St 
tion, Koch takes the station out of a context-the context of New Yo: 
in the 1980s. Homelessness is treated as an instance of people out of plac 
dislocated from the urban politics and economics of New York. At tI 
same time as urban "development" creates more and more homele 
people, Koch denies the homeless any right to the public spaces of ~ 
city. By divorcing the homeless issue from a wider context and referru 
instead to a single place, he removes the issue from the realm of the SOCI 

and the political and simply asserts the out-of-place nature of the horn 
less! Indeed nothing could seem more natural. It is this naturalness 
the environment that makes it so useful in defining what is and what 
not "the right thing to do." Here geography and ideology intersect. 

On 20 December 1986, early in the morning, a car driven by thr~e bla 
men stalled on a major road in Queens, New York. Not knowmg he 
to remedy the situation, the three men walked into the nearby Howa 
Beach neighborhood and ordered a pizza. Within a few hours the .tlu 
men had been chased tluee miles. One was killed by a car as he tried 
cross a highway to escape the eight white attackers. Another bec", 
blind in one eye from the continuous beating he received during. t 
three-mile chase. Even before the three men were confronted by the el~ 
white men, an anonymous caller had informed the police of the pr< 
ence of troublemakers. The police had arrived at the pizzeria and fou 
no signs of trouble-just three black men having .a.pizza.. . 

During the investigation that followed, surpnsmgly little a?,e~tI 
was paid to the motivations behind the brutality that had been Inflict 
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on the three men. The most persistent line of questioning was, "Why were 
the three black men in Howard Beach if they weren't causing trouble?" 
The attention was on the place of the assault rather than the assaulters. 
Patricia Williams remarks that this emphasis was the result of a constant 
stream of statements from defense lawyers and Howard Beach residents 
that indicated that the mere presence of the three men in that particular 
place was good enough reason to drive them out.' A New York Times 
article reported the following: 

The [defensellawyers questioned why the victims walked all the way to 
the pizza parlor if, as they said, their mission was to summon help for 
their car, which broke down three miles away .... At the arraignment, the 
lawyers said the victims passed two all-night gas stations and several 

--- -other-pizza shops-before they reached the one they entered.7 

The story goes on to report how many working telephones there were 
between the car and the pizza joint. Williams wonders why this is of any 
relevance to the issue of the brutal assault. The fact was that no trouble 
had been caused. Neither was there any reason for the white people to 
believe that the black people were going to cause trouble. The clear 
suggestion was that the black men were out of place- that they did not 
belong-that the laws of place itself were being violated. The "trouble" 
caused by the three men was purely a transgression of expectations-ex
pectations concerning where black people do and do not belong. 

Two cases of brutal rape that received considerable media atrention 
in recent years are worth comparing. One is the case of a woman gang
raped in a Massachusetts barroom on a pool table.' The other is the rape 
of a white woman jogger by a group of black boys in Central Park. The 
Woman raped in the barroom was a white working-class woman. The 
rapists were also white and working-class. In the Central Park case the 
woman was white and affluent while the attackers were black and poor. 
Both cases involved incredible violence. In the barroom case the media 
story gradually centered on a fascination with the location of the event. 
The question (sometimes explicit, often implicit) was, "What was a sin
gle woman doing in a barroom?" - the implication being that she must 
have been looking for sexual favors, that she got what she was looking 
for. In the Central Park jogger case the media reports used the place of the 
e:ent in a different way. The public nature of Central Park was empha
sIzed. The rape was more horrific because it occurred in Central Park
it could have happened to anyone. The barroom case clearly reflects the 
Howard Beach case, as attention gradually turned to the site of the event 
and the supposed implications of particular types of persons (black man, 
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single woman) being in places they do not belong. N? one suggested that 
the Central Park jogger was out of place. All attentIOn waS on the bru-
tality of the (poor and black) attackers. . 

A man walks into a restaurant in Argentina and declares m a loud 
voice, "I'm hungry and would like a meal without wine or dessert." The 
waiter finds him a table and brings him a beefsteak "?d pot~toes .. The 
man eats them and expresses his satisfaction. The waiter bnngs hlID a 
check and the man produces an identity card and shows it to the other 
diners before signing his name on the bill. He then recites a recently 
passed Argentinian law that states: "No ~gentine sh~1l go h~gry. An 
Argentine is entitled to a meal, so long as It does not mclude I~quor or 
dessert." "But who pays?" the waiter protests. The man shrugs his shoul
ders and confesses his ignorance in this matter. After some argument the 
manager threatens to call the police and anoth~r di~er gets up, sa~s he 
is a lawyer and wishes to defend the man. By thIS pomt the other dIDers 
in the restaurant are arguing about the fairness of the law. Eventually a 
third man offers to pay the bill and the dispute is settled.' 

This event seemed like a strange episode in an otherwise normal meal 
to the diners and staff of the restaurant. In fact they were witnessing 
"invisible theater." The three men were all actors involved in propaganda 
theater under the tutelage of Augusto Boal-the Brazilian creator of 
the "theater of the oppressed." The diners did not know that they were 
an audience, as the actors never revealed themselves as such. By conduct
ing theater in this way they turn the audience into "Spect-actors." The 
creation of the scene led to the involvement of the restaurant-goers m a 
way that standard theater-in its proper place and time-cannot. The 
theater waS "invisible" because the normal context of theater was not 
present. In addition there was no clear distinction between actors and 
audience so the spect-actors could not distance themselves fr0n:' the yro
ceedings. The actions of the man who refused to p~y were actIons out 
of place" in that they constituted behavior that devI3tes from the est~b
lished norms of restaurant ritual. Theaters and restaurants are specIal
ized places that demand appropriate behavior. By behaving out of place 
the actor drew attention to the function of the restaurant and to the le
gitimacy of a law. By jarring the diners out .o~ th~ir everyday expecta
tions the actor forced them to confront a politIcal Issue that would oth
erwise have been far from their minds. 

The apparently commonsensical notion of "out-of-plac,:" plays a clear 
role in the interpretations of particular events. In many mstances these 
interpretations have intensely political implicatio.ns. Mayor Koch a~d the 
defense lawyers in the Howard Beach case marupulate the propertIes of 
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j 
place to make ideological and political arguments) They use the taken

'71 J.or-granted aspects of place to turn attention away4'rom a social prob-
h) lem (ho~elessness, racIsm) and reframe a question in terms of the quality 

?f a particular place.:\Never mInd the growing problem of homelessness 
In New York, people shouldn't sleep in stations. Never mind the racism 
of a group of white men whose actions resulted in the death of a black 
ma?~why was the man in Howard Beach? The same switch from wide 
socIal Issues to questions about place occurs in the barroom rape case. 

~( But the e~fect of place is not simply a geographical matter. It always 
f\lntersects WIth socIOcUltural expectatIOns. lhis is evidenced by the Cen
tral Park case. Here the place of the attack serves to underline the hor
ror of the. atrack. During the same day on which the white woman was 
attacked In Central Park a black woman was raped in her own home 
and eventually thrown off a high roof and killed. The attacker was also 
black. The event was almost unreported. The victim was not white or 
wealthy. and the attack occurred in her own private place. 

la thIS book I use three in-depth stories to illustrate the relationships 
between place and sociocultural power. I have chosen to look at events 
th~t transgre~s the expectations of place. la each illustration we will see 
~his general SItuatIOn repeated. A particular set of places and spaces ex
ISts, an eve~t occurs that is judged by some "authority" to be bad, and 
that authorIty connects a particular place with a particular meaning to 

strengthen an Ideological position. These events are referred to here as 
transgressIOn. ~he fir~t iIlustration is the example of reactions to graffiti 
In New York CIty durIng the 1970s; the second is the outcry surrounding 
~e attempt of a convoy of travelers and young people to hold a free mu
SIC festival at Stonehe~ge, during the summer solstice every year through
out the 1980s; the third IS the case of the establishment's condemnation 
of the Greenham Common Women's Peace Camp through the early 1980s. 

Central Themes 

There are ,two connected central themes that run throughout this book. 
The fIr~t IS the way in which space and place are used to structure a 
normatIve I~dscape-the way in which ideas about what is right, just, 
and appropnate, are transmitted through space and place. Something 
may be a!,propnate here but not there, The effect of spatial structures 
on what IS deemed appropriate is dealt with i~y Pierre 
~ourdieu in hiUtud), of the Kabyle,l0 li!!~ow certain orderings 
or space provide a structure for experience and helprorellUSWl1Owe 

i r.'IE~~l!1 :oclety:t!e .. ~rites>~Tfie spatial structures structure not C1ml'.the 
.~_ .g,:oup s representation of ilie world"lJuf1lie group Itsell,wliIch orde~' 
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'tseIf in accordance with this represe!1l:ati9n." He goes on to suggef 
il;atit is through "the dialectical relationship between e body and a 

uctured or anization 0 s ace an tIme that common ractlces anci-

representations are deterrnined."11 
-S-pamil structures struc~ representations of the ~orld as th,:y a~:-
held in ~taKeli::Ior:g~.~ay, But value and .T~,2!1g are not ifl!je~- ( 
~an.}C-Space or plac!'.::: l!1d~ec:!.th~),J!lllstbe_creat~c!,.):epm.c!'!S'dl': 
and defended from heres. It)s exactly this process that I iIlustrate, In the 
fust haiIOrt e conclusion I return to this theme and suggest th,:<t the fJm
damental human experience of the world as the world - a set ofPlaces
gives geogiiJ?l1J'_a.hinda!jl~jjta.I}:.olfi~ing l'~~cular sets o~~s::: 
ro'partlCiiTar actionnhe geographlciir settIng of actions plays a central 
W!eln·defiiii!ig§ur:J!!c:!g!1'~n.tA w!!~t1t~r.~,,~,?~~g.~o~?r.~~ -, \f 
~fhe second theme is that of transgression. Just as It I~.t~ that 
~ce.an!l place are us':.d.!~.~g:u~ture a Ilo~~a.tiv'Cw§r1,d,th"! are_~1~0 
used (intentionally or otherwise) to question that Ilo~~tlve~orld. There 
haSbeen a great deal of discussion aDouDiiatgillality, reSIstance, and 
the construction of difference recently. Here I wish to delineate the con
struction of otherness through a spatially sensitive analysis of tran~gre~ 
sion.;fmnsgressian., I shall ar~2.erv~~.~()_fot;'g~C111Ild t~e.""'I).P!IlJt9f 
ideology_onto space "nd ~,::e,'!"c!J!ll!s .. t:helllargins can. tell •• ,:~.S()~e
thing about "normality." I am also interested in thinKingtnrough the. 
implications of transgression as a form of politics. , 

In each of the i1lustrations that form the body of the book the twIn 
themes of normative geographies and transgression interplay to raise 
questions about each other. To summarize, th~re ~re two p~ocesses at . 
work: th~ qiscursive attempt to create and m~.!!!31ll-.Oormat~gr~ 
phies (;here everything isiii ~ii)Jlirougl1ilnd by th."..:1I~a~."-<h. sec,onj, 
the effeS1=_of-plaG,,-on the interprete~.E1"-anin?s-,,f::a!1~~!~IV,,-~ctI()~: 
The media reaction to a perceived transgressIOn (sucIi as homeless peo
ple in Grand Central Statlon)~tli:en~~fectlng place through ~i:::
course at the same time as this discourseis affetted-Wtne aIreaoy eXlst
Li!ig meani.1!gs ofplace(tfeid~~'th;tGnini:l Centtal'Statiiitiis~hiiffor 
sleeping in). 

A Method 

How: then can we interpret the connection between commonsense as
sum;tion; about place and normative judgments of behavi~r? We can 
hypothesize the existence of a set of commonsense assump??ns about 
appropriate behavior that is heavily determined by th~ qualitIes of par
ticular places serving as experiential contexts for behavlOr. We also know 
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1 

place to make ideological and political arguments They use the taken
,ior-granted aspects of place to turn attention away rom a social prob

~ 'lem (homelessness, racism) and reframe a question in terms of the quality 
oi a particular placeJNever nund the growing problem of homelessness 
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normative landscape-the way in which ideas about what is right, just, 
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on what is deemed appropriate is dealt with ~ome depth by Pierre 
~ourdieu in hi~tudy_of the Kabyle. lO .He~hows..h~ain orde::ings 
of space proVide a structure for experience and help to tell us who \ve 
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itself i~ accordance with this. represe~atig~." He goes on to sugge( 
that it 15 through "the dialectical relationship between e body and a 
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representations are determined. "11 
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that there is not, in everyday life, a direct correlation between place and 
appropriate behavior. That is to say we cannot take a place such as a 
corner on Main Street and list all the activities that would be appropri
ate there. In fact our consciousness of place all but disappears when it 
appears to be working well. My approach is to examine situations where 
things appear to be wrong, those times when we become aware of our 
immediate envirorunent-when the heating fails or the lights go out. We 
rarely sit and think of a working electric light. The light's failure to work 
when we are reading a book, however, leads to an instant and height
ened awareness of the particular place we are in. 

One way to illustrate the relation between place and behavior is to 
look at thos: behaviors that are judged as inappropriate in a particular 
locatIOn - lIterally as actions out of place. It is when such actions oc
cur, I argue, that the everyday, cOnllnonsense relationships between place 
and behavior become obvious and underlined. The labeling of actions as 
inappropriate in the context of a particular place serves as evidence for 
the always already existing normative geography. L!Lother words, trans
_,~e:,slve acts pr~pt reactions that reveal that which was previousIycon
~Iaere~ natural andcommonsense:ThnnOiTIeiii'OftraiiSgression marKs 
!!te shift from the unspokeniinquestioned power of place over taken
tor-granted behavior to an official orthodoxy concerningwJiat i~p_~r -
as opposedrowliat IS not proper that wfuCh-iSinplace to that which 
lSOiitOf place. -.-----.. --. 

Clearly different groups of people have different ideas about what is 
and is not appropriate, and these different ideas get translated into dif
ferent normative geographies. The stories I presented earlier illustrate 
this point well. It is when different spatial ideologies come into conflict 
that they are taken out of the role of "common sense" and are stated as 
"the right way"-the "orthodoxy." 1! is acthis-point, when different 

~N
~ c.g!tural values clash.' that normative geog@PE.ies .are ~ei~.~. by those 
\\wlln ilie power to tlo so. Tfiis process of reactIOn and defIrutIOn in tne 
-eai" and elsewhere constimtes..a.-tich-sourGe-oLevidence-for-the-nor:

);;;"lly unstated relations between.plac,,-amlid~ogy. 

Chapter 2 

Geography, Ideology, and Transgression: 
A Relational Ontology 

Geography 

Geography has traditionally been ignored in critical theory. Class, g:n; 
deL and race are often treated as if they happened on the head of a pm. 
Th~re is no intention here to supersede or somehow replace discussion 
of social processes. Rather I hope to add to these important discussions 
in a critical way. A discussion of the role of the geographic envirorunent
the power of place-in cultural and social processes can provide another 
layer in the understanding and demystifying of the f~>rces ~at effect and 
manipulate our everyday behavior. It should be read m additIon to, rather 
than instead of wider discussions of the interaction between social groups. 
It will become' evident in later discussions of an array of geographical 
conflicts that the structure of the environment has something to say about 
issues of class, gender, ethnicity, age, and sexuality-each of which has 
its own distinct and peculiar "heretical geographies." 

That said I do not wish to suggest that we simply "add geography and 
stir". rather' I insist that the social and the spatial are so thoroughly im
bued with each other's presence that their analytical separation quickly 
becomes a misleading exercise. Indeed, a sustained investigation of the 
"out of place" metaphor points to the fact that social. 0 s~cial \ ( 
resistance are a ways a ea y spatial. When an expressIon such as out 1> 
of place" IS used It IS ImposSIble toClearly demarcate whether social or 
geographical place is denoted - place always means both. 

A recent direction of theoretical human geography has been toward 
an analysis of the spatiality of social life. Neil Smith's "uneven develop
ment" Edward Soja's "socio-spatial dialectic," Robert Sack's theory of 
"territoriality" and David Harvey's "time-space compression" are all 
examples of thls.' Such work is, in part, a response to geography's tradi
tional contenunent to study the regional distribution of "things." Regional 
geography (the characteristic "paradigm" of the first half of.the cenru:r) 
found its calling in the mapping of populations, resources, climates, soils, 

11 
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languages, religions, and a host of other variables. Introductory human 
geography is still taught this way in the colleges of the United States. 
The object of the study is the region and everything that makes it unique. 
This type of geography was and is descriptive in nature. 

In this form of geography the object of geographical study exists as a 
result of processes (migrations, "culture," urbanization, and so on), It is 
the product of wider forces that arrives fully formed at the end of an in
tellectual conveyor belt. Recent theoretical geography has attempted to 
put the object of geographical analysis somewhere on the conveyor belt
helping in the production process. The new object of geography, then, is 
in some sense explanatory. Thus territoriality is an intrinsic part of the 
organization of power and the control of resources and people. Uneven 
development helps explain the frustrating problem of the continuation 
and expansion of capitalism, and the time-space compression goes some 
way to explaining the cultural form called "posrrnodernism." 

~! 
The direction of recent critical eo raphy, then, has been away from 

seelngrtsobjecr-as-tlre-desz; I tlon 0 regions an towar t e analysis of 
the role" ographic forces in the explanatIOn 0 0 Iii!rth/iijfS:This is not 
to tetlsruze the role of space and place, nor to claim that geographical 
explanation can explain everytbing. Geographers (including myself) sim-
ply want to insist on the geographical component in the social and cul
tural and, in doing so, make up for a void in previous social and cultural 
theory. Keeping this in mind, we can avoid geographical reductionism. 

The explanatory enterprises of Harvey, Soja, Sack, and others are 
linked by their exploration of the society-and-space dialectic. They wish 
to show that space is not simply formed and molded but plays an active 
role in the f~rmation of society!!:§ociety produces space and space re
produces socle9'fThe end point, as I mentioned above, is to undermine 
altogether this binary form of the society-space relationship. 

A similar project has been at the heart of the so-called new cultural 
~aphy.3 This project, inspired by the coming together ofhumanisnUia 

1St agendas, has raised questions concerning the role of geography 
in the creation~ maintenance, and transformation of meaning. 

The chief inspirations behind the new cultural geography are the 
various and contested forms of "cultural studies." Interdisciplinary ap
proaches to the study of culture have focused on examining culture as 
an actively contested political arena. This contrasts with both the tradi
tional conservative view of culture (as "the best that has been thought 
and said") and with the Marxist view of culture (as a decorative "super
structure" to an economic base).' The approaches of cultural studies 
seek to explain how myths and beliefs are created and sustained through 
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ulture both elite and popular. In addition, the multiple resistances of 
c borcllnate cultures are brought to the foreground. The importance of 
~~tural studies for geography is that it changes the way we look at geo-

raphical phenomena such as place and landscape. If place and land
~cape are seen in the context of a broad and unitary culture they ~ppear 
as static and already formed material reflections of a superorgaruc cul
ture.' places are seen as rooted and intransient. The new c~ltural ge.og
raphy critiques this view and emphasizes in its place the actIve constItu-
tion of places through cultural struggle. .. 

Peter Jackson's book Maps of Meaning provIdes an overvIew of pos
sible and actual contributions of a geography informed and inspired by 
critical cultural studies. On the whole, however, radical cultural geogra
phy has remained, in its early stages, suggestive rather than concrete.' 
This project, then, is an example of radical cultural geography that ?e
gins to explain how and why place is a powerful force in the ongomg 
hegemonic and counterhegemonic struggles. 

The central geographical concept here is that of "place." In. g~ogra
phy the concept of place has been rejuvenated by the humarustIC and 
radical reactions to spatial analysis,' which concentrated on the abstract 
rather than experiential properties of space and location. 

Humanistic geography's most important reminder has been that we do 
not live in an abstract framework of geometric spatial relationships; we 
live in a world of meaning. We exist in and are surrounded by places
centers of meaning. Places are neither totally material nor completely 
mental; they are combinations of the material and m~ntal. and ~annot be 
reduced to either. A church, for instance, is a place. It IS neIther Just a par
ticular material artifact, nor just a set of religious ideas; it is always both. 
places are duplicitous in that they cannot be reduced to the c~ncrete. or 
the "merely ideological"; rather they display an uneasy and flUId tensIon 

between them. ~ 
"Because places are meaningful and because v:e always ~xist a~d act 
in places we are constantly engaged in acts of mterpretatIon~ ~ 
led some' to talk of places and the landsl;aj2l:. as a text,' Like atook, the 
landscape is created by authors, and the end product attempts to create 
certain meanings. But also, like a book, the people who "read" the land
scape and its places can never be forced to read it in ouly one way. !he 
text is subject to multiple readings despite the fact tha~ some readings 
are encouraged more than others. We can thus talk of a hierarchy of r~ad
ings with favored normal accepteareaamgs and discouraged, heretIcal, 

, " d· Thi. abnormaL readirigs dommanrre®ings and subordinate rea mg§... ?"""-"-
leads us to the concept_of-ideo~. -
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Ideology and Doxa 

In many ways my use of ideology follows that of Goren Therborn. He 
argues that the operation of ideology in human life "basically invOlVes 
t1ieCol!srinrri"olnina patternin of how human lJelniiS1iVetlielr hves as 
consclou , . e mg mitiator-S-G£.aet,;-in-a-structured.meani!.!gful war d." 
Ideologies work at three levels in Therborn's analysis. The);, define (1 r 
what exists and what does not eXIst; (2Jwha:ris-gffiJa,)ilst, and appro
prIate and what is not; and (3) what is-Qos!!ible amIimposslble. These 
three "modes of interpellation" form three lines of defense for any given 
order. For instance, it is an ideological position that racism does not ex~ 
ist in the university system of the United States. If this does not convince 
people, then the second "mode of interpellation" can be called upon. We 
admit that racism exists but claim that it is just, for some reason. Third, 
we may have to admit that racism exists and that it is bad and unjust. 
In this case we may resort to the next line of defense and say that al
though it is deplorable that racism exists, there is nothing we can do to 
change it. In order to change something we must first recognize its exis
tence; second, recognize that it is "bad"; and finally conclude that there 
is some hope of effecting change. As you can see, these three elements 
form part of an interrelated argument that covers for itself should one 
element fail. 

Jfi 
It is my claim here that place plays a role in the constitution of ideol-

R 0 at all three levels. In general,th<ffigh, I shall concentrate-olLilie-r.ole 
,r of place in t e second mo e of lllterpeIfation - the definition of what is 
~ ~ood, just, appropriate, and sn..on.JfleoiogicaI judgments of actions vary 

accordin eo raphical context. As Therborn argues, Juagments of 
what is good as oppose to w at IS ad vary accordlllg to tlie place of a 
particular act. 
Ideology, ffiough, should not be thought of as another way of saying 
"cultural values" or "belief systems." The analytic power of tbe con
cept comes from the way it coniiecrsideas of what exists, what is good, 

®and what is possible to various forms of power relations. ~ 
B. Thompson suggests, is "meaningj!Lthe service of power. "11 

- Before going on to examine more closely tbe relation between place 
and ideology, it will be helpful to make two more remarks concerning the 
nature of ideology. First, ideology is not purely a class phenomenon. There 
are many other basic forms of human subjectivity related to a whole range 
of power relations. Throughout this book I consider the multitude of ide
ologies and their interrelationships. Each case study illuminates and is 
based on different ideological structures-the chapter on graffiti includes 
ideologies of race, the chapter on Greenham Common is based on ideolo-
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, d de" and the chapter on Stonehenge involves i~e-
gies of sexuahty an li gen r'· and age Even within the case studIes 
ologies of natthiona sm~dre Ilglgyon~t play PI~ce can play a role in the main-

. more an one 1 eo 0 • -~::;:::::~=';;-;:;-;;;;:;;;rt----~ 
tbere IS f Il' deolo ies and tbe power relations they support. . d 
tenance 0 a I s oml1lant anaaoml1lated I do IiOt-Inten 

en I use t~:: :~; :0 mutually exclusive groups of people in the 
to S~~ges~ t~a~lt into one or the other of these categories. I do mean to 
war w 0 a that in iven contexts we can make judgments concern
Suggest, however, g h or k the first of my illustrations as an 
. h has power over worn. la e , h 
IDg W 0 ff .. N York City The main actors In t e story are 
example-gra It I In ew bl· k His anic mostly male), city 
graffiti artists (usually poo~~~;~ :~d ~~ite),Pand ~he art world (male 
government (mos~y ~~:;' wealth;;. It seems quite r~asonable to suggest 
and female, ~o:t y .' rful than the CIty government and 
that tbe graffItI artIsts are less powe b bly different groupS, 

Id W·th·n the art world there are pro a d 
the art war. I I h d Traditionalists tend to e-
such as traditionalists and t e avant-ga~ e. white and middle or upper 

h t art and are more ouen 
fine w at coun s as N rtheless the avant-garde upstarts 
class than tbe avant-garde upstarts. eve e ower than the graffiti 
who bring graffiti into the gallery hdave rr;or n~ often refuse to include 

, G ffiti artists in turn are mos y ma ea. . I 
arosts. ,ra, Th raffiti artists are thus subordInate I~ re a
women ID theIr groups. e g . . I tion to women in theIr own 
tion to the art world but donnnant ID re a nd more complicated. The 

'Th could become more a 
communIty. e ~to"?, d b ceived of in relation to the story 
point is that donnnaoon nee s to e con 

that is being told. .... (Th born does) tbat many ideolo-
Second, it is ~portant;:: note .~s ~~cture. A positional ideology 

gies define a posItlOn Wl .. n a Wl er s rticul:iLOS1tionin-th0-World 
"subjects one to, and guahftes one for, a ca d·th an "inclusive" lwrun 'a member "12 This can be contraste Wl ~ ? w c one IS_~~ individual ~ember 01 ajiilild. atIon
I eo ogy, w. Ion ~~ a it defmes an individual as a member of 
a Ism IS an lllcluslve Ideol?gy, abs . . I ideologies is that they have 

. An . rtant pomt a out posloona b 
a nation. rrnpo . are of one's position one e-
a "dual character" in t~at ~y becomIll1t~;s positional ideologies have 
comes aware of others m different pas ." . d I gy" of male
"alter-ideologies." Sexism, for finfstanalce, has aE~e:~~~1 i:~~sive ideology 

cl ''It ideology" 0 em eness. Th· 
ness a~ a~ a er-" . 1 " in the definition of "aliens." IS, 
of naoonahsm has an alter-I,deo ogy as we shall see. One's aware
of course is easily translated mto geogra?hy, f bein "out 

, . ,,' I ". tr cturecl wlthm an awareness 0 
ness 0 bem In P ace IS s u . f being "included" and reC
of pnlace.'~ /place IS one of the easIest ways 0 f " ·tl' on" has a geo-
~ iQtll" .. ~h ery concept 0 pOSl 

ogniz~g "at .er Wh-POSltI~~S. b e vuses the term positional he is using a 
graphIcal baSIS. en er om 
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geographical metaphor that is comprehensible to anyone because of the 
basic awareness of being in space." Alter-ideology then, relates to the 
ideological dimension of the way in which one relates to the "Other." 

The argument here is that spatial structures and the system of places 
provide historically contingent but durable "schemes of perception" that 
have an. ideological dimension. In particular, the place of an act is an 
active participant in our understanding of what is good, just, and appro
priate. How does this work? To understand this we have to understand 
the importance of "practice."14 . -

Ideological beliefs are important because they affect what people do. 
Ideologies are not simply sets of ideas. The are ideas that influence and 
gm e actIons. .ese actions are referred to as "practice. " The geograph~ 
Ica enVIronment forces people to relate beliefs to actions. People read 

r p aces by acting..in...th=-Dur actions in place are evidence~ of ur -;'e
IJ ferred reading. Just as a book comes ave meaning ou our read

ing it, so a place comes to have meaning through our actions In It- by 
"practIce"-an brongb 0 tio s_to-t.his practtce. when we are-

ent In t e library or kneeling in the church we are "reading" the place. 
This practice is, in turn, informed by the always already existing mean
ings of the place. Kneeling in church is an interpretation of what the 
church means; it also reinforces the meaning of the church. Place is pro
duced b ractice that adheres to ideolo ical) beliefs about what i h&. 
appropriate thing to do. But place reproduces the beliefs at produce it 
in a way that makes them appear natural, self-evident, and commonsense. o We are silent in a library because we believe that it is appropriate to be 

~l) silent in libraries, and by being silent in libraries we contribute to the "_y continuation of silence. Thus places are acti=. £.orces in the reproductiQn 
~ of norms in the definjtion of appmpriaRpra~Jice. Place constitutes our 

beliefs about what is a12!1IQP.riate as mnch as it i!LCnn~tituted by tliciii. 15 
Dick Hebdige, in his study of subcultures, discusses the "everyday" 

nature of ideology. He chooses to illustrate this with a discussion of a 
university. He describes how the faculty of arts is divided from the fac
ulty of science by having them in separate buildings and how the hier
archical division of the teacher and the taught is reflected in the layout 
of the lecture theaters, with the seats directed to emphasize and natural
ize the authority of the distinguished professor. The spatial construction 
of the university thus sets limits on what is possible and wh'!tis impos
sible in an educational setring. More critical lecturers are often the fIrst' 
to suggest the rearrangement of a seminar room into a more equalizing 
pattern such as a circle. Decisions made in the very spatial planning of 
our educational places set limits on what is taught and how it is taught: 
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h buildings literally reproduce in concrete terms preva~in~ 
Here t e. . ons about what education is and it is throug t S . 
(ideologIcal) nhon d . 1 structure which can of course, be altered, IS 

ss that tee ucatlona , , . t ble) 
prace d . d appears to us as "given" (Le. as unmu a . 

I d beyon questIon an d . I 
p ace rh £ f thinking have been translate mto actua 
I 

this case, e rames 0 our 
n 16 

17 

bricks and mortar. 

I 
ch as a universi then does not" reflect" ideolo ; it is not V 

A pace su ." f I . etter to think of lace as some . ng 
. t an "ex reSSIOn 0 v fiFc uS -~.cl . ideology. Places are not on y Sltnp e re -
~Y-lII ""....pmthU~lllg lot more There is no intention here to 
. f Ideo ogy- ey are a· .' . 

tIons 0 . I Iete1y "fooled" by their Iillsrecogrunon ;;:;;orvthat soCJa actors are comp d es 
Imp Y 1 Places do not have intrinsic meanings an essenc .' 
of pla~es ~s ~::~eanings that are more conventional and "approPghtl-
they sunp y d h the meanings of place are created throu 
ate." As I have argue ere, 

practice. f f tion (insofar as the ac-
Practice is simultaneouslyda orm Oh consum

he 
'Pbuys" them) and a form 

d' to ssume norms e or s tor acts accor mg a . ' . rdance with assumed norms, 

of Ptrr~~~;e~~e~~ :~o~~~i~:~~:o;~~~epted, "commonse~s~" platc~ 
con ..' articular way the actor IS Inser e 
meanings). By acnng ~n spa~ehIllda PI Importantly the actor has the 
. ticular relatIOn WIt I eo ogy. '. . 
mto a par . . I ti 1 "text" and react to It ID a way 
ability to recogmze a partlc~ ar sp.a a 

that is antag?n!stic tOda.parncul~deolo~~ ractice of people who act \ 
Meanin IS Invoke ID space ou .. yeS t eir ( 

ccordin to their inter retations of s ace whIch III turn . 
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beset them but choose to "play the gamen anyway, and even for the 
possibility that the powerful themselves believe their own stories-that 
they are not deliberately making them up. In short, theories of ideology 
have become far more subtle. In general this subtlety involves a recog-

~ 
nition .!!.tat our consciousness is a fragment. ed a?d contradictoty cock
tail of values learned from ''allove and strate les learned from evety
... a ex erlence W le th "reward ~go99-and appropriate behavior 
"nd makes life miserable for those who trans~ increasing amount 
of attention has been directed toward the "commonsense" and "every-
day" nature of ideology. 

~ 
Sophistica heories of ideology insist that evetyday common sense 

/ is an essentjal part of history an power. A gro_up..c fcom '
nant and ruk..e.ffecti,"",~out claiminl5-C:ommon.sens,,-as..thl:,~ 
This was the major insight of Antanio Gramsci in his Prison Notebooks, 
and it has been developed mc;st famously by Raymond Williams.17J:i=-

\ 

sci's concept of hegemony insists that people are not simply_~osed ':!P2.'!. 

L .. h dominant groups hut a::..~9 .. ~!nc~a,}ha~~~~!~~~j):f~()!!!!!!l!!'!.~~~ 
will also benefit subordmate groups. DommatlOn thus occurs thiougli 
common sense. The concepcof'cultu:ral"negemony places a significant bur
den..on the concept of culture, as power is seen to occur m the realm of_ 
meanmg rather than m the krmru..llolitical arena. ihus hegemony has 
played a central role in the new field of cultural studies. This is reflected 
in the work of Pierre Bourdieu: 'B 

J The cognitive structures which social agents implement in their practical 
knowledge of the social world are internalized, "embodied" social 
structures. The practical knowledge of the social world that is 
presupposed by "reasonable" behavior within it implements 
classificatory schemes ... , historical schemes of perception and 
appreciation which are the product of the objective division into classes 
(age groups, genders, social classes) and which function below the level 
of consciousness and discourse. Being the product of the incorporation 
of the fundamental structures of society, these principles of division are 
common to all the agents of the society and make possible the 
production of a common, meaningful world, a common-sense world. ~ 

Throughout his work Bourdieu has attempted to theorize the importance 
of common sense as a mechani'iin of dommatlOn. He deSCrIbes common 

'~ sense as a sense of limits or as doxa. The core of his argument IS that 
agents have permanent dispositions eIIlbedded in their very bodies~ 
disposition is a preferred and unselfconscious mode of actinK~ 
in a muTfifmleof actions from DoCliiy posture to modes of speesh. These 
dispositions reveal a connection between a person's "objective" posi-

/ 
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cion (for example, as a worker, a female, or an old person) and their sub
jective beliefs. 

It is the relationship between objective positions and subjective be-
liefs that is the key to the notion of a sense of limits: _ -----

Every established order tends to produce ... the naturalization of its own \ 
';ubitrariness. Of all the mechanisms tending..to..ptoduce this.-effecwhe 
rug§timportant and the best concealed is undoubtedly the dialectic of the C 
objective chances and the agents' aspirations out of which aci~ -
sellse of limits. commonly called the Sen$CLOf-rJIaJitY.;lO 

Bourdieu is argning that an established order, if it is successful, must 
make its world seem to be the natural world-the commonsense world. 
People must aspire to that which they are meant to aspire to . .Jf...the...Qb
jective position of a person (as a worker, woman, and so on) corres onds 
to his or her "mentaln position ("taken-for-granted" beliefs about t e 
world), the result is "ineradicable adherence to the established ord.~ 
This is because the social world appears as a natural w~ld. By acting)n_ 
accordance with these commonsense belief~ilbonJ tlie na~ss of 
t"lie SOCIal world, the objectIve con(t~ ed. ---

T e importance 0 the commonsens 'sense of~'" \ r ,sense of 
one's place) is that it is the most effective way to reproclu e (contin-
gent) conditions that produced it. The "quasi-perfect" fit of o?ieCtiv~~ 
order and subjective beliefs makes the social world appear self-evldent
"a sense of one's place ... leads one to excluae oneself from the goods, 
~,..places aniCSG-fOr:th-fr.Qm which one is:exaua~''21 Dominated 
subjects come to have beliefs about their being in the world by applying 
categorizations and schemes of perception that are produced by the dom
inant, and thus they refuse what they are refused-they define them
selves according to established definitions, hen this fit (between ob
~p.QsjrlQn and s"bjecciye belIefs! is c1me...to-.per£ect,...Bour-di ers 
to people's experience as doxa. 
----noxa IS opposed to orthodoxy, which, unlike doxa, implies some \1 
a~reness of almnattve expertences. WhlIedoxic experience is the only \\ 
experience (as it is unquestIOned and taken for granted), orthodox ex
perience is merely the "right" experience as opposed to the wrong expe
rience. D is the most effective way to maintain the established order: 

When, owing to the quasi-perfect fit between the objective structures and 
the internalized structures which results from the logic of-simple 
reproduction, the established cosmological and political order is -
perceived not as arbitrary, Le. as one possible order among others, but as ( 
a seU~evident and natural order which goes without saying and therefore 
goes unquestioned, the agent's aspirations have the same limits as the 
objective conditions of which they are a part.n 
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With the doxic mode of experience there is no conflict, as individuals 
aspire to that which fits with what their objective position allows-the 
woman aspires to be a mother, the worker aspires to be good at his or 
her job, the schoolchild aspires to be like his or her parents. Agents rec
ognize the '~legitimacy" of the social order because they "misrecognize" 
the contingent nature of that order. In effect they are not aware 'If-tI!e 
question of legitimacy in the first place. People are only aware of the 

uestion of leglomacy wfien an alternative is presented~to diem and so
cial groups compete over calms-to egltlmacy. 

I erson's sub'ective beliefs do not correspond to his or her objec
tive position, he or she may start to quesoon t e egmmacy of the ob
jective limIts. For example, a worker may come to realize that she conld 
be the manager and do the job more effectively. At this point doxa evap
orates and there is a mismatch between the objective structure and the 
subjective beliefs. 
~ prime subject of social struggle, then, is the claim to legitimacy from 

opposing forms of commonsense classifIcatIOn. I he dommatlllg...grQ!!ps -
!'!ve all interest ill deferuliog the taken-lor grantedness of things-the __ 
e:evailing doxa-while the dominated groups seek to push-back.J!te 

M 
boundaries of what is taken as natural. If the natural is shown to be ar
bitrary, then tfie ruling groups can replace it with its imp~ect::SUhSth 
tute orthodoxy. The constitution of common sense is a major stake in 

..'!!l kinds of struggle. ; -------
By revealing what was formally hidden (the contingent nature of so-

cial distinctions), a dominated subject causes "the establishment" to clar
ify the formally commonsense categories; they are forced to produce of
ficial categories with official boundaries: 

r Only in and through the struggle do the internalized limits become 
boundaries, barriers that have to be moved. And indeed, the system of 

'\ classificatory schemes is constituted as an objectified, institutionalized 
C) system of classification only when it has ceased to function as a sense of 

limits so that the guardians of the established order must enunciate, 
systematize and codify the principles of production of that order, both 
real and represented, so as to defend them against heresy; in short, they 
must constitute the doxa as orthodoxy.~ 

(1/ Bourdieu's work, then the commonsense world of doxa is the key to 
the most mera Icable adherence to the establis er:wliileihe ques-

'

11 iliming of doxa is ~of the most fundamental and effective forms 0 

Siru~. To make the establishment come out on the side of one set of 
cl:lSillications and expectations against another (heretical) set of expec-
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tations is a major victory for those, in any particular context, who are 
dominated. 

Bourdieu often makes the mistake of reducing "social" forces to 
"class" forces. Implicit in Bourdieu's work is the notion that doxa is cre
ated around class interests. In Distinction Bourdieu structures his argu
ment around the "tastes" of the aristocracy, the middle class, and the 
working class. No mention is made of the ways in which doxa operates 
in relation to gender,ethnid , age, sexnality, or place of resldence:-In
short, Bour ieu s t eorizations have too stmp IStiC a notion of 4omlna
tion. By reducing the world to sets of dominant people (npper class) and 
dominated people (working class), he tells an incomplete story. 

My purpose here is to examine some moments that Bourdieu .refers 
to as crisis points in doxa - those times and places where the preVIOusly 
unquestioned becomes questioned and powerful groups seek to defend 
the "order of things" against the heresies of "deviant" groups. Unlike 
Bourdieu I do not reduce the struggles to a class basis. In my view doxa 
serves a ~ultitude of different but powerful groups in an array of socio
cultural contexts. These moments of crisis in the flow of things are re- \1 
ferred to here as transgreSSIOns. '1\ 

Transgression, Resistance, and Deviance 

Transgression is the final link in the chain of my ~gum~nt and is im
portant for several reasons. It is hard to tell what IS con.sldered normal 
without the example of something abnormal. TransgreSSIOn, and the re
action to it, underlines those values that are considered correct and ap
propriate. By studying the margins of what is allowed we come to un
derstand more about the center-the core-of what is considered right 
and proper. Transgression is also important in itself as an example of 
possible tactics for resistance to established norms. No hegemonic stru~
ture is ever complete, and it is always important to study the ~ays m 
which hegemonies are contested in everyday life. Perhaps most unpor
tant for this project, transgression (literally, "crossing a boundary") is of
ten defined in geographical terms. Geography, then, can tell us a lot about 
transgression, and transgression, conversely, provides valuable insights 
into the way places affect behavior and ideology. 

Looking at transgression has methodological benefits. Describing and 
analyzing "common sense" could have been a time-consuming process 
involving years of fieldwork and questioning. Ttying to get people to state 
what usually remains unformulated, however, would have been fraught 
with difficulty and subject to much misinterpretation on the part of the 



1
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observer. By looking at events that upset the balance of common senSe I 
let the events, themselves, become the questions. The occurrence of "out
of-place" phenomena leads people to question behavior and define what 
is and is not appropriate for a particular setting. The examination of com
mon sense becomes a public issue in the speeches of politicians and the 
words of the media. The issues I examine become crisis points in the nor
mal functioning of everyday expectations, and these expectations need to 
be made explicit. In many ways this work resembles the ethnomethod
ological studies of Harold GarfmkeI. 24 As Garfinkel has shown, events 
iliat upset commonsense assumptions have the effect of ann~peo
pIe, and thIS helps us dIscover the underlymg taken-for-grante .~sump-

..,JillnS that help maid social action. Garfinkel's techniques became kiiOWn 
as Garfinkeling:Unlike Garfinkel, I do not have to create situations in 
which expectations are not met. My "experiments" have already taken 
place. We can think of "out-of- lace" events as "spatial Garfinkeling." 

It may seem strange that I am studying relatively "exotic" eventsw en 
my stated aim is to reveal something about commonsense geographies. 
This is explained by the methodology described above. The occurrence 
of unusual events is the catalyst for public reaction that seeks to defend 
common sense, and my examination is of these reactions. The French his

,torian Georges Canguilhem argues that while the pathological may Ee 
'logically secondary to the normal, it is existentiiilly prImary.""uj5eW'iSl! 
I-am arguing that although "out of plac~":: is logIcally secona~ to "in 
place," it may come first existentially. That is to sayt... we may' have to 
experIence some geographical transgression before 'w~-reaTIz-" that' a 
boundary.even.exlsted. ~ 

This leads to the next issue concerning transgression-the distinc
tion between transgression and resistance and the importance of reac
tions to transgressions versus the intentionality of the transgressor. There 
has been much talk in contemporary cultural theory about "resistance." 
Almost any activity from eating to walking to writing books and mak
ing films can, it seems, be construed as resistance. There is undoubtedly 
a degree of romanticization of the everyday going on in this talk. There 
is also a good deal of misguided optimism. I avoid talking (until the fi-

_!0 nal chapter, at least) a?out resistance because of a ~umber' of theoreti
f,J cal problems I have WIth the term. The most promment of these is the 
,~ Iissue of intentionality., Resistance seems to imply intention purpoSeful 

-lE: / ~cti?n directed a ~inst some dislik~d "Wnty_ ~.t:lI~<:ntinn..Qrchang-
-t::J ) mg It or lessenmg~,,- . The resIstance of an action therefore appears 

to be in the intention of the perpetrator, in the eagerness to overcome or 
change some obstacleJlames Scott makes this clear in Weapons of the 
Weak: I 

Afc.fYf\r 1---' 
Ill:...{ 
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fi t 
approximation I might claim that class resistance includes any 

At a IrS ' " d If 'th 
act(s) by member(s) of a subordinate class tha~ IS or are ,~~en e 1 el er 
to mitigate or deny claims made on that classhYdsuf~~r?r mat~ c asses 

• • '5 those superordinate classes. While t IS e mltIon .. , IS not 
Vls-a-V1 f h '-witho·ut problems, it does have several advantages. It ocuses on t e 

'al basis of class relations and class struggle. It allows for both 
maten I d th 
. d' idual and collective acts of resistance. It does not exc u e ose 
In IV f ideological resistance that challenge the dominant definition of 
fOhrm~t~ation and assert different standards of justice and equityrFinaUy 
t e s .. that many 
. focuses on intentions rather than consequences, recogmzmg 
~cts of resistance may fail to achieve their intended result~ 

'\f-~~~~~~~in~d~I~.s~ti~n~c~ti~o~n~to~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r~es~t 1 .1 a particular action. The question of intentionality . an open ?ne. 
Let me makethe distinction clearer. Scott talks of the multiform act~ons 

f 
sant laborers in Malaya that do not conform to the expectatIOns 

o pea f' "t ok 
of their masters. For these "everyday forms 0 peas~t reslsta.nce ? w. r 
they depend on being "not noticed," as the object IS to aVOId retr~butIon 
and to live as decent a life as possible. This .resistance occurs. behind the 
backs of those who are being resisted. In this project, the actIOns I stu~y 
are analyzed in terms of the response of the "establishment". t? ce,;;am 
actions-actions that are seen as being deviant or, more explicltl~, out 

of place." To have tran,SgreSSed in, thi. 's project means to have been ju~ged \ 
to have crossed some hne iliat was not meant to have 15een crossea. ~he 
crossing of the line mayor may not have be~E Intende~ 1~?~reS~lOn ( 
isjudged by those whoJeact to it,_while resistance rests on the mtennons 

of the actor( s). 
1esistance and transgression are clearly not discrete sets. Some acts 
of resistance (although not the everyday oneS Scott tal~s ~f) are judged 
as transgression. Similarly some actions judged as consntuong trans~es-
sion are intended by the actors and thus also constitute resistance. ~mce 
trans essive ac s are the acts 'ud ed to be "out of lace" b d nant 
institutio,ns and actots...(the press, the law, the govern~en:), they pro~ C. 
~tentjals" for .!_esistance-!ntentional' tran~gresslOn IS a form of \7 
resIstance that creates a response from the establishment-an act that 
draws the lines on a battlefield and defines the terrain on which contes-

tation occurs. . 
The illustrations in the second half of this book represen~ dlff~rent 

levels of intentionality. The graffiti I study is generally. not ?ohn~al ~ an 
intentional way. Graffiti artists may be expressing the~ ."Xlstennal al~en
ation or simply having fun. The actions of the graffltIsts are certainly 
transgre~i::el.~u_,-.:..~rely resistant. The Stonehenge "hippIes" were also 

z 
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attemptin~ to :'have fun," but they had a "spokesperson" who pre
sented their actIOns as political opposition to the alienation of the mod
ern urban world. The Greenham women were clearly not primarily out 
to have fun, and their actions were very intentionally and deliberately 
"resistant. " 

, Finally there is the issue of "deviance." j)eviance is commonly thought 
pf ~s synonymous .with "abnormal." The idea of deviance rests on the 
~tlOn that there IS something recogni"i:iOIy"(hfferent about acts that 
break from es t ablished.nQcJ1\LCommon Clefffiltions ofOeviance include 

Il~ statist,~cal defin:~on-dev~an~.a~_~om~~g tliat fiiTlsroofar aw~y 
from the average. Under this ClefmlTIOn It IS deviant to be color-blind 

i 9.Jj~ft-hand<@:J!}s~eviant to have a Ph.D. Deviance can also De 

I ~houg~t of as a ,~at~olo~ical iEfli,,-':!on. Qft~n_.~I1f~r.e!,~~ IS ''blamed"On 
~~11!~ prob!~~ wlili tIiep~F~9!lJIJl_de!"takil]K!.J!e d~~nfa~r.:])nlafice 

I m thl~~_'~UJ1_he"ltl!Y::-"'''}Lclis"e_'!:.l'e,We shall see in the illustratiOns 
t~at follow that "~ut-of-pla~e" acts are-frequently described in terms of 
dls~ase and contagIOn. GraffiTI, for example, is often referred to as a con

i ~lOn or a plague. The problem with this definition is agreeing on what 
conSTItutes "Iiealthy" behavior. A similar problem arises when deviance 
is described as "dysfunctional" behavior-actions that fail to function 
in .a way that leads. to some goal. The question arises as to what appro
prlat~ ?oals nught mclude. The delineation of appropriate goals is often 
a polltJcal act. Homophobic heterosexual people may define heterosex
ual family life as a desired goal and in doing so make homosexuality dys
functional and thus deviant. Gay people, on the other hand, may have a 
very different set of goals. 

A more effective definition of deviance is that developed by the Chi
cago sociologist Howard S. Becker: 

'if" Social groups create deviance by making the rules whose infraction 
constitut~s deviance3 and by applying those rules to particular people 
and labehng them as outsiders. From this point of view deviance is not a 
qual~ty ~f the act the person commits, but rather a consequence of the 
apphcatlon by others of rules and sanctions to an "offender." The 
deviant is one to whom that label has successfully been applied' deviant 
behavior is behavior that people so labe1(3 , " 

Several poi~ts ab?ut t~s definition are worth amplifying for the pur
poses of this project. FIrSt, as with transgression, deviance is created 
throu~h rea~tions-it is a consequence of responses to a person's (or 
group .s) aCTIons. When we concentrate on this aspect of deviance, the 
anal~SIS of the process of labeling becomes more important th_an_ the char-
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cteristics of those who are so labeled. Nevertheless, the social charac
~of the labeled group and the labeling group do play a role,.Il1Is 
:e because the likelihood of behavior nemg considerea(revJantaepenCIS;·~ 
~me 4!;gree, on who conunits the act and who reaCts to Ir.-Ks-BecKer 
points out, a black man who has attacked a white woman is far more 
likely to be prosecuted (and executed) than a white man who has at
tacked a white woman or a black man who has attacked a black woman. 
The events at Central Park are a grotesque illustration of this. 

The definition of acts and people as "deviant" clearly has a great 
deal to do with power. When looking at deviance it is important to con
sider who has the ower to create the rules that result in the deviance 
abe. s ec er points out, t IS IS no a soclety~. a s11TIple set ot 
,;gw;d-upon rules., Rules vary with social groups=. Different classes, em--=
ruc groups, genders, ages, and sexualities recognize different rules. When 
these groups (with different rules) come into conflict, there is little con
sensus concerning what, is or is not appropriate in a given context. One 
group, howev~r, generally has th~ power to define the. other ~s deviant. 

Graffiti artists have a very StriCt set of rules regardmg their art.2
' Be

ginners must undergo strict apprenticeships before they can leave their 
mark in certain places. The rules of New York City, however, do not rec
ognize the rules of the graffiti artist. Because New York City government 
has the power to enforce its rules on the graffiti artists, it is the graffiti 
that is labeled deviant. In the same way the rich make rules for the 
poor, blacks' actions are defined hy whites, and appropriate behavior 
for women is adjudicated by men. Power, in many ways, is the ability to \0 
make rules for others. .\Cl 

The term rules is perhaps too narrow for the purposes of this pro
ject. Rules imply some degree of formality. Law is the most obvious form 
of rules. The creation of deviance is not just related to the creation and 
breaking of the law. Rather we are talking about the looser term norms. 
It is not against the law to talk loudly to yourself as you walk down the 
street, but many observers will certainly regard you as "deviant." 

\fit is my assertion that lace plays a significant role in the creatio 0 

norms of behavior and thus I l!-.Cl:eatiOJl.Qf deviance. 1 ave already 
argued that power is the abili to make rules for others.-the ablhtyto 
de me what constitutes a ro . a llarticular place is one 
fun amenta orm of this ower. Howard Becker does not empliasize 
place in his c assic study of deviance.tIeaoes, Iiowever, refer to those -::. 
labeled deviant as "outsider~' Outsider is commonly the term used to \1\1 ~ 
describe 'people new to a p.lace or peUllle wIio do not know the ways of ' 
a place. The use of the tetm-OHtsider. indicates that a person does ~t 
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properly understand the behavior expected of people in a town, region, 
or =1On. Outsiders are often despised and suspectedDfEemg trouble-

-mak-eros;::r..hq. arc people "out of place." ----
One group of people referred to as outsiders are Gypsies. David Sib- , 

ley's account of the government treatment of Gypsies in England is an 
example of the way deviance is created by the establishment of rules and 
norms and their transgression b)' a subordinate group with its own rules 
and norms." Sibley draws our attention to the role of spatial arrange
ment in the creation of the Gypsies' "deviance." He describes a Gypsy 
camp as it would typically be organized. The camp would be arranged 
in a circular pattern with a single entrance. The windows of the cara
vans would face inward. The central area would be for play and social
izing while the single entrance would be a deterrent to "Gorgios" (house
dwelling society). Planners, in their attempts to develop "acceptable" 
sites for the Gypsies, fenced them off from each other with fences and 
trees (the Gypsies prefer openness); they would separate home from work 
(despite the tradition of working at home among the Gypsies). In addi
tion they would arrange the camps in straight lines as if they were generic 
housing estates. 

he reaction of the planners points to the perception of traveling 
Q,eople as emg' isor ere." ule an norms 0 t e trave er Cll -

ture has its own spatial expression ~ circular camp, mobility, mingling 
of home and work), but this is misrecognized as disorder by the larger 
society, which labels the GYpsies as "deviant" and as "outsiders." The 
experience of the travelin culture' e role of g£QgmiiliLin.. 

:l~ creatmg ru es, norms, and..expecta.tionS(Lhave chosen to focus on trans-
C) gression rather than deviance bec greSSIDD (and the term "p.!!!; 

o place") implies inherent spatialitv~ 
10 conclude, transgression is imp ~nt because it breaks from "nor
mality" and causes a questioning of that which was previously consid-

~ 
ered "natural," "assumed," and "taken for granted.'1Jransgressions aE,

-~IP:~ to, .be "against nature"; they disrupt the patterns ~nd pro~~f 
, norm1l:1uy ana offend the subtle myths of consensu~\ These devlatlOns 
-tromtnedOffiinanr1oeologlcal norms serve to confu5tandaisoriellThte, 
In dOing so they temporarily reveal the historical and mutable nature of 
that which is usually considered "the way things are." The way the 
world is defined, categorized, segmented, and classified is rendered prob
lematic. Such provocations result in highly charged attempts to diffuse 
the challenge presented by the transgressors. In his study of punk sub
cultures, Hebdige describes two major forms of incorporation; two ways 
in which the "order of things" is repaired and reinstated.3D These are the 
conversion of transgressions into commodity forms (such as the trans-
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formation of the "sixties" counterculture into an "over-the-counter cul
ture") and the labeling of groups as "deviant" by dominant groups sucb 
as the media, the police, and the judiciary. The remainder of this book 
is an examination of that labeling process in three specific instances. Th, 
majority of the analysis involves geographical interpretation of media 
representations of transgression. This is supplemented by discussion of th, 
role of law and political institutions (local and national government). 

Synthesis 

My primary concern here is to describe the role of place in the construc
tion of ideological beliefs concerning order, propriety, and "normality.' 
I have chosen, for methodological and theoretical reasons, to study mo 
ments in which dominant ideological belief systems are challenged an< 
disrupted. My suggestion is that the dominant reactions (of the media 
the judicial system, and political figures) to such breaches of expectan 
cies provide evidence of the relationship between place and ideology 
My focus on media and government representations is based on the irn 
portance of such representations in the maintenance of ideology. Thes' 
are particularly public reactions that reach a broad cross section of th, 
"public." -fritical media studies have firmly established the role of th, 
media in reproducing "common sense. "31-Speeifically;I-outline iliO'Wlty 

in which the language of these reactions utilizes metaphors and descnp 
tlve terms Implying that the actions of cen;ailun'lminaltlzel\tgroups ~ 
"'out of place. " "Normality" is defined, to a significant degree, geo 
graphically, and deviance from this normality is also shot through wit: 
geographical assumptions concerning what and who belong where. Ther 
is, as Henri Lefebvre has argued, a ~_ economy: "[Abstract space] irr 
plies a tacit agreement, a non-awessionpaCt~'ac6iffiatr,arirwere;-c 

IiOri=ViOlence:-It Imposes reCIprocity, and-acommunality of use. In ili 
street, each individJlalis_SUIlPOsed not to attackJhoseJreJ:n~ets; any.!l!' 
who transRress!;uhiUW5..l!eemed guilty ofJL~ritnil1J!1 act.")2 ~y trae 
ing the disruption of this "spatial economy" -the inte;;;TIzed and nal 
uralized boundafles that relate place to ,oeolugy,::-we can aeicrlnefh 
geograp!!y of ideological expectatio~s. ,-
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Part 2 

Heretical Geographies 

A Little Poem 

We say that some are mad. In fact 
if we have all the words and we 
make madness mean the way they act 
thei{ they as all of us can see 

are sutely mad. And then again 
if they have all the words and call 
madness something else, well then
well then, they are not mad at all. 

-Miller Williams, 1986 



Chapter 3 

Heretical Geography 1: 
The Crucial "Where" of Graffiti 

The Graffiti Story 

The scene is New York City as it enters the 1970s. This was to be a trou
bled decade for the world city. The city budget was steadily heading into 
a large defi~it and the infrastructure was crumbling. The city was on the 
slippery slope leading to the famous fiscal crisis of 1976. Under Mayor 
John Lindsay and Mayor Abraham Beame increasingly severe "auster
ity measures" were imposed on the city, leading to a rapid and highly 
visible decline in its physical fabric. Fifty-one bridges faced collapse, and 
many of the city's six thousand miles of sewers threatened to do the 
same. Roads were crumbling and the subway was in a bad state of dis
repair.' Payrolls for city workers were cut 15 to 25 percent. Park atten
dants, teachers, police, hospital workers, and firefighters all felt the ef
fects of "austerity." The Wall Street Jot/mal wrote: 

Basic city services, once the model for urban areas across the nation, 
have been slashed to the point of breakdown .... Evidence of the 
cutbacks is everywhere: the streets are blanketed with garbage. 
Robberies, to name but one crime, are at an all-time high. The subway 
system is near collapse, plagued by aging equipment, vandalism, the 
frequent breakdowns and derailments.l 

Poor people were disproportionately affected by "austerity" -black 
people and Puerto Ricans especially so. ill the two years following the 
fall of 1974 the city lost half of its Spanish-speaking workforce and 
two-fifths of its black employees.' These people were also the ones most 
affected by the breakdown in public services, for it was they who most 
used the public parks, transport system, and hospitals. A desperate city 
government looked toward the federal government for help. President 
Ford's lack of interest led the New York Daily News in October 1975 
to print the headline "Ford to City: Drop Dead." 

31 
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It was during this tense and strained period that graffiti hegan to ap
pear with increasing frequency on New York's material fabric. In the early 
months of 1971 a young man named Demetrius traveled around parts 
of New York City with a broad-tipped felt marker and wrote the name 
TAKI 183 on select walls, doors, and hoardings. By the summer months 
his mark seemed to saturate areas of the city. The name appeared to sig
nify nothing other than a made-up name-not so much an identity as a 
pseudoidentity. The appearance of the symbol m.arked the beginning of 
a protracted series of political engagements with the issue of graffiti in 
New York City, beginning in 1971 and extending through to the late 
1980s. 

The New York Times was made aware of TAKI's existence and de
cided to find the person behind the mark. They found Demetrius and 
dedicated a half page to hisexploits.4 They presented him as a modern
day folk hero-a colorful outlaw with an interesting hobby. Indeed the 
appearance of the article started a long series of exchanges in the New 
York media as to whether or not graffiti could be considered as a new 
folk art. 

Just as TAKI received the attention of the media, his exploits were 
attracting a group of young admirers who quickly began to replicate 
TAKI's achievements. TAKI became a folk hero, and the appearance of 
graffiti throughout the city spread rapidly. At first the graffiti consisted 
of small-scale "tags," or pseudonyms with street numbers added. These 
were applied to public property everywhere. The target that gathered 
the most attention, though, was the New York subway system. By 1973 
the "tags" had become more colorful. The graffitists had discovered the 
limitations of felt-tipped pens and the wonders of spray paint.s Gradu
ally, large multicolored "masterpieces n became more common-deco
rating whole coaches of New York subway trains. The graphic designs 
were still centered around a single name, such as TOMCAT and KOOK. 
This was not the political graffiti of Europe or the football-fan style of 
England. Neither was it the "John loves Lucy" school-ground variety. It 
was rarely obscene. This graffiti was all style. The work would often 
take crews of graffitists all night in a dark and dangerous subway yard. 
The results were often breathtakingly striking.6 

Graffiti groups and gangs began to form. "The Crew," "Challenge 
to Be Free," and "Fabulous Five" were notable examples. These small 
groups formed complicated and hierarchical communities with their own 
rules and ethics. The whole process from "racking up" (stealing paint) 
to "getting up" (producing graffiti) was highly organized. Beginners were 
called "toys," and the lucky ones got to be apprentices with the accom-
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. !ished "kings." The graffiti itself existed in a hierarchy of achievement 
tom "tags" (simple names inside of subway cars), through "throw-ups" 
(bigger names on the outside), to "pieces" (masterpieces-symbols, names, 
and messages often covering whole cars). The legendary "worm" (a whole 
ttain) was only painted twice7 (see figures 3.1-3.3). 

The appearance of the graffitists' colorful products on the subway 
system soon led to an increasingly strong ~et of reactions on the part of 
the media, the government, and the publIc. The New York T,mes was 
chastised for its "celebration" of TAKI 183 and blamed for the increas
ing popularity of graffiti. Its writers, in unison with the increasingly an
gry Mayor Lindsay, quickly turned against the city's graffitists. I shall 
examine these reactions later in the chapter. 

The city government, fuming at the suggestion that graffiti should be 
considered "art," instituted a series of expensive, and largely fruitless, 
antigraffiti campaigns. These ranged from the use of guard dogs and 
barbed wire at subway yards, through the use of antigraffiti paint and 
acid washes, to the annual antigraffiti day in which good citizens (rep
resented by Boy and Girl Scouts) cleaned up decorated subway trains 
and public buildings. The sale of spray paints to minors was banned, and 
people were banned from possessing spray paint in public places. Ten 

Figure 3.1. Tags on the New York subway. (Photo by Lynn Forsdale, from Craig 
Castleman, Getting Up: Subway Graffiti in New York. copyright 1982 MIT Press, by 
permission.) 
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Figure 3.2. Throw-up by IOU One. (Photo by Ted Pearlman, from Craig Castleman, 
Getting Up: Sflbway Graffiti in New York. copyright 1982 MIT Press. by pennission.) 

Figure 3.3. A full-scale dedication to "Mom" by Lee. (Photo by Harry ChaIfant, from 
Ctaig Castleman, Gettillg Up: Subway Graffiti in New York. copyright 1982 MIT Press, 
by permission.) 
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million dollars was spent in 1972 on attempts to halt graffiti, and 1,562 
people were arrested on graffiti charges.' By 1975 Lindsay admitted that 
the struggle against graffiti was a losing proposition, and the New York 
Times was writing editorials suggesting that spending millions on graf
fiti was a waste of time and money.' There were, after all, more serious 
problems to deal with. 

As graffiti was in the political spotlight it was also undergoing its 
sttange transformation into art. In the early part of 1972 a group of street 
graffiti artists, under the guidance of a City College sociology student 
named Hugo Martinez, formed the United Graffiti Artists (UGA). Mar
tinez wanted to find an outlet for the creative egos of Puerto Rican kids 
from deprived environments. ID He regularly visited a corner of 188th 
Street and learned the codes and secrets of graffiti. He convinced some 
of the writers to give a demonstration of their talents at City College on 
a paper-covered ten-by-forty-foot wall. On 20 October 1972 the graffi
tists engaged in "legitimate art" for the first time. 

By D~cember the UGA was attracting the attention of the New York 
Timesll and was paid six hundred dollars for performing in a ballet en
titled Deuce Coupe. Their performance was reviewed in the Wall Street 
JOl/rnal: 

While the dancers performed to pop music, Co-Co and his friends [the 
UGA artists] sprayed their names and other embellishments to create a 
flamboyant and fascinating backdrop. As the graffiti writers took their 
bows, waving their cans of spray paint, the trendy, avant-garde Joffrey 
audience responded with loud applause and numerous enthusiastic 
bravos. "They're so reaH" one young spectator exclaimed to his date.ll 

The UGA was granted a studio in Manhattan for rent of one dollar a 
year and quickly began to hold exhibitions in SoHo. Paintings sold for 
over a thousand dollars, and press reports were generally favorable. This 
was at the same time as reports of street graffiti were gradually becom
ing more frantic in their denunciations. One favorable review of graffiti 
made the connection between the gallety graffiti and its street cousin: 
"It would be well to keep in mind that there has often been something 
mildly anti-social in the practice of art and society has almost invari
ably profited from it in the long run. Well, that is for those of you who 
can't simply relax and enjoy the visual bonus that comes these days 
with the purchase of a subway token."13 The author was pleased to re
port that the "respectable standing and the 'art' context [had] not cowed 
most of the UGA artists." The UGA members eventually disbanded. 
Two became professional artists. 
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Another, more democratic, graffiti organization that formed in the 
early seventies was the Nation of Graffiti Artists (NOGA). While UGA 
membership was limited to acknowledged "masters," NOGA was ori
ente~ toward getti?g kids off the streets and keeping them fed. They 
provided art matenals and encouraged production of graffiti art, which 
sold for up to $300. At oue point they offered to paint subway cars for 
$150 a piece. The Metropolitan Transit Authority rejected the plan. 

Just a few years after TAKI 183 hit the streets and attracted follow
ers and detractors, graffiti began to appear in the smart galleries of SoHo. 
SoHo had been a mixed neighborhood of low- to medium-rent housing 
and small businesses. By the mid-seventies businesses had moved out 
and their premises were converted into ~~loft apartments" and artist stu~ 
dios. SoHo was becoming a hip place to live and be seen, and it was also 
becoming expensive. The former residents and workers could no longer 
~ord to live and work there." Mayor Lindsay, the sworn enemy of graf
fiTI, encouraged the gentrification of SoHo and its art community in the 
conviction that there was an increasingly important "arts constituency" 
in the city. With this in mind, he was primarily responsible for signifi
cant increases in the state's involvement in art funding-particularly in 
the "bohemian" art world of SoHo, where the graffiti of UGA was be
ing enthusiastically accepted as a new form of "primitive" art. 

. SAMO was a graffiti artist who had, like TAKI 183, spread his name 
widely throughout the city. He was "discovered" by SoHo art dealer 
Annina Nosei, who invited him to join her gallery. As Jean-Michel Bas
quiat, he worked in the basement of the gallery producing the work 
that was to make him a celebrity. Keith Haring had used chalk on black 
empty spaces for advertisements in subway stations around major art 
centers in Manhattan. Soon his work was inside the galleries rather 
than outside. These artists became the most distingnished graffiti artists 
~nd their work appeared in the most prestigious galleries. Haring's work 
is now available in poster form, along with Renoirs, Dalis, and Picas
sos. His work even appeared atop Times Square flashing out across the 
city he had once "defaced." The influence of graffiti is clear in the work 
of contemporary artists such as Jenny Holzer, who produced official
looking plaques and posters with strange messages and plastered them 
around New York City. In her work Truisms (1977) she sought to "place in 
contradiction certain ideological structures that are usually kept apart. "'5 
At first these posters were placed on the street. They interrupted the 
flow of everyday thoughts with statements such as "A strong sense of 
duty imprisons you" and "Ambivalance can ruin your life. n These posters 
later appeared in galleries and on flashing signs. 
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... The New York City government still responded. to graffiti n:gatively 
well-knOwn instances. Lou Reed wanted to be picture~ spraymg graf-

•. in the New York subway for an album cover. The City government 
ersuaded his record company to change the cover. Other popu.'~ c~-

p terprises cashed in on graffiti. The Clash featured the graffiTI arTIst 
ture en . d I·· M di . a music video. Graffiti can now be seen m a e I m a son, 
Futura m h .. f th 
W

. nslO· symbolizing no doubt, the New York aut enTIClty 0 e 
ISCO,' d aff· . d , bagels and cream cheese. Michael J ackson use a gr m-covere 

store s .. I ·cl dB d ·d b kdrop of generic urban decay for his appropnate y TI e a. VI ':0. 
;: electric power company advertises itself in a nati?~al magazm~ With 
white graffiti pictured on a red brick wall. The gr~ITI says .rebellious.ly, 
"power to the People." Perhaps a fitting end to thiS story IS the chOIce 
by DisneyWorld (the supreme. court of re~re~entations) to represent. New 
York City not with the Empue State ~U11ding or the St~tue of Liberty 
but with a graffiti-covered subway tram. Naturally the City governmeut 

complained. . h . 
In the remainder of this chapter I step back mto the stor~ I ave lust 

told. I will concentrate on two parts of the sto.ry: the ~anTIc responses 
to graffiti on the street that sought to portray It as deviant. and the e~
thusiastic acceptance of it as art by the SoHo art commuruty. AJ: ~ will 
how each of these responses (despite their apparent contradiCTIons) 

s , . f " rty" d reveals the power of place in the construction 0 norma I an 
"deviance. n 

The Discourse of Disorder 

The pages of the New York Times and other New York med.ia, particu
larly in the 1970s, presented a discourse of diso~der. In reaCTIon to graf
fiti the language and the rhetoric of the press, ItS readers, and g~vern
me~t officials convey a deep fear of disorder in the landscape. This fear 
is prompted by the appearance in public spaces of people's names and 
pseudonyms. Reaction to graffiti describes it as .a threat to order-as 
out of place-in two main ways: (1) by su~~es11ng through a ';'lass of 
metaphors and descriptive terms that graffm does not belong m New 
York's public places and (2) by associating it with other places-other 
contexts-where either the order is different and more amen.able. to 
graffiti or disorder is more prevalent. In each case the geographicallfD-

plications are powerful. . 
Throughout the 1970s graffiti is .referred t~ varIOusly as g~rbage, 

pollution, obscenity, an epidemic, a disease, a blight, a form of vI.olence, 
dangerous, and a product of the mad, the ghetto, and the barbaflan. An 



I 
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examinati~n of these r:actions reveals the role of implicit normative ge
ographles In the ordering of "appropriate" behavior. 

Dirt, Garbage, Pollution, Obscenity 

One of the most prevalent terms used to describe graffiti is one form or 
another of dirt. I will give you a few of the many examples. A letter in the 
New York Times reads: "No civilized metropolis (Montreal Mexico 
City,.Moscow) would endure such garbage and its continuing ~rolifera
tIOn In New York shocks many visitors and repulses untold numbers of 
local travelers. "16 City Council President Sanford Garelick is quoted in 
the New York Times of 21 May 1972 as saying, "Graffiti pollutes the 
eye and mind and may be one of the worst forms of pollution we have 
to combat. "17 Craig Casdeman in his book Getting Up quotes Metro
politan Transit Authority Chairman Rich Ravitch as saying: "The sub
ways in general are a mess, and the public sees graffiti as a form of de
facement like garbage, noise, dirt, and broken doors."18 

Dirt is something in the wrong place or wrong time. Dirt disgusts us 
because it appears where it shouldn't be-on the kitchen floor or under 
the bed. The very same objects (dust and grime) do not constitute dirt if 
they are in a different place. The meaning of dirt is dependent on its 10-
cati.on. Because dirt appears where it shouldn't, it lies at the bottom of 
a hIerarchical scale of values; dirt is valued by very few people. It an
noys us in its persistence, in its audacity to keep turning up in places we 
thought were clean, pure, and pristine. 
~ary Douglas,in her book Purity and Danger, examines the concept 

of dIrt and pollutIOn. She connects the dread of dirt to a fear of disor
der. Removin dirt, on the other hand, is part of the establishment 0 n 
ordered environment. e ma e t e environment conform to an idea a , 
sense of o.rder. ~she says, is "matter out of place," a definition that 
suggests sunultaneously some rorm of order and a contravention of that 
order. Dirt, by its very definition, depends on the preexistence of a sys
tem, a mode of classification. Douglas makes this point well: 

Shoes are not dirty in themselves, but it is dirty to place them on the 
dining table; food is not dirty in itself, but it is dirty to leave cooking 
utensils in the bedroom, or food bespattered on clothing; similarly, 
bathroom equipment in the drawing room; clothing lying on chairs; 
out-door things in-doors; upstairs things downstairs; under clothing 
appearing where over-clothing should be, and so 00.19 

'["I~ D~t, then, is a mismatch of meanings ~eanings that an:.~Ly 
\>~\SltI~d In relation to other things. Things that transgress become ---
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dirt they are in the wrong plac~ If there was. no. "~rong place," th~re 
uld be no ttansgression. Another way of pUttIng It IS that tr~sgresslOn 

cO ents a questioning of boundaries. Here we are not talking about 
repres f ., li d "" th boundaries of a territory; no enforcement 0 access IS lITIp e . we 
ar: talking of symbolic boundaries. But still we return to geograp~y, as 

h symbolic boundaries not only vary with place but are constItuted 
tese ... > dhG b lace. In all of the IllustratlOns (graffitI, Stonehenge, an t e reen-
hY p women) we shall see the use of metaphors of dirt to describe and 
rid~ule the transgressors. Douglas's discussion of "ma~er out of place" 
. levant to all of them and provides a useful analytIcal tool for de
IS re . I' f b d' d I coding the reactions to these transgresslOns. Be le sa> out ~t an > po -
lution relate to power relations in sociery as they delmeate, m an .Ideo
logical fashion, what is out of place. Those who can defme what IS out 
of place are those with the most power in society. >' . 

A note of caution is needed, however. First, Douglas'S Idea IS de."?ld 
of any reference to the types of forces that are at play in the defimtIon 
of "dirt." What counts as dirt varies widely across cultures. In each cul
ture different types of pressures work to create these differences. Doug
las fails to discuss the ways in which forces related to class, gender, and 
ethnicity, for instance, create notions of what is "out of place." Second, 
Douglas's analysis is entirely relative. We can safe~y assume 0at som, 
things are almost universally out of place. Fatal dls~ases, for mstance, 
are unlikely to be welcome anywhere. In the illustratlOns here, however 
the objects of the word dirt are not out of place in. any a~solute sense 
Graffiti, women at military camps, and young travellng festlval-?oers ar' 
not literally diseases . .!! is to some group's advantage to deSCrIbe therr 
as such for political, social, anctculmra:lreasons. 

Julia Kristeva builds on Douglas'S mSlghts in The Powers _of Horror 
Like Douglas she suggests that filth is a label that relates to a b~undary 
Filth to Kristeva is an object pushed beyond a boundary to ItS othe, 
side its margin. ;;rhe ower of pollution is "proportional to the otenc) 
of the prohibition that foun Sit." 0 !Sristeva's theorizations. are ~on 
closely tied to power relatlOllS than are Douglas'S. Kristeva IS partIcn 
tarty concerned wltn gerrder relatIons, and her observations ~elate to >t~. 
role of filth in those relations. Kristeva is more concerned WIth who It 1: 

that constructs rohibitions and boundaries and thus who becomes the 
margin Sl,mbolic orders are constructed through and by power, anc 
filth represents the "objectly_e trailW: 0fi:hatorder.2~W?en gratfm wla 
beled as filth it is an acknowledgment of the diieat that It poses to ordeI 

A related reaction to graffiti is to label it obscene. A New York gov 
erument committee on graffiti suggested that "the defacing of proper~ 
and the use of foul language in many of the writings is harmful to th, 
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general public."22 However, the vast majority of graffiti in public places, 
and particularly on the subway system, is essentially meaningless-usu
ally a single word like Hurk or Sony. The New York Times itself fre
quently refers to the fact that graffiti is rarely obscene in content. For 
instance, a large article of June 1974 remarks that graffiti covering neigh
borhood walls usually consists of multicolored designs of simple names, 
with few obscenities.2J Still public officials and the New York Times call 
graffiti obscene. What is obscene about a made-up name? 
~, One suggestion is that criticism of graffiti as obscene is linked to the 

, (' crucial where of appropriateness: "AllaiSplayisa-form of exposure and 
\ '~st as the spaces of reproduction ill society are maintained through reg-=-

,~ ulation;-by-m"",!s-ottaliQQ:::ana:regitimation, nI-Illaces and times oTSex
--'<1" \l.ality,-so,in-this-case,_dQ.JY!iting_"!!4..figyratjpn in the wrong plac£and 
h;,L 1'\ time fall into thecategory of 'obscenity.' "24 Dirt and obscenity are linked 

lJYclii m,portance ofpliCeln their very definition; they represent things 
out of order- in particular, out of place. Just as dirt is supposed to rep
resent not just a spoiling of the surface, but a problem that lies much 
deeper (in terms of hygiene, for instance), graffiti as dirt is seen as a per
manent despoiling of whole sets of meanings-neighborliness, order, 
property, and so on. Graffiti is linked to the dirty, animalistic, uncivilized, 
and profane. 

Disease;t CO,ntagion, Madness 

Less obviously connected to the idea of dirt is the idea that graffiti is 
linked to disease-graffiti as an epidemic or contagion. The New York 
Times refers to the "general graffiti epidemic."25 A review of a graffiti 
art exhibition in 1973 notes that it will probably do little to "diffuse 
the graffiti epidemic. "26 The more poetic New York Daily News head
lines a 1973 article "The Great Graffiti Plague. "27 An August 1974 head
line from the same newspaper reads "The Trouble with Graffiti: It's a 
Catching Disease. "28 Elsewhere there are references to the recent "rash" 
of graffiti-a visible surface symptom of a deeper malaise. One official 
is quoted as saying, "Graffiti is the skin cancer of our civilization .... If 
it has value it is because it is a symptom of something rotten .... Turn 
your head because the stuff is bloody, bloodless brutality."29 Disease has 
been connected to dirt; it has been seen as pollution of the body. Dis
eases are also referred to as disorders, the results of intrusions by alien 
objects that do not belong in a particular place-the body. The impli
cation, of course, is that the body of the city is ill. Tuan notes..rhat the 
ci!L has served as a symbol of order and harmony, a visible sl'mbcl of a 

,cosmic oraer, a stable society. Disease is one oItIle roots of fear; that is 
"-'" "- _/~ ,,--, -----, 

," '-C J)' \ 

/\~ 
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why lepers, for example, are separated from society., A disease in the city 
is a threat to order.30

, • • • ., 
- Implicit in the use of disease terms 10 the antlgraffitl rhetonc IS the 
'dea of se aration ana co memento e c u ease need to e.c\A 
~solated; carriers nee to e quarantined. Like di~t, a. dise.ase is a disor- V\ 
Gor with spatial tmplicatlons. In the modem imagmatlOn, It seems, there 
isstilI a connection between environment and health. Felix Driver has 
described the relation between Victorian social science and environmen
talism. Social science, he argues, was the "mapping of types of behavior 
to types of environment."31 The distribution of health and, by implica
tion, virtue, was said to depend on the influence of the moral and phys
ical environment. Sanitary science, in particular, "examined the urban 
geography of disease, its relationship with local environmental condi
tions and the location, distribution and migration of the population. "~2 
Hence Foucault called doctors the "specialists of space." The theoretl
C'al structure behlOd fhis envlfonmentalism was tlieiOelt of miasmas
invisible atmospheric substances created by the putrification of organic 
matter and the human body itself. The prime problem was then accu
mulation of filth. Moral conditions were linked to physical conditions. rerime was described as a "subtle, unseen but sure poison in t~e moral,.--:;:::;
atmosphere of the neighborhood, as dangerous as IS deadly mIasma td,-2-
the physical health.~ . 

Although social sCIence and medicine may have prog~ests~nce t)1e 
nineteenth century, it seems that the rhetoric-m=jJllffiijlls s and politi
cians stilllink1he-rnQ.ral, physical, and sanitary environments ·!l..sifuilar 
ways. The noint-is-this. tlleUs'e-trhnetaphors Q,.. _sl':~se ana contagion 
l!nplies'disorder-the spread of pollution tha~ _causes the disease and r 
,:lso the moral disorder of people o~rofp!ace: 1[~e moral geograpny o~( r, 
nmeteenth-century sarutary sCIence IS replil:ated 10 fl1s.moLa~gra:phy 'v 
pQ;trayed in the New Yorkiiietl!3 :r~ .use the ter~ disea~e is to imply 
spatial transgressions and the posslbihty of spatial solutions to these 
problems. The implications of a plague or epidemic go further than this, 
though. Susan Sontag has traced the history of the use of the plague 
metaphor." The word has its roots in the Latin plaga (stroke, woW;d) 
and has historically been used to describe extreme examples of calanuty, 
usually with the implication of evil. As the use of the metaphor deyel
oped through the years it took on the implication of coming from else-_ 
where. Epidemics in Britain were often blamed on Germany ana France, 
a~er on the colonies, particularly Africa and Asia. Europe was con
stantly held to be a "pure" place threatened from elsewhere. This view
point has been inherited by the United States in its script for the rise of 
AIDS. AIDS is thought to have begun in "deepest" Africa and to have 
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entered the healthy body of the United States through Haiti. The de
scription of graffiti as a plague, then, implies foreign origin. As we shall 
see later, the metaphorical inscription of graffiti as dirt and disease are 
combined with a notion that graffiti comes from and belongs in the 
metaphorical "jungle" of the third world. 

A particular type of medical metaphor that is frequently used is that 
of madness. This form of illness is singled out as apt for the description 
of graffiti and its writers. As Foucault has eloquently shown, madness 
is civilization's disturbing other-the ultimate disorder." No less a fig
ure than Mayor Lindsay is reported to have said it was "the Lindsay The
ory that the rash of graffiti madness was related to mental health prob
lems." For added effect, he went on to say that graffitists were "insecure 
cowards."36 The metaphorical ,\se of madness is backed up with the sug
gestion that graffitists are, in fact, insane. Some of the reactions to graf
fiti that appeared in the letters page of the New York Times also made the 
link to madness, describing the minds of graffiti artists as feeble and frag
ile." The critic Roger Rosenblart also linked graffiti to madness: "Most 
of the graffiti on the subways nowadays is indecipherable, which either 
means that the attack artist is an illiterate-frightening in itself-or that 
he is using some unknown cuneiform language or the jagged symbols of 
the mad."38 

In his book The Faith of Graffiti, Norman Mailer discusses the hor
ror felt by the "civilized office worker" when confronted with the in
escapable image of graffiti. The office worker felt that if he or she were 
to write on public walls, all manner of filth would burst out all over. He 
writes: "My god, the feces to spread and the blood to spray, yes the 
good voting citizen of New York would know that the violent world of 
Bellevue was opening its door to him."" Here Mailer uses the images of 
dirt and insanity and suggests the link between them and graffiti. The 
compulsion to spread dirt and the potential to be placed in an asylum 
are a spatial action and a spatial reaction. Behavior out of place demands 
to be corrected by putting the perpettator in her place. 

Graffiti and the Place of the Other 

Graffiti flagrantly disturbs notions of order. It represents a disregard for 
order and, it seems to those who see it, a love of disorder-of anarchy, 
of things out of place. In the journal Public Interest, in 1979, the well
known critic Nathan Glazer wrote: "[The commuter] is assaulted con
tinuously, not only by the evidence that every subway car has been van
dalized, but by the inescapable knowledge that the environment he must 
endure for an hour or more a day is uncontrolled and uncontrollable, 
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d that anyone can invade it to do whatever damage and mischief the 
:ind suggests."40 Reactions to graffiti convey the link between graffiti 
and rampant anarchy by using othe< places-other contexts-as exam
ples of where graffiti may. be in place. Most frequently the places cho-
sen are from the third world. ..... 

Graffiti is not just "out of place" because It IS rrusplaced fignratlOn; 
'ts "otherness", is also connected to its assumed source, th~(ethnic mi-
I orities of urban New York. We have already seen how the description 
:f graffiti as plague implies the involvement of "o~tsiders." .Dirt and 
madness, too, are often used metaphorically to descnbe ~h~ thIrd world 
and its imagined inhabitants. The biographical characterlstlcs.~o not al
ways confirm the impression that graffiti is a product of ~adltlOnal. rru
norities,'1 but the general belief is that graffiti is a Puerto Ri~an or ~Ican 
American phenomenon rather than, say, Austrian, SwedIsh Amencan, 
or, as in the case of TAKI 183, Greek. Once this assumption is made, 
the reactions to graffiti slip into a discourse that repeatedly makes ref
erence to the·"third world," which exists outside of the dominant value 
structure of the United States and the "West." The third world relation 
to the United States itself has a metaphorical similarity to the relation 
between white people and ethnic minorities in the urban United States. 
We do not have to make great leaps of interpretation to point to the as
sumed origins of graffiti; the most obvious references to the perceiv~d 
ethnic characteristics of graffiti are those which directly refer to Latlfl 
America and Africa. One well-known positive reaction to graffiti serves 
as an example. The pop artist Claes Oldenburg wrote, "You're standing 
there in the station, everything is grey and gloomy and all of ~ sudd~n 
one of those graffiti trains slides in and brightens up the place hke a bIg 
bouquet from Latin America."42 Favorable and critical reviews .of graf
fiti alike frequently refer to Latin America, the Canbbean, AfrIca, and 
even Russia. Along with the assumption that graffiti writers are proba
bly from some distant place (some other context where gr~ffiti is ~ore 
appropriate), there is a heavy political question evident Ifl seemlflgly 
pure aesthetic judgments. "Lady Pink," a graffiti artist, was referred. to 
by one critic as a "paint-smeared Sandinista" (despite the fact that p.ink 
was from Ecuador), suggesting that graffiti might be more ~pproprlate 
"elsewhere" in a setting associated with violence and terrorlsm. 

One pa:ticular example of this kind of comment deserves special 
attention. "TAKI 183," the seventeen-year-old Greek immigrant I d~'S
cussed earlier, is widely acknowledged as the grandfather of U.S. metro
politan graffiti. His marks on subways were widely publicized and ~riti_ 
cized in the early seventies through the pages of the New York T.m. 
At first the coverage was positive, painting a picture of a folk hero WIth 
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an interesting and creative hobby. This was in 1971. A year later TA1<J: 
Was a vandal and a public nuisance and graffiti had become "one of th 
worst forms of pollution we have to combat." TAKI the folk hero be~ 
Came TAKI the vandal. A Greek immigrant in New York became th 
central symbol of filth and disorder." e 

Many ye~s earlier in Greece the then revolutionary poet Lord Byron 
scratched hIs ,:ame on ~he Temple of Poseidon. The critic Roger Rosen
blatr, TAKI'~ fIercest cntic, found this quite acceptable: "Even Lord By
ron wrote hIs name on the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion in Greec _ 
t~chnically def~ci,:g a house of worship, but enhancing it too. Run y~ur 
fmgers along hIs sIgnature now and you are touched by him who wrot . 
'The hand that kindles cannot quench the flame.' "44 To Rosenblatr B e~ 
ron's gr.affiti (although he does not use this term) is an enhanceme~t ~f 
a. beautIful Greek temple. TAKI's inscriptions on the decaying urban en
VIronment are sacnlege. The markings of the immigrant in "our city" 
are ':defacements" (and sites of contestation within the contemporary 
dommant world power). Our inscriptions in other worlds (the signatu 
f h h ~~~ re ? a,: a~t or w 0 rests squarely WIthin tne establisliea canon) are the 

~~~r.lptl~~Jorl!1er dominant imperialist world power on the place 
~f the ~ominated. ThiSStorY o~GreeK1mmigrant and an estab
lIshed fIgure of world literature tells us of the role of geography in judg
ments of culture and aesthetics - in the interpretation of meaning. 

O~~e we begin .to see the (in some senses) obvious connections between 
g~affltI and perceIved ethnic difference, the more general labels of dirt, 
dl~e~se, a,:d madness can be seen in a somewhat different light than I 
orIgmally m~erpreted them. These appellations are all descriptive terms 
used at one tIme or another to describe "aliens" within the United States 
or, alternatively, the thir~ world, particularly cOImtries that in some way 
or ano~er stand up agaInst U.S. domination. "DirtY," for instance, is an 
~ppellatIon frequently applied to immigrants in cities, whether the Irish 
~ Lo,:don or the Chinese in Vancouver.4S As Sophie Laws has suggested: 
The Idea that people ~ith certain characteristics are dirty is very often 

found as part of the ~ttItudes of a dominant group towards a less pow
erful. one. It IS a persIstent feature of racism and anti-semitism as well 
as mIsogyny. "46 ' 

David. :Var~, in his discussion of the connections between poverty 
and .ethnICIty I.n the ~ort? Amer.ican slum, makes a similar point, con
nectmg th~ arnval of .IrUilllgrants m New York City during the nineteenth 
century ~Ith perceptl~ns of disease, dirt, and anarchy. One commenta
tor he dlsc,:sses deSCrIbed immigrants as "the refuse of Europe [who] 
congreg~te m our great cities and send forth ... wretched progeny. De
graded m the deep degradation of their parents ... to be scavengers, 
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i;'~lvsi,caJ and moral, of our streets."" One inner city area in particular
points-became a national symbol for this immigrant.slum deprav
"Every State in the Union, and every nation ahuost m the world, 
representatives in this foul and dangerous locality. "~8 Interestingly, 

P . ts was portrayed in engravings as an arena of dIsorderly street 
om , f " I . , ther than a slumlike environment. An engravmg rom va entme 5 

Malr"a"al of Old New York (1827) looks suspiciously like a Breughel 
of carnival with raucous buxom women and drunken men 

; O~llllL"'6 haphazardly along the streets. In the c~se of graffiti,. the press 
tbe government choose to point to the chaotIC and anarchic appear
of graffiti and suggest its ethnic dimensions while the ,urban. Infra-

structur, of New York was in a state of bankruptcy and dIsrepaIr. The 
link between chaos (in the form of dirt, disease, and madness) and im-

. 'N "k'hit 4' migrants 18 not a new one 10 ew l.or S S ory. . . 
Perhaps the best-known analysis of the "third world" m relatIOn to 

th themes of madness and dirt is Frantz Fanon's The Wretched of the 
E:rth.sO He describes how the inhabitants of the ,third world h~ve ?een 
systematically violated tlrrough colonial oppressIOn. Part of ~hls VIola
tion includes the correlation of blackness with madness and ~Irt. Fanon 
turns such arguments around, describing Europe (and the Uruted Stat~s) 
as insane and sunk in savagery. Any madness on the part of the thIrd 
world is, in his view, a direct result of colonial manipulation: ~e effec
tively turns the discourse of disorder around on the colomalIsts and 
forces them (us) to look in the mirror. 

Graffiti is continually portrayed (as I have already shown) as the cha
otic untamed voice of the irrational. As such it is both resisted and con
derr:ned. Graffiti is rebellious, irrational, dirty, and irreducibly "other." 
In these senses it is connected to the third world and to immigrants
themselves described as rebellious and irrational. The "West," particu
larly the Western city, is (at least ideally) the product of reaso~ and 0e 

inevitable progress of history. The graffiti artist (like the rebellIous third 
world) is the insane spoiler who resists reason and introdu~es chaos.51 

Another context in which graffiti is frequently placed IS that of the 
European Communist world. Recently the New Yor~ Times featured a 
picture of the Berlin Wall as it was symbolically fa!ling down. T~e PIC
ture included some bright new graffiti. The punch Ime was that th!s ~as 
the east side of the wall-another sign of newfound freedom sprIngmg 
up next to McDonald's and the polling booth. Th~ implicatio'.', of co~se, 
is that graffiti, in this case, represents desired disorder-:-di~order m a 
context that we are used to thinking of as overly authontarlan and or
derly. In this context graffiti is associated with £:eed,om and democ
racy-the Westernization of Eastern Europe, and, mevltably, the end of 
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Communism. How different from reactions to graffiti in New York! In 
one context graffiti is seen as a symptom of the end of civilization, of 
anarchy and decaying moral values, and in another it is a sign of a free 
spirit closing the curtain on the stifling bureaucracy of Communist au
thoritarianism. 

It is clear that the question of whose world is being written over
the crucial "where" of appropriateness-is never a purely aesthetic judg
ment. The question of geographical hegemony-the taken-for- anted 
moral"or er mevlta y imposes itsel on t e politics of aesthetic and 
moral evaluation. 

The Image of the City 

The reactions of government figures and the media to graffiti point 
overwhelmingly to one fact. It is only superficially the material deface
ment of public property that is at stake; the real issue is the image of 
New York City. It is not that spray paint has been applied to the side of 
a subway train but that the act of graffiti creates an illusion of disorder. 
Tbis notion of disorder is tightly woven into a set of ideas about "proper 
places." The use of terms like "dirt," "madness," and "disease" under
line a fear of spatial disorder; the implication that graffiti belongs in other 
places-in the third world or the ghetto-suggests a fear of rampant 
anarchy in New York City. 

The fight against graffiti is a fight against all perceived forces of dis
order and a coIlfhct over the proper place to one'"smeaning uve-r-d1f=
ferent notions of dirt. To a figure sucn as NiayGcL"inti!fay;-gra:ffttn's a 
massive and continuing-defacement destroying the proper significance 
(meanings) of the carefully controlled facades of the urban environment. 
New York itself is threatened. Mayor Lindsay, when opeoing the Prospect 
Park Boathouse in 1972, remarked on the graffiti that was bound to 
appear on it and pleaded "for heaven's sake, New Yorkers, come to the 
aid of your great city-defend it, support it and protect it."" I would 
suggest that it is not the material culture-the buildings of New York
that the mayor was worried about, so much as New York as a symbol 
of control, order, and harmony. 

It is not surprising that one analysis of graffiti argues that in some 
senses graffiti is the ideal crime for a marginalized culture. Its criminal
ity lies in its refusal to comply with its context: it does not respect the 
laws of place that tell us what is and what is not appropriate. Graffiti is 
a crime because it subverts the alltbority_aLuroa.Il-spacJ! and assertuhe 
tnumph (however fleeting) of the individual over the monuments' of -- ~---- -----
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authority, "the name over the nameless. "53 Graffiti can be described as 
a "tactic" of the dispossessed - a miiIiile and temporary set of mean
ings that insert themselves into the interstices of the formal spatial 
structure (roads, doors, walls, subways, and so on) of the city. 

Graffiti also challenges the dominant dichotomy between public and \(9 
pri~ace. It mterruptsthe -iamllia-i"IJiiUndaries of ThepiiliJiffi.1!:!.l!f 
private1;y':I~iarIngtlieJ?il@c priv<l~_!;!!~ the private e~ic. Graffiti 
appears on the streets, the facades, the exteriors, anathe interiors that . 
construct and arriculate the meanings of the city. To the graffiti ~ 

~here is fre~ sggc~'_I~~~eBen" S.~~!J~.:£!iti" ~~~es the do~n:l1n 
diVlSlons 0.£ meani"iig\trlie pracnce of graffiti oy dommated groups maKes 

.. '-.. -.---.-" .•.•• ~ .......... '---'--'-'l'--f" claims upon the meaningsof spaces; it utilizes the open, free qua Ity 0 

spac.~tn.ita'ieIloi:-Of¥lagy,,·ffee~l';eir:I'Xs->S~sanStewart sugges~ 
graffiti attempts a "utopian and limiteddissolutlOn of the boundanes 
of property" reflecting an older, Latin sense of the street as a "room by 
agreement" and extends it to include "the street as playground, ball
field, and bill\?oard by agreement-or by conflict, subterfuge, and the 
exercise of power and privilege. "54 

As private space is made public, public space is made private, indi
vidualized, stylized. The style of graffiti-its fluid characters and col
ors-symbolizes the fluid and mobile nature of those who practice it 
(the kings). The transit lines become mobile billboards-moving sets of 
colorful names that get out and go places. It is this mobile billboard that 
transects the fixed, static urban environment of sanctioned meanings 
created by the dominant notions of propetty and place. To these spaces, 
the monumental buildings of height and anonymity, the graffitist adds 
personal marks on a scale perceptible to the individual. The street, in 
some sense, is "appropriated" by those who live in it, reclaimed from 
the enormous condescension of those who own it. The graffitist opposes 
the static, monumental politics of the dominant with the mobile, per
sonal tags of the dominated. 

The urban environment is constructed around a set of "appropriate" 
places, areas imbued with sets of meaoings deemed correct by domi
nant groups in society. There are places to play, pray, sleep, eat, make 
love, and an infinite number of other activities. The associations between 
the place and its meanings are powerful and often public and communi
cable. The bnilt environment materializes meanings-sets them in con
crete and stone. In the process of making meaning material, these im
ages become open to question and challenge. Social groups are capable 
of creating their own sense of place and contesting the constructs of oth
ers. Once meaning finds its geographical expression it is no longer per-
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sonal; it is there-visible, material, solid, and shared. Once it is known 
what type of behavior is appropriate for which place, it is simultane
ously obvious which things are inappropriate and unacceptable and 
thus challenging to the guardians of the established order. 

While it has been argued that graffiti is a form of existential self
affirmation to the graffiti writer, it is also the case that graffiti means 
something very different from the perspective of the unsympathetic viewet: 
Indeed graffiti seems to threaten the existence of those who do not re
late to this obscure idiom. One harsh critic of graffiti, Rosenblatt, sug
gests this view: 

Graffiti makes you scared [because] we do not ever see who writes HURK 

and SONY. The artist is a sneak thief, and just as he attacks his canvas 
suddenly, his work attacks you. ~ .. [T]hese names (scary in their very 
loudness) are yelling to you in public places, where you wish to preserve 
your own name.5S 

Rosenblatt suggests in this passage a complicated connection between 
wishing to remain private in public and the idea that graffiti represents 
a symbolically violent attack on an equally symbolic category of prop
erty. The graffiti writer is a "thief." This view of graffiti is underlined 
by other voices of authority who clearly see graffiti as a threat to con
siderably more than the surface on which it is written. A Philadelphia 
city ordinance banned the sale of spray paint to minors, stating that "graf
fiti contributes to the blight and degradation of neighborhoods and even 
discourages the formation of business." Similarly in Los Angeles a lead
ing police official stated that" graffiti decreases property value and sigued 
buildings on block after block convey the impression that the city 
government has lost control, that the neighborhood is sliding towards

-anarcIiy. »56 Here we see how graffiti is seen in relation to a context 
that includes property values and local business in its perception of 
order but excludes the spray-painted mark of an individual who lies 
outside of the property and business relations that get to define that 
context. 

In the case of reactions to New York graffiti we have seen a deter
mined effort to express, in the language of common sense, 'a spatial or
dering of types of behavior and the moral implications thereof. The land
scape of New York can be seen as a normative landscape of "proper" 
places-that is to say, experienced contexts in which people behave them
selves and act according to expectations that are, in part, spatially dis
tributed and determined: art belongs in art school, the streets are for 
driving, and so on. Graffiti comes along and upsets this assumed, seem-
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. gl natural world, and the moral landscape has to be outlined and 
mY . I' th· . stated as orthodoxy, as the right way to do thi~gs. t IS at IS pomt-

h the expectations about place and behavlOr are upset-that the 
w
f 

en ally assumed normative geography has to he underlined and rein
orm f .. h d 'ty 

f d made explicit in the discourse 0 reaction m t e press an Cl 
orce, dbh" '11 

nment The link between spatial context an e avlOr IS cruCIa y gover . . 
h nged from an assumed, natural, common-sense, and unquestIoned re-

Cl ~ nship to a demanded, normal, and established relationship that has 
atIO . b h . . d fin d 
been questioned. In the first instance the appr?p~Iate . e a~lOr IS ~ e 

the only form of behavior; in the second It IS defined m relation to 
:~ "other" -a heretical geography. The appropriate is defined by the 

inappropriate. . ' 
In reactions to raffiti . . tant linkl g..cl.geQgraphlcal and 

moral disor er; a perceived dis'arder in space caused by graffit.i is linked 
to a moral disorder, a particular inappropriateness .. In reactmg to the 
erceived transgression of graffiti, the New York media affects the mea~
kg of New York and places within it. The powerful v~i~e o~ t?e. media 
defends particular meanings and derides others. In addition It IS lillpor
tant that the always already existing meanings of places affect the na
ture of the discourse-for example, the assumed meauing of the ghetto, 
of New York, of Latin America ... 

The meaning of both acts and places is historically variable. The same 
place (or the same act) may have. opp~site mea~~s ~t ~!~er~nt times~ 
Graffiti is not inherently or essentially abnormal, dirty, disorderly, 
or "sick." Graffiti is not naturally "out of place." In fact, the New York 
media discourse of normality and its implied meauings for place (the 
subway system, public buildings, the city itse~) can be. ~nd hav~ been 
presented in other terms-sickness as health, dIsease (dlsmtegrat~on) as 
creativity, disorder as art. Consider the graffiti-covered subwa~ tram th~t 
was chosen as a representative symbol of New York for a DIsney exhi
bition. A characteristic of Disney World as a place is that it chooses pos
itive images-images of creativity, health, exuberance, live~ess. It would 
be extremely unlikely that graffiti was chosen hecause It represented 
disorder, disease, madness, and obsceuity. Disney has no place for such 
things. A sounder hypothesis is that graJ#ti was chose~ as a sy~hol of 
creativity and participation (democracy)-a representation of a VIbrant, 
colorful, creative New York City. 

Additionally the very same characteristics of graffiti that make it repug
nant to Mayor Lindsay make it appealing to segments of the art world. 
Again crime becomes creativity, madness hecomes in~ight, dirt becomes 
something to hang over the fireplace. Just as the reactlOns of the press to 
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graffiti tell us about the role of place in the construction of order and thus 
of deviance, so does the more positive reaction of the art establishment. 

The Paradox of Graffiti as Art 

Paradoxically (it seems), at the same time as graffiti was painted as a wild 
anarchic threat to society by one dominant group (the "authorities"), i~ 
was taken off the streets and placed in galleries by another dominant 
group (official culrure):57 

The movement of graffiti to canvas and gallery space continues the 
proc.es~ of s,ubstitution by which historical contingency is mythologized; 
me~latmg figures such as art students become the new graffiti artists ... 
SOCial workers and photographers become spokespersons and publicists 
for graffiti writers; acceptable, readable and apprehensible in scale 
graffiti painting is enclosed within a proper space and time and deiimited 
for consumption as a singular artifact. 58 

As Paul Hagopian has commented, the entry of graffiti into the gallery 
~resented a paradox:59 the affirmation of graffiti's "status" as an art vi
nated the lawlessness on which its "appeal" was based. We can construct 
a table of oppositions between graffiti-as-crime and graffiti-as-art. 

Graffiti 
Crime Art 

Outside Inside 

Temporary Permanent 

Wild Tame 

Nonartifact Artifact 
Large Small 
lllegible Readable 

Noncommodity Commodity 
Unexpected Expected 

Mo~t of the attributes of graffiti that make it appealing ~s crime are 
nullIfIed by the act of placing it in the gallery, making it into art. In ef
fect, the art world has transformed and commodified graffiti by displac-
ing it . .(\S Atlanta and Alexander have argued: -

The art-world promised a way out of the ghetto only to confine the work 
of the graffiti painters to the more restricted code of the art-world .... 
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In the process of gallery consumption little of the specific meaning of 
the graffiti art was communicated, or even survived the threshold of the 
gallery itself." 

As graffiti underwent its metamorphosis from crime to art it suffered a 
displacement from the street to the gallery. Graffiti in the gallery is graf
fiti in its "proper" place. It is no longer the tactic of the marginalized 
but part of the strategy of the establishment, conforming to the codes of 
the "proper place." 

The meaning of graffiti was subsumed within a lineage defined by art 
critics and gallery owners. Whereas graffitists take their inspiration from 
the signs and styles of advertising, the art world begins to place graffiti 
in a different tradition of "pop art" and the "primitive." One art show 
catalog read, "Urban-bred, the graffiti artist continues the tradition of 
pop-art which he admires."61 That particular exhibition was titled Post
Graffiti, announcing the death of "real" graffiti and the rebirth of the 
pop art tradition. ong "histories" of the graffiti tradition were invoked, 
ranging from cave paintings to abic tra ltlOns of place-mar . 
movement of graffiti from the street to the gallery involved a simultane-
ous insertion of graffiti into a tradition, a history outside of which i.s \\ 
had previously existed. Graffiti was now legitimated by its place inside 'I 'V\~ 
the gallery and by its pla~t. ~ J 

The appellation "primitive" was frequently applied to graffiti as art. 
Graffiti's appeal to the art world lay in its apparent wildness and spon
taneity (which was at least partly a result of its refusal to obey the rules 
of place). Qcaffiti was romanticized as a folk art. This was despite the 
remarkable sophistication of graffiti techniques, the rigid apprenticeship 
system that graffiti artists worked through (from "toys" to "kings"), and 
the continued practice of different forms by the graffiti artists in their 
"black books." The assumption that graffiti is somehow primitive is 
linked to the frequent assertion that graffitists are from "the jungle" in 
the form of Latin America or Africa. Oldenburg's description of the sub
way car from "Latin America" and Norman Mailer's description of graf
fiti as "the impulse of the jungle"'2 reflect the assumed primitive and 
"narural" aspects of graffiti. There is clearly a question of race and "Ori
entalism" in the assumptions of graffiti's promoters. I have already sug
gested that this assumption of the ethnic status of graffitists often ap
pears in media accounts of street graffiti in negative ways. In the art 
world these third world associations are given a positive twist and are 
associated with unrestrained creativity. The association of graffiti with 
nature, the primitive, and the crazy is applauded in its new context. 
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So as graffiti is reconstituted as art, desecration becomes a matter of 
taste and consumption. Graffiti as crime (and dirt) was often painted 
on a subway car sixty feet long and twelve feet high that moved through 
the city with all its delineated territories. The graffiti would remain 
only a few days before being scrubbed off by the "buffer" -a machine 
that removed graffiti with various acids. Graffiti was mobile and tem
porary. The graffiti writer, working in the train yard, would never see 
the whole thing until the train moved out of the yard. The whole 
process was quick and fluid, allowing no possibility of perspective or 
a distant view: "The transience of the painting means that the cul
tural meaning is involved with the process of doing, of pulling it off. The 
scale and speed of the transformation is an important part of apprecia
tion of the painting."" In the gallery graffiti is a product of contempla
tion and permanence. The artist can remove herself from the artwork, 
contemplate it from afar, and revise it. Graffiti's almost constant mo
tion and ephemerality becomes ossified into a static and "permanent" 
object. 

By the secular ma ic of dis lacement raffif· s transform d from the 
wiI ,criminaL reviled,...amLdespised product of the insane and~ant 
into the creative ins ired an aestheticall leas qg.pw~ amst. 
In the process of the movement from the street and subway to theSoHo 
gallery, the "meaning" of graffiti and the moral judgment of it are 
changed dramatically. It is surely paradoxical that the same act (paint
ing a stylized logo) can be at once reviled and admired, removed and 
preserved. In one area mane is sent to remove graffiti and in the other 
it is spent to uy It an aad daring and "local color:,~o some wealthy 
patron's living room. At the same time that Michael Stewart, a young 
graffiti artist, aled by strangulation at the hands of twelve transit cops, 
graffiti art was selling for thousands of dollars in Manhattan galleries. 
Graffiti is simultaneously repressed and commodified. 

At least part of the explanation for this apparent schizophrenia can 
be found in Peter Stallybrass and Allon White's book The Politics and 
Poetics of Transgression. The authors suggest that there are complex 
cultural processes "whereby the human body, psychic forms, geograph
ical space and the social formations are all constructed with interrelat
ing and dependent hierarchies of high and low. "64 The book is particu
larly involved with the diverse ways in which the "high" in culture is 
troubled by and attracted to the "low" in culture. In each of their are
nas (human body, psychic forms, geographical space, and social forma
tions) the opposition between high and low is seen as a fundamental 
basis for ordering and sense making in European cultures. Transgres-
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sion of the high/low divide in any of the four arenas affects the division 
in the other three. In other words, the transgression of boundaries be
tween high and low space is reflected in social boundaries. In addition, 
the authors show how "high" discourses, "with their lofty style, exalted 
aims and sublime ends, are structured in relation to the debasements 
and degradations of low discourse. [They] tried to show how each ex
tremity structures the other, depends upon and invades the other in cer
tain historical moments to carry political charges through aesthetic and 
moral polarities."6S By "high" and "low" the authors mean the divi
sions recognized by the higher socioeconomic groups that exist at the 
centers of cultural prestige and power. Although other groups also have 
"high" and "low" designations, they do not generally have the author
ity to generalize their classifications across society. An art critic, a gallery. 
owner, or the mayor of New York is better able to define what counts 
as "high" than is a graffiti artist. Clearly the discourse of "art" is a 
"high" discourse in society, one associated with the head and the mind, 
with specia14ed spaces and the generally educated classes. The contention 
of Stallybrass and White is that a "high" discourse generally defines it
self in relation to a "low" discourse in order to confirm its own posi
tion as "high." We begin to see the logic of the relationship between 
graffiti as art and as dirt. As the authors note, this is the logic of "Ori
entalism" as developed by Edward Said." 

In his well-known formulation, Said talks about the "low" (in this 
case the cultural and geographical construction of the Orient) as a site 
of contradictions between mutually incompatible representations: one 
marked by the imperative to reject and debase and the other by desire 
and intrigue. The "Orient" in Western discourse is at once the inferior 
"other" and an "underground self." This paradoxical construction of 
the "other" is an oxymoronic formulation of power and desire for the 
"low. " 

Said's discussion of colonial and neocolonial representations of the 
Middle East is certainly not the only documented example of this am
biguous relation between the "high" and the "low." Stallybrass and White 
themselves observe the ambivalence surrounding the slums of the nine
teenth centliry. They describe the combination of loathing and fascina
tion with which "social reformers" approached the slums of England. 
While reformers such as Chadwick and Mayhew described the slums, 
the pOOl; the prostitutes, and the filth of vagabond life, their work showed 
an obsessive desire for the world beyond the boundaries of bourgeois 
respectability. It is telling that Chadwick's report, An Inq"iry into the 
Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population of Great Britain (1842), 
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was a bestseller, while in excess of ten thousand copies were given away. 
"As the bourgeoisie produced new forms of regulation and prohibition 
governing their own bodies, they wrote even more loquaciously of the 
body of the other-of the city's 'slums.' "67 Again we see the ambiva
lence with which the "high" relates to the "low." Stallybrass an.d White 
analyze the recurrent pattern of the "high" attempting to reject the."low" 
for a number of reasons and discovering that it is dependent oh that 
low "other," but also 

that the top includes that low symbolically, as a primary eroticized 
constituent of its own fantasy life. The result is a mobile, conflictual 
fusion of power, fear and desire in the construction of subjectivity; a 
psychological dependence upon precisely those Others which are being 
rigorously opposed and exclude'cl at the social level. It is for this reason 
that what is socially peripheral is so frequently symbolically central ... 
The low-Other is despised and derided at the level of political 
o-Iganization and social being whilst it is instrumentally constitutive of 
the shared imaging repertoires of the dominant culture.lis 

This formnlation provides a fruitful framework for thinking about the 
relationship between graffiti as crime and graffiti as art. 

The space of the art gallery is clearly a specialized space in the cul
ture of New York, a space separated from all those "evetyday" spaces 
outside. It is a space associated with high cnlture, with the mind rather 
than the body, with patrons high in economic, cultural, and social capi
tal. It is a central part of the geocultural construction of "high." The 
world of the inner city and the subway, of "everyday" space, is a bodily 
space, a space of action, a space with unspecialized and "commonplace" 
activities. Remember that graffiti was also continually represented in 
terms of the third world. These spaces, even if imaginary, are also con
stituted as "low" in the established discourses, peopled by the ubiqui
tous "man on the street. n They are spaces of unreason, lacking ratio
nality and order. An area of deviance and dirt, remarkably like the slums 
described in Stallybrass and White and the Orient in Said, is constructed 
out of the description of graffiti and its place. 

The relationship between dominant groups and graffiti flips between 
the "low" designations and its appropriation into "art." We can think 
of this as the rarified spaces of high culture including the "low" within 
it as an "eroticized constituent of its own fantasy life. "69 By incorporat
ing graffiti into its own spaces, the "high" turns graffiti into a tamed 
representation of the more fascinating elements of the "low." Graffiti 
serves as a metonym for the wild, chaotic everyday space outside. In a 
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sense graffiti as art is a representation of itself outside just as a stuffed 
animal in a museum is a representation of itself in the wild. Seen this 
way it is quite understandable that dominant socioeconomic groups can 
both revile and preserve graffiti as an example, a symbol, of the non
high, of the geographical, social, and cultural other. While graffiti and 
its writers are excluded at the social level, while the forces of the media, 
law, and politics are leveled against the "great graffiti plague" and a 
young graffitist like Michael Stewart is killed, graffiti remains symboli
cally central in the id~ntification of the high and the proper. The "civi
lized" has to negotiate its position in relation to the "primitive." Estab
lished powers can simnltaneously call for an end to graffiti and sell it, 
at high prices, to the residents of SoHo and Greenwich Village. 

Legitimate Creativity and Specialized Space 

The displacement of graffiti from everyday space to specialized "art" 
space is one .. reaction to graffiti that tells us something about the power 
of place in relation to ideological values. It is a rac~on that seeks to in
sert graffiti into a "proper place: and rob it 0 its enaturahzfn~w-

~. !! i~ '~!!atur~l," after all, ~o.r art ~be in ~~lleries .. if it is not i~ a 
gallery It IS not 'art." ill addmmr;-l5y absorbIng graffitl, the art world 
assured it an economic value; it could be bought. Graffiti in the streets 
was associated with devaluing property values. The ordination of graf
fiti as art, consciously or not, subverted the subversive. 

The entrapment of graffiti in the art gallery in some ways is a mirror 
image of the efforts of artists to break out of the specialized art space. 

, - he histo of art is one of the gradual removal of artistic rodu .ts 1\\ 
from everyday li e (in t e arm of "cra ") to the specialized and remeuted ~ 
object of intellectualizecL!ppreciatiqn10nce an artist would have made 
intricately carved window frames or mstruments to be used in sacred 
rituals. Now the artist makes "useless" products to be framed and ad
mired. Creativity onCe was a part of eve day life and now it is redu ed 

-!9 "prolieL~s~ a erles are "sites of legitimate creativity in a soci
ety which conceives of this phenomenon as the specialized practice of 
the artist. "70 This removal of legitimate creativity from everyday life is 
connected to the rise of capitalism: 

In the wake of the generalization of the social relations of commodity 
production during the course of the nineteenth century, this theoretical 
specification of the "aesthetic" became the intellectual basis for the 
institutionalization of art as a specific, and very special kind of, 
commodity: namely, a commodity the exchange-value of which derives, 
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paradoxically, not from its usefulness as such (its direct social utility), 
but rather from the specific form of its uselessness: its capacity to sustain 
"disinterested" or "aesthetic" contemplation.71 

So as art developed as a commodity it was gradually removed to spe
cialized spaces and made the object of individual aesthetic response .. 
Graffiti, outside the gallery in everyday space, was out of place and 
therefore did not count as legitimate creativity. 

Modem artistic endeavor has begun to challenge this separation of 
art from the everyday. Alistair Bonnett discusses the efforts of the Dadaists, 
the Surrealists, and the Situationists to transgress the artIeveryday barrieL 
Dadaism, for instance, atrempted to move art out of the formal space of 
galleries and into clubs and public halls where they would hold anar
chic "cabarets." Marcel Duchamp, a prominent exponent of Dada, is 
well known for taking a mass-produced urinal, calling it "fountain," 
and placing it in a gallery. The point of the urinal was to ask the ques
tion, "What counts as art?" and relate that to the space of the gallery. 
That is to say, the urinal revealed the way that the gallery as a specialized 
setting magically turned something into art. It highlighted the magic by 
which the "ordinary" could become something intellectually exciting 
by being placed in art space. 

Another example of artists questioning the art/everyday barrier is the 
If YOIl Lived Here project by Martha Rosla.n The Dia Art Foundation 
took a SoHo studio and presented within it an artistic statement about 
homelessness. The walls were covered with pictures of the homeless and 
about the homeless, interlaced with pieces of text such as a quotation 
from Mayor Koch that read, "If you can't afford to live here, mo-o-ve." 
Homelessness does not fit into the established subject matter for aes
thetic appreciation. The exhibition succeeded in drawing connections 
between the art space and the space outside. SoHo is a major area of 
gentrification in New York, and one of the main gentrifiers is the arts 
community. Gentrification, among other factors, has been responsible 
for the removal of low-cost housing and the increase in homelessness. 
So here were a group of artists using a gallery to raise awareness about 
homelessness. The title If You Lived Here included a certain amount of 
irony about the effect of art on the homeless in SoHo. The title made 
viewers highly aware of the connection of the gallery to the particular 
area in which it was located. The exhibition deliberately showed the way 
att galleries are not free-standing, pure spaces of aesthetic contempla
tion but spaces that are connected to the economics and brutality of 
everyday life. Whereas the established art gallery is supposed to be 

! 
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apart ~om the hum?rum world, the Dia Art Gallery sketched out the 
naIvete of such a belIef. 

The prime directive of the graffiti artists in the subway is to repro
duce the "tag" as frequently as possible (sometimes as many as ten 
thousand times). This massive reproduction of the sign is impossible to , 
restrict to a few areas of high culture, where the emphasis is placed on -
uniqueness and originality (in the sense that the "original" is valued 
and reproductions are not "authentic"):IThe street ~r~ffi~ elevation of 
reproduction to the highest value stand~ iin contradistlOCtlOn to the art 
world's elevation of the singular piece of art that one person can buy 
and own exclusively.\ There is simply no room in the gallery for all those 
people writing all-mbse tags. Graffiti resists its absorption and contin
ues its transgression of proper spaces and places. 

Graffiti in a Contested Landscape 

The system Qf dominant, "appropriate" meanings in the urban fabric 
can be referred to as a "hegemonic" landscape: a landscape with a set 
of structurally "agreed-upon" signifiers, which, rather than being im
posed in a deterministic fashion on the landscape, are constantly con
tested and negotiated. A hegemonic landscape is one that is never static 
and fixed but always, sometimes minutely, changing as a result of the 
continning struggle between dominant and subordinate cultural groups. 
Culture is seen as a "signifying system through which, necessarily (though 
among other means), a social order is communicated, reproduced, expe
rienced and explored."73 This view of culture combines (1) an anthro
pological view, which sees culture as a whole and distinct way of life, 
and (2) the more specialized sense of "aesthetic and intellectual activi
ties," extended to include all signifying practices from philosophy to 
graffiti. Such a culture is an arena of contest-a contested terrain: 

The reality of any hegemony, in the extended political and cultural sense, 
is that while by definition it is always dominant, it is never either total 
or exclusive. At any time, forms of alternative or directly appositional 
politics and culture exist as significant elements in society .... [A]ltemative 
political and cultural emphases, and the many forces of opposition and 
struggle, are important 'not only in themselves but as indicative features 
of what the hegemonic process has in practice had to contro1.74 

rIn what Bourdieu calls the "symbolic struggle over common sense," dom-'! I ~ 
inant and subordinate sociocultural groups use geography ~s ~ wea~on \ ~ 
in domination and resistanc,f Geography is also used to assumlate, 10 a 

~\ 
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paradoxically, not from its usefulness as such (its direct social utility), 
but rather from the specific form of its uselessness: its capacity to sustain 
"disinterested" or "aesthetic" contemplation. 71 

So as art developed as a commodity it was gradually removed to spe
cialized spaces and made the object of individual aesthetic response .. 
Graffiti, outside the gallety in everyday space, was out of place and 
therefore did not connt as legitimate creativity. 

Modern artistic endea vor has begun to challenge this separation of 
art from the everyday. Alistair Bonnett discusses the efforts of the Dadaists, 
the Surrealists, and the Situationists to transgress the art/everyday barrier. 
Dadaism, for instance, attempted to move art out of the formal space of 
galleries and into clubs and public halls where they would hold anar
chic "cabarets." Marcel Duchamp, a prominent exponent of Dada, is 
well known for taking a mass-produced urinal, calling it "fountain," 
and placing it in a gallery. The point of the urinal was to ask the ques
tion, "What counts as art?" and relate that to the space of the gallery. 
That is to say, the urinal revealed the way that the gallery as a specialized 
setting magically turned something into art. It highlighted the magic by 
which the "ordinary" could become something intellectually exciting 
by being placed in art space. 

Another example of artists questioning the artIeveryday barrier is the 
If You Lived Here project by Martha Rosla.72 The Dia Art Foundation 
took a SoHo studio and presented within it an artistic statement about 
homelessness. The walls were covered with pictures of the homeless and 
about the homeless, interlaced with pieces of text such as a quotation 
from Mayor Koch that read, "If you can't afford to live here, mo-o-ve." 
Homelessness does not fit into the established subject matter for aes
thetic appreciation. The exhibition succeeded in drawing connections 
between the art space and the space outside. SoHo is a major area of 
gentrification in New York, and one of the main gentrifiers is the arts 
community. Gentrification, among other factors, has been responsible 
for the removal of Iow-cost housing and the increase in homelessness. 
So here were a group of artists using a gallery to raise awareness about 
homelessness. The title If You Lived Here included a certain amount of 
irony about the effect of art on the homeless in SoHo. The title made 
viewers highly aware of the connection of the gallery to the particular 
area in which it was located. The exhibition deliberately showed the way 
art galleries are not free-standing, pure spaces of aesthetic contempla
tion but spaces that are connected to the economics and brutality of 
everyday life. Whereas the established art gallery is supposed to be 
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from the humdrum world the Dia Art Gallery sketched out the 
apart . ' 
halVete of such a be~Ief. ".. . _ 

The prime directIve of the graffitI artIsts m the subway IS to repro 
d the "tag" as frequently as possible (sometimes as many ~s ten 
;~~sand times). This massive reproduction of the sign is. ~possIble to ,~ 

trict to a few areas of high culture, where the emphasIs IS ~laced on 
~~queness and originality (in the sens:Jhat the "origi~~l" IS ~alued 

d reproductions are not "authentic"). IThe street graffltI elevatIon of 
:~production to the highest value stands lin contradistinction to the art 

Id's elevation of the singular piece of art that one person can buy ::J own exclusively.\ There is simply nO room in the galI~ry for all th~se 
people wriring all-rhbse tags. Graffiti resists its absorptIon and contIn
ues its transgression of proper spaces and places. 

Graffiti in a Contested Landscape 

The system of ' dominant, "appropriate" meanings in the urb~ fabri~ 
can be referred to as a "hegemonic" landscape: a landscape Wlt;h a.se 
of structurally "agreed-upon" signifiers, which, rather than bemg Im

posed in a deterministic fashion on the landsc,ape, are cO,nstantly co~~ 
tested and negotiated. A hegemonic landscape IS one that IS never statI 
and fixed but always, sometimes minutely, changing as a result of the 
continning struggle between dominant and subor?inate culrw;al groups. 
Culture is seen as a "signifying system through whIch, necessarily (though 
among other means), a social order is communicated~ reproduced, expe
rienced and explored. "73 This view of culture combl~e~ (1) an ant~o
pological view, which sees culture as a whole ,and di~tInct way of l~,:,: 
and (2) the more specialized sense of "aesthetIc and mtelle~tual actlvl 
ties," extended to include all signifying practices from phiIos~phy to 
graffiti. Such a culture is an arena of contest-a contested terram: 

The reality of any hegemony, in the extended political and c~ltural sense, 
is that while by definition it is always dominant, it is never elth~r.total 
or exclusive. At any time, forms of alternative or directly aPPosItional . 
politics and culture exist as significant elements in society .... [~].ltematlve 
political and cultural emphases, and the many forces ?f ~pp?slt1on and 
struggle, are important :not only in themselves but as mdlcatlve features 

=-- of what the hegemonic process has in practice had to contro!." " d '\\ 

~ In what Bourdieu calls the "symbolic struggle over common sense, om- e 
inant and subordinate socioqutural groups use geography ~s ~ wea-!'on ' 
in domination and resistanc~ Geography is also used to assInulate, m a 

~ 
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hegemonic way, the resistant elements. Just as the graffiti writer chal_ 
lenges. the codes of the ort~odox through inappropriate geographical 
behavlOr, the orthodox retahate with the forces of geo-orthodoxy. 

One form of "solution" for the "graffiti problem" has been to de
mand that the wnters, when caught, erase or paint over their orig' I 
handiwork .. Ar:0ther is to demand that the graffitists become an ~:_ 
dents working m orthodox ways with orthodox methods in establish d 
pl~ces "~here art" belongs." Susan Stewart describes a typical case ~f 
this purushment: The director of the Philadelphia Anti-Graffiti Task 
Forc~ has a~nounced th~t graffiti writers will be asked to go to vacant 
housmg projects and pamt venetian blinds, flowers, or human figure 
on boarded-up windows. "75 Magically, the graffitist, whose project i: 
to destroy the facade of the dominant environment, is made to recreat 
it and to hide rather than point out the decay he Or she is forced to live 
in. Graffiti writers are told that they have declared their meanings i~ 
the "wrong place" and that it will be reassigned to the "right place" 
through disciplinary measures. 

This official form of punishment is really the most obvious and least 
insidious attempt to assimilate, geographically, the graffitist's energy. 
Far ~ore d~~iou~ !s the ::,ay in. which the formal spaces of art galleries 
explOit the iIIegltunate meanmgs and spaces of graffiti. Again a kind 
of geomagic is performed by the simple act of taking graffiti off the streets 
and (dis)placing it in the gallery-out of the unofficial spaces and into 
the sanctioned and revered domains of established and commercial art. 
Crime, with a flick of the wrist, becomes art; the valueless is turned into 
price-tagged and packaged art ready for your living-room wall. Much 
of the mea?ing of graffiti lies in its subversion of the authority of urban 
spaces. This IS also the source of its criminality. Graffit0::~e 
-.J~~~a,:!!:!s an~o~ Graffiti writers reje~c1auns of "van
aahsm: Here IS a thmg that doesn't hurt you. When a train comes 
out of the d.arkness, v~om!, all it does is excite your heart, make your 
eye~ follow It. !t doe~n t take your wallet. '7' The criminality of graffiti, 
unlike most cnmes, lIes In Its being seen, in its transgression of official 
appearances. To take this and put it in a gallery negates its criminality 
as well as its meaning. 

As gr.a~ti is assimilated i~to the geographical mainstream, the proper 
spaces, It IS gIven new meanmgs. It is no longer crime it is a commod
!ty-a simple piece of work you can buy and take hor:,e. As a painting 
It se,:,~s as .. symbol-a metonym-for all the public spaces so rese
mantlclzed m the great "outside." It is like one of the exhibits at a freak 
show that some great and brave white explorer has retrieved from one 
of the far corners of the earth, which can serve as a simulation for all 
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h "wild things" that exist out there. Not only has graffiti been 
at er d 'bth 

ienlo,'ea from the public spaces, but it has also bee~ ,?a e statIC y e 
of the picture and the space of the gallery or hvmg room. 

tt'on here is that places are the result of tensions between dif-
sugges . h . Isl 

-r. .••• ,. meanings and that they are also active play~rs m t ese tenslOn~ 
places have more than one meaning. Some meanm~s are complem~ -

d fit neatly on top of each other. Other meanmgs seem to be m-
tary an . hid .th 
compatible-to be awkward and displaced-If t e

l
y ar: o~atebl W(I 

other meanings. The incompatibility is n.ot natura o~ mevlta. e we 
d only realize that some places have different meanmgs at different 

:es-meanings that may have once seemed heretical). Rat~~r mean
ings are said to be incompatible by someone whose mterests le m pre-
serving a particular set of meaning~. ". " 

Concerning the issue of analyzmg the creation of places, . we can 
see that it is possible to look at the form of a place as the creatlo? of a 
given "culture" and interpret it as meaning such and such. ThiS has 
been the strategy of much of cultural geography. Another metho~, how
ever, is to look at the way meanings are cons~ucted by the act~ve and 
continuing conflict of meanings and geographles produced by different 
groups of people. To do this I have looked at the d,sco~trse of those ~t. 
tempting to define a favored meaning for places, m this case places m 
New York City. . .. 

Within a particular discourse (say the dis.cour.se about graffltl m the 
New York press), a network or web of meamn~s IS created. These ~ean· 
ings are created by direct reference (the meam?g of Central Park IS X, 
the appropriate behavior in the subway system IS Z) or, more frequently, 
by metaphors and descriptive terms applied to ~erpetrators of.transgres
sions against the favored meaning of places (dirt, madne~s,. diseas~, o.b
scenity, and so on). The discourse creates a set of associatIOns wIth ItS 
subject (disorder with graffiti). .... . 

The object of the discourse-that which IS bemg mterpreted-Is an 
alleged transgression, an activity that is deeme~ "out of place." Along 
with this transgression is an alleged transformatIOn (or threatened trans· 
formation) of the meaning of a place (New York). Put another wa.y, the 
transgression threatens to bring about a ~eaning for plac~ that IS not 
favored by those involved in creating the dlsc.ourse of rea~tton. 

The claims made by the discourse in reactIOn to perceIved transgres· 
sion seem to be as follows: 
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1. Something is out of place. 
2. Some act is out of place. 
3. Some act is incompatible with the proper meaning of place. 

The implications of these changes are as follows: 

1. If the transgression continues, the meaning of the place will 
change. 

2. If the meaning of the place changes, the place itself will 
change. 

3. The new meaning will be their meaning (the meaning of the 
other). 

4. The place in question will become their place (the place of the 
other). 

~~r Place, then, has no determinate mea .. ning, no natural an. d transcendent 

@ eanin.ll.J(The meaning of ~Iace is the subject otp~iscourses 
1I f power, which express diemselves as discourses of normality. In other 

words, there are certain realms Draist"i5U.fSeWirh more P-mYer than oth
(~ch-a~ These powerful discourses ~scribe m~gs t.O 

place m the language of common sense, of normality. No thSlOourse IS 

neutral or unchanging. Discourses are ideological insofar as they attempt 
to define what is good and true, what exists, and what is possible (the lim
its to change) and insofar as they serve the interests of powerful groups. 

'--- It is (in part) through these ideological discourses that meaning is 
created, including the meaning of places. The question of who controls 
the discourse (the media, for instance) is an important one for geogra
phers because it says something about who gets to participate in the 
construction and dissemination of meanings for places and thus places 
themselves. The meaning of place, then, is (in part) created through a dis
course that sets up a process of differentiation (between us and them). 
This operation, though, is a reflexive one, as meaning, in turn, is created 
in place, in context-in association with a web of meanings particular 
to places. 

I ~ \lJhe meaning of an act (graffiti) is framed wip.in a discourse of meta
~o/.liorical association (dirt, obscenity, and so o~!n addition, the l!Jl!an
\ ~oLan act is catJ;~d in J-etms-o£jt~hiGa:FCOl1ttJ.xt, the place 
m which it occurs (New -york). The meaning of graffiti in the Bronx is 
different from that of graffiti on Wall Street. The presence of graffiti on the 
subway is annoying to the authorities because the trains travel through 
the city to areas not commonly associated with graffiti. The meaning of 
graffiti is clearly changed by placing it in the art gallery. The assessment 
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f the meaning of an act is thus associated with place. The place of an 
~ct determines (as much as it is determined by) the reaction to the act 
and the meanings accorded to it. Just as the meaning of an act is associ
ated with a particular place, the meaning of a place is associated with ap
propriate acts (or at least the absence of inappropriate a~~s). ~he que~
tion then is uot, "What does a place (New York) mean? or ~at IS 

the meaning of a particular action (graffiti)?" Rather the question be
comes "How do places (and actions in them) get the meanings they do? 
Who ~ets to say that certain meanings are appropriate?" And, eventu
ally, "Whose world is it]" 

'," 



Chapter 4 

Heretical Geography 2: 
The Sacred and the Profane
Stonehenge and the Hippy Convoy 

In the midsummer of 1992 thenewspapers of Britain were awash with 
grim stories of thousands of (mostly young) people referred to as "new
age-travellers. "I They were meeting in Wales for festivals, traveling in 
cars, caravans, and buses. The Daily Mail, a solidly right-wing British 
tabloid, had sent an undercover reporter to explain this phenomenon. 
The reporter stayed with the travelers in the county of Powys. His report, 
which appeared on 28 July, was headed, "Once it was a verdant hillside, 
now an army of 20th century no-hopers has turned it into a mire of ni
hilism." Under this, in still bigger letters, read" Mud, Drugs and a Vi
sion of Hell. "2 The rwo-page report recounts the reporter's experience 
of "hell." It concentrates on the use of drugs, the mud and filth, and the 
"run-down" vehicles. Two days later, on the editorial page, the same pa",: 
per featured a piece entitled "Feeding A New Generation of Vagabonds." 
It began: "Yesterday was a triumph for the forces of madness, it started 
with a university professor telling Radio 4 that there was nothing 
wrong with the moral code adopted by the hordes of travellers who had 
descended on Wales.'" The writer continued, in the spirit of rationality 
no doubt, by nostalgically looking back at the times of poorhouses and 
the "practical distinction" between the "genuinely needy" and the "sturdy 
vagabonds." \ 

The moral panic of midsummer has, in fact, been an annual affair since 
(at least) the early 1980s. This seemingly ritualistic confrontation be
rween traveling people and the "authorities" has a lot to tell us about the 
geographical ordering of "normality." Let us return, then, to the "Stone
henge festival" and the adventures of the "hippy convoy." To fully un
derstand the story we have to begin with the larger context of Britain in 
the 1980s and the recent history of "moral panics."4 

The 1970s in Britain was a time of economic decay marked by long 
and hard-fought battles berween government and unions. Edward Heath, 
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. the prime minister through the early sevenries, sou~t to fight ,:"orld re
cession by imposing wage restraint on workers: Th!s resulted :n a I?ng 
series of strikes by miners. Heath attem~ted to :mpil.cate.the mmers m a 

lot with Arabs who were, at the time, mcreasmg OIl pnces. He argued 
~at the miners were acting against the "national interest." S~ultan~
Dusly the mainstream press began to talk of "cr~~ping. co~murusm." l~ 
unions and in the Labour Party. More and more tot~htarlan M~X1sts 
were discovered in the political Left. The miners contmued to strike and 
Heath called an election in February 1974, which he lost in a clear class 

confrontation. 
The second government of the seventies was the Labour Party of Jan:es 

Callaghan. Callaghan's government was a centrist "social demo~ratlc" 
government. The world recession de~pene~ during the late seventies and 
was marked with extreme rates of mflatlOn (greater th~n 20 pe~cent) 
and a weakening currency. Living standards fell and working-class mter
ests continued to be subordinated to those of capital. The Labour gov
ernment was. .. based on "the social contract," which involved a stronger 
voice for the unions in return for an agreement not to ask for too much 
money. This commitment to the unions waS enough to allow the press 
to label the government "irresponsible leftists" but not enough to ~n
sure the prioritization of working-class interests. As the world receSSIOn 
deepened it became apparent that the British economy was o~e of Eu
rope's weakest. The government had to stru?gl~ to prevent caplt~1 from 
taking flight overseas and it placed the majo.nty of the econ~mlc bur
den on labor. In the end labor resisted and strikes ensued, leadmg to the 
"winter of discontent" in which miners, garbage collectors, transport 
workers, and many others went on strike, resulting in scenes of ch~os 
such as the sight of London parks full of garbage and the arlI';y acting 
as strike breakers. It was against this backdrop of a country m chaos 
that Margaret Thatcher was elected prime minister, a post she would hold 
throughout the 1980s. Throughout her "reign" she reminded the voterS 
of the "chaos" induced by the confrontation berween the Labour gov
ernment and the unions. 

The ahnost continual state of crisis from 1972 to 1979 set the stage 
for the ideological hegemony of "Thatcherism"'-a set of values that 
rested on the foundations of the idea of "consensus" and "order. " P~o
pie were obviously upset by the ongoing condition of chaos and COnfl,ct. 
Words like "consensus" and "order" were very appealing. As Stuart 
Hall has shown the British public became fixated on the idea of a "con
spiracy" agains~ the "British way of life." This c~~spiracy is t~e "neces
sary and required form in which dissent, opposItion or COnfl,ct had to 

. db'" be represented in a society which is, in fact, mesmerize y consensus. 
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Society came to be defined as one of harmonious unity with a lack of 
structured class, gender, or ethnic conflict. Conflict, seen against this 
background of barmony and "common interest," can only be under
stood as the product of the deviant minority of subversive people who 
will£u]ly conspire to destroy the "harmony" by force. Conversely, the 
state became the embodiment of consensus-the legitimate-as op
posed to the evidently illegitimate individuals and groups who sought 
to "make life difficult." 

The press was instrumental in broadcasting this view. The Daily Tele
graph became the semiofficial voice of the Right, running special isslles 
on the evils of Communism. "Moral panics" were created in order to il
lustrate the evil of the Left; for example, education was said to be in the 
hands of irresponsible "reds," and thus standards were declining, unions 
were ruled by outrageous "loony lefties," and the Labour Party was un
der the wing of the Kremlin. Magazines were increasingly censured for 
"conspiring to corrupt public morals." Teachers were accused of "pro
moting homosexuality" and Communist politics; women were chastised 
for going to work and leaving children at home. Conspirators were every
where, as Lord Chancellor Hailsham explained: 

The war in Bangladesh, Cyprus, the Middle East, Black September, Black 
power, The Angry Brigade, the Kennedy murders, Northern Ireland, 
bombs in Whitehall and the Old Bailey, the Welsh Language Society, the 
massacre in Sudan, the mugging on the tube, gas strikes, hospital strikes, 
go-slows, sit-ins, The Icelandic Cod war [are all] standing on or seeking 
to stand on different parts of the same slippery slope? 

The breadth of the alleged conspiracy against the British way of life was 
astounding. Welfare mothers, teenage pregnancies, child abuse, drunk
enness, football hooliganism, decaying educational standards, and di
vorce rates were all blamed on the leftist subversives and the welfare 
state. To replace drunkenness, child abuse, and so on, the new Right pro
posed patriotism, family values, and bard honest work. The choice was 
obvious-common sense. 

The new government of Margaret Thatcher spoke of new "old" val
ues of the Victorians. It proposed a free market completely devoid of 
"government interference," together with the values of the small busi
nessman, middle-class respectability, self-reliance, and family snugness. 
The press played an important part in spreading the new word. The 
Daily Telegraph, the Daily Express, the Daily Mail, the Sun, and others 
consistently reminded the readers of the "old days" of disorder when 
the government would rise or fall according to the whim of militant 
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unions. A new picture of an ordered Britain was built from the ruins of 

seventies chaos. 
Thatcher'S new England was a world of extraordinary authoritarian-

ism but not the direct repression of brute force (although this has played 
a role). Rather, Thatcherism's authority rested on a powerful populism
many people in England believed her and accepted the new moral order 
as common sense. Based on this populism, Thatcher instituted what Stu
art Hall calls a "law and order society." People were portrayed as gen
erally "sensible" and "moderate." The government portrayed itself as 
the protector of moderate people. In order to do this it had to control 
the few- "the mindless minority." It became a legitimate function of 
the state to police the new "extremes" (that is, not moderate or sensi-
ble) in order to protect common sense. \ 

A key strategy m tIre-relriforcement of "common sense" was the cre- , 
atiOn of "folK devils." Problems were raised that created alarm and anx- \! 

~iety among the pUbIlc. Campaigns were mounted to "solve" each problem 
temporarily, .. Examples include "youth" (promiscuity, long hair, vandal- \ r,
ism), "race," education, and so on. People experienced social crisis as a'~ 
series of these panics. 
~Eventually these panics were linked so that the illusion was created 
of a single many-faceted enemy that Conservative Members of Parlia
ment (MPs) referred to as "the permissive society": "The sale of drugs, 
pornography, the growth of the women's movement and the critique of 
the family are experienced and signified as the thin edge of that larger 
wedge: the threat to the state, the breakdown of social life itself, the 
coming of chaos, the onset of anarchy.'" The folk devils were portrayed 
as brothers and sisters in one huge subversive family that lurked every
where. With this shift to a cQ!.lWiracy mentality camlO-tho.-law-atld-or
der societr;. 

< 

The state has won the right, and indeed inherited the duty to move 
swiftly, to stamp fast and hard, to listen in, discreetly to survey, t? 
saturate and swamp, to charge or to hold without charge' __ ~I:Lacfon 
suspicion, and to hustle and shoulder, in order to k_~/~p-s6dety on the 
straight and narrow. Democracy, the last back-stop against arbitrary 
power, is in retreat. It is suspended. Th~ times are exceptional. The crisis 
is real. We are inside the "law and order" state.!! 

So a central feature of Thatcher's new common sense was the rule of 
law and order. The world under this view was (and still is) clearly divided 
up into the majority of moderate people and the tiny fringe minority of 
"extremists"; it is divided into good and evil, civilized and uncivilized, 
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order and chaos. This is the story that was being told. These divisions 
touched on people's very real concerns of threats to bodies and property 
in a time of rising crime. Since social conditions were never presented as 
a reason for this, increased law and order was the obvious solution
the commonsense measure. It would be too easy to write it all off as 
"false consciousness," but the law-and-order society spoke to people's 
real interests in direct and comforting ways. 

This law-and-order solution was thrown at every facet of the "per
missive society" during the 1980s. Homosexuality, drugs, and the posi
tion of women were all subjected to one form or another of law and qr
der in order to reinstate moral respectability, in an attempt to restore 
the family as the spine of a respectable society. It is in this context that 
the Stonehenge convoy (and the Greenham Common Women's Peace 
Camp, the subject of chapter 5) needs to be understood. Let's go back 
to 1974. 

It was in that year that a free peace festival at Stonehenge became a 
regular feature of the alternative events calendar in Britain. In 1974 the 
pirate radio station-Radio Caroline-urged people to go to a cele
bration of peace and love at Stonehenge during late June. Subsequently 
posters would appear throughout England each year stating that there 
was a "rumor" that another festival was being held over the solstice pe
riod. By the late 1970s the festival was attracting crowds of up to five 
thousand people. Every year it was held in the time leading up to the 
summer solstice, with some people arriving as early as late May. The 
people who attended the festival were a mixed group of mainly young 
white people. Some were ttavelers and Gypsies who moved from one 
festival to another throughout the year, sleeping in an assortment of ve
hicles, from horse-drawn wagons to large old double-decker buses. Oth
ers were young people from the cities who came for the music and at
mosphere. These people joined the convoy for the spring and summer 
months only. Many of them were unemployed and others were home
less. The period between the midseventies and mideighties was notable 
for its high levels of unemployment, particularly among young people. 
They wished to escape the boredom of the dole queue or, alternatively, 
of low-paying repetitive jobs. The travelers and young city dwellers both 
believed in broadly "new-age" mystic spirituality; both wished to es
cape "materialism, comfort and social status for a simple life in the hills 
and fields of rural Britain. "10. Both groups were united by the fact that 
the media referred to them as "hippies."" 

Throughout the 1970s the festival aroused little interest. It rarely hap
pened at the actual site of Stonehenge but somewhere from which it was 
visible. A stubble field adjacent to the tourist's parking lot was the usual 
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site. The festival-goers camped there, traded in food and ethnic crafts, 
and listened to music. The festival was called a "model free festival" by 
the Festival Welfare Services (funded by the government) in 1979. It ,,:as 
generally organized with help from the police. The police o~ered adVice 
to the participants on ways to avoid disturbing people who hved nearby. 
Local government authorities provided garbage bags and carts to m?ve 
the refuse away. Voluntary drug care associations and welfare services 
usually provided support for the festival. . 

All this changed in 1985 when the National Trust and Enghsh Her
itage (government bodies responsible for the management. o~ mo~uments 
and landscapes of national siguificance) obtained a coutt m)unctlOn ban
ning eighty-three named individuals from the site. On 1 June 1985 on 
the Wiltshire-Hampshire border (nine miles from Stonehenge), the con
voy of festival-goers was stopped at a roadblock by police in riot gear. 
Five hundred arrests were subsequently made in the so-called battle of 
the beanfield (see Figure 4.1). The battle involved an unusual degree of 
violence by the police in front of TV cameras. The coverage ?f the event 
surprised even the owner of the beanfield - the Earl of Cardigan - who 
condemned the action in an interview in the Daily Telegraph: 

Vehicles were their homes and obviously you do find women and 
children in homes. Assuming the police knew this, it was surprising that 
they should break in the windows of every single vehicle, covering th~ 
women and children inside with broken glass .... Seeing in a HampshIre 
field not Northern Ireland or Lebanon, on that summer's afternoon 
pre~ant women screaming hysterically and babies lying in broken glass, 
for whatever reason, really cut me up as a father of a six month old 
baby . .. . It was like using a sledgehammer to crack a nut.12 

In dealing with the "hippies" the police used tactics developed to 
deal with the miners involved in the strike of 1984-85 (the mother of 
all moral panics) 13 which even if appropriate for the miner's strike was 

, . "£' 1 certainly not appropriate for dealing with people travelmg to a ~stlva 
of peace and light." The action was defended as a successfnl solution to 
a "public order problem." 

The following year history repeated itself. On 20 May 1986 ano~er 
injunction was granted to English Heritage barming forry-six named m
dividuals from within four miles of Stonehenge. One hundred people 
were already camped near the monument. The police convinced th~m to 
move westward into the county of Somerset, where they camped m an 
unplowed field of a farm near the village of Somerton. The farmer, Les 
Atwell, who suffered from angina, on seeing the convoy arrive, collapsed; 
he qnickly became the symbol of the violated property owner cruelly 
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Figure 4.1. Arrest at the battle of the beanfield. (Photograph of unknown origin.) 

~::"tr'Jed~y .the ralicious "hippy" convoy. The members of the con
to di a ve :t1ona. Union of Farmers (NUF) and the government began 
was sc~s~ c anges ill the law concerning trespass. On 29 May the convoy 

a~ e
l 

to move on, and they headed south to Dorset. As the vehicles 
~ov~r a on,;/ road outside of Poole the leading vehicle was rammed 

y p Ice ve Icles, and twelve arrests were made by police refusing to 
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shoW any form of identification. So the convoy, prevented from stopping 
in three counties, reached Stoney Cross in the New Forest on 2 lune. 

The Home Secretary, Douglas Hurd, met with Conservative MPs from 
the area and discussed changing the n:espass laws to make it a criminal 
rather than a civil offense. The next day the "hippies" were discussed in 
the House of Commons, and on 5 lune a special cabinet meeting was 
devoted to a discussion of the "hippy" problem. Thatcher set up a spe
cial committee to discuss changes in the trespass law. When the govern
ment was granted a possession order for Stoney Cross by the High Court, 
the judge in the case pleaded that the "hippies" be given a chance to fix 
their vehicles and be removed slowly (presumably to avoid a repeat of 
the "battle of the beanfield"). On 8 lune the convoy requested forty
eight hours to repair their vehicles; as evidence of their intent to leave 
they took down a large marquee tent. The next morning at 4:50 A.M. 

440 police officers from five counties cleared the camp in two hours in 
a sweep known as Operation Daybreak. Forty-two people were arrested 
and 129 vehicles were impounded. Travel warrants were issued to al
low the travelers to take trains "home." At a cost of half a million pounds 
the police succeeded in neutralizing the convoy. Again the festival at 
Stonehenge did not take place. This seemingly ritualistic attempt by the 
travelers to reach Stonehenge has been repeated every year since, and 
each time a massive police presence has prevented the festival from hap
pening. In 1991 the travelers held their festival fifteen miles away and 
left the hundreds of armored police to stand around Stonehenge and 
watch the Druids go through their ritual as the sun came up on Mid
summer's Day. The Times reported the event as follows: 

The confrontation at Stonehenge between police and kamikaze hippies 
has become a hardy perennial for the media. It used to look like the final 
20 seconds of the Sixties: the last of the drOP-outs who had dropped 
down too far to come back. Now reinforcements from the New Age 
seem to have given the circus a second wind. Once again, the Age of 
Aquarius is taking hold and creating a cult of unreason. But the Druid 
roots of this mystic pilgrimage are all but lost, and all that the solstice 
jamboree represents now is a set-piece battle between anarchy and order.14 

By 1992, with the British economy still marginal in the European con
text, the travelers were mixed with the latest moral panic- "ravers," 
followers of the new postindustrial funk, "acid-house." As Stonehenge 
was off-limits, they headed for central and south Wales, where they were 
described by the Daily Mail in poetic terms. 

The remainder of this illustration is divided into three sections that 
describe the geography of a moral panic. The first deals with the con-
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fliet between the "hippies" and the "authorities" over the proper 
and meaning of Stonehenge, the second with the issue of the travel~~e 
mobile lifestyle, and the third with the theme of property and tresp r s 
M · 'hh . df ass. y aun, as WIt t e prevIOUs an ollowing chapter, is to delineate th 
role of space and place in perceptions of transgression. e 

The Meanings of Stonehenge 

Stonehenge and the hippies are both relics of past eras. Both 
have their places so long as they do not meet. . 

-Daily Telegraph, 5 June 1985 

Gtlarding Heritage from the Masses 
. -Headline in the Times, 21 June 1991 

The disputes over the alleged "deviance" of the "hippies" followed from 
the confrontation that arose in response to the banning of festival-goers 
fr~m the area immedi~tel~ surrounding Stonehenge in 1984. Stonehenge 
IS m the center of WIltsh,re, thirty miles north of the south coast and 
eighty miles west of London. The landscape around it is one of rolling 
chalk downs, kn~wn as Salisbury Plain. The nearest town is Amesbury; 
two and a half nules to the east and eIght miles to the south is the cathe
dral city of Salisbury. Stonehenge itself consists of large stone blocks 
(monoliths) arranged in a circular pattern. The outer ring is made of sar
sen, an extremely hard form of sandstone. The blocks are about thirteen 
feet high with horizontal blocks made of the same material placed across 
their tops to form a ring of doorwaylike structures. The inner circle is 
ma~e of a~ igneo.us ro.ck called bluestone and stands about six feet high. 
InsIde the muer CIrcle IS a horseshoe of more sarsen stones about twenty
four feet high, and inside those is another horseshoe of bluestones be
tween six and eight feet high. In the middle is a single fallen and broken 
"altar stone" made of another type of sandstone. :0 properly. ~derstand the struggle over the meaning of these mys
terIOUS stones It IS Important to outline the background to the conflict
ing sets of ideas about the meaning of Stonehenge. Behind the contem
porary argurnent~ o~er the use of Stonehenge is a history of Stonehenge 
as an Important SIte m the construction of English cultural identity. The 
arguments of English Heritage (as the guardians of the "official" view) 
arc based on this construction of the monument as "heritage" -as the 
site of national importance. 

Stonehenge is one of the few human structures predating the Roman 
conquest that still stands. It is this sense of purely English antiqnity that 
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. reservation so crucial. The first written mention of Stone-
ItS Ph' h f BI . . is from a history of England requeste~ by t e BIS op 0 Dl.S m 

twelfth century. The history was wfltten by Henry of Huntmg-
1130. He wrote: "Stanenges"where stones of wonderful size have 

ted after the mauner of doorways, so that doorway appears to 
erec [' 'h] h 
b raI' sed upon doorway' and no-one can lfDaglOe ow suc 

cen ' ' b '1 th "15 S have been so raised aloft, or why they were Ul t ere. 
stone f hr E I' h " this history of England Stonehenge was o~e 0 t ee n~ IS, mar-

" along with the "Devil's Arse" (a c.a~e '~ the. Peak D,Str,ct) and 
CD,eddar Gorge. In stories told in early BrItISh histOrIes, Stonehenge fea-

. the mythopoetic tales of Arthurian legend. The story that was 
tlOd from the twelfth century through to the sixteenth century went 

. acc;~ll~Ws. A Saxon king named Hengist killed. ~60 ~ritish lor,ds by a 
curmirlg trick on Salisbury Plain. The rightful BrItlsh king, Aurelius Am
br,osius, retllfned from exile in Brittany and defeated the Saxons. Aure
r upon the magician Merlin to get the "Giant's Circle" from 
r:~and in order to bnild a monument to the lords who had be~n killed. 
Urtherpendragon took 15,000 men to Ireland, defeated :he IrIsh ar.my, 
and tried to remove the stones but failed because of the SIze and weIght 
of the stones. Merlin found this amusing and eventually m~ved, them 
himself to Salisbury Plain and built Stonehenge. When Aurelius ~Ied he 
was buried there and was succeeded by Urtherpendragon, who ~n turn 
was buried at Stonehenge and succeeded by Arthur Pendrag~n. ~s story 
was best told by Geoffrey of Monmouth, a well-known h,stOrIan who 
also insisted that the ancient Britons had sacked Rome. T~e whole story 
was resoundingly patriotic in its glorificati~n of the ~rIton~ a~d th:; 
mythical King Arthur-perhaps the central ~gure to this d~y m pure 
English mythology. Indeed it is Arthur who IS ~x~ected to rISe from the 
dead sometime in the future and save England m ItS hour of need. 

Stonehenge, as a place integral to this story, was placed at the center 
of English cultural identity. The story went through many cha~ges but 
was more or less accepted by most historians for several ~enturI,es. Cax
ton the inventor of the printing press, was ordered to prmt a history of 
En~land in 1480 and faithfully replicated Geoffrey of Monmouth's ~c
count. The pro-British flavor of the story was not lost on the Italian 
historian Polydore Vergil (1543), who wrote that Geoffrey hadextolled 
the British "above the noblenesse of Romains and Macedoruans, en
hauncinge them with moste impudent Iyeing. ,," 

The story of Merlin and Stonehenge was perpetuated thro.ugh many 
cultural products. A similar story is told in Spencer's The FaeTle Qtleene, 
for example. Between 1590 and 1620 many plays w~re per~ormed based 
on the myth. By the mid-sixteenth century more CurIOUS nunds were ex-
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amining Stonehenge anew. Although the Merlin story was largely discred_ 
ited, Stonehenge remained an object of intrigue and a symbol of the na
tion. Stonehenge's central place in English iconography led many of the 
country's most important writers and painters to observe the monument. 
The first paintings of Stonehenge appeared in the 1560s and 1570s. Jona
thon Swift and Daniel Defoe described Stonehenge. Charles IT apparently 
hid there while retreating from the Parliamentarians in the civil war. J ames 
I considered it interesting enough to commission Inigo Jones to do an ar
chitectural study of the monument; in it Jones insisted that the stones were 
built by the Romans. By the eighteenth century the gothic charm of. the 
place was inspiring the Romantics with their fanciful tales of druids and 
northern European superiority over classical influences. William Words
worth wrote: 

Pile of Stone-henge! so proud to hint yet keep 
Thy secrets, thou that lov'st to stand and hear 
The Plain resounding to the whirlwind's sweep 
Inmate of lonesome Nature's endless year.17 

Romantic painters of the British landscape flocked to Stonehenge. Fore
most among them were Constable and Turner, who painted scenes of 
sublime terror featuring the stones and fearsome weather. Turner's paint
ing has lightning striking the center of the stones while Constable's has 
huge clouds and a double rainbow (see Figure 4.2). William Blake also 
painted Stonehenge as part of an illustration for Jerusalem (see Figure 
4.3). An illustration by James Berry for an edition of Shakespeare's King 
Lear shows Lear weeping over the dead Cordelia at Stonehenge. 

Stonehenge has also been a dramatic setting in novels. Most famous, 
perhaps, is the tragic finale to Thomas Hardy's Tess of the d'Urbervilles. 
After killing her husband, Tess takes flight with her lover Angel across 
Salisbury Plain until they come across the stones in the dark. There Tess 
lies down on the "altar" stone, refusing to continue. "Now I am home," 
she says as she falls asleep. In the morning, just as the sun rises, the po
lice capture the two lovers, and Tess gives in happily to meet her execu
tion. Here Stonehenge is Tess's home because it is pagan and predates 
organized religion. Tess descended from Pagan d'Urbaville, and through
out the novel represents the idyllic and the pastoral against a background 
of modernization, agricultural machinery, and "new ways." Hardy, an au
thor constantly aware of the changes in rural life in eighteenth-century 
England, uses Stonehenge as a symbol of preindustrial Britain - roots 
and "home" in a changing and rootless world. 

Despite the interest shown in Stonehenge by the cultural elite, it was 
not given much attention by the general public before the beginning of 
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Figure 4.2. Sto~~henge. John Constable, l' 36. (By courtesy of the Board of Trustees of 
the Victoria & Albert Museum, London.) 

Figure 4.3. Jemsalem. William Blake, cop~ E,.plate 100. 1804-20. (Courtesy the Yale 
Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection.) 
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this ce~tury. Althou.gh the modern popularity of Stonehenge has its roots 
~n th~ m~erest of Kmg James I in the monument and his visits to it, the 
unagmatlOn of the general public was not seized until the very last day 
of 1:00, when two s:ones feH over and the Times directed people's at
tentIOn to the mystenes that surround Stonehenge. 

One group of people who were attracted to the monument were the 
"druids." The Ancient Order of Druids-a kind of freemason group
was founded. in 1781 in secrecy. The "Grand Lodge" of this society visited 
Stonehenge m August 1905 for a mass initiation to which weH-known 
people were invit~d: !' large tent ~ith lots of food and drink was se~ up. 
After a banque.t, mltIates were blmdfolded and the druids changed into 
ceremonIal whIte robes and large white beards. The initiates were then 
marched into the circle and the oath was administered. The druids con
tmued to use Stonehenge at midsummer and they feature in the contem
porary story of the "hippies" that follows. Often the visitations of the 
druids were against the wishes of the owner, Sir Eclmund Aritrolus who 
charged for admission to the stones. The druids claimed that they ~ould 
n?t be charged for admission to their own temple. The druids challenged 
S.lr Eclmund to have them arrested. He did not and the ceremonies con
tmued. Arguments raged over the rights of Sir Edmund as a property 
owner: In 1913 the Anc.ient Monuments Act protected Stonehenge from 
demolItIOn or export. SIr Edmund, however, still owned it. 

During the years around World War I the military began to change 
the landsca~e around the stones. The Royal Artillery set up camp to the 
~orth and arrplanes began to flyover the area as an airfield was estab
lIshed nearby. The Royal Flying Corps even requested the demolition of 
Stonehenge as it was a danger to low-flying aircraft. The roads in the 
area were filled with military vehicles, including the first tanks which 
passed within yards of the stones. The stones often trembled due t~ shock 
waves from nearby explosions. 

Both Sir Edmund and his heir died in the war and the estate went up 
for sale. It was sold on 21 September 1915 at auction. It was bought 
for £6,600 by Cecil Chubb, a local landowner. In 1918 Chubb offered 
Stonehenge to the nation and the government accepted, giving Chubb a 
knIghthood. The government straightened the stones and laid concrete 
f?undatlOns beneath them. They encouraged scientific study, which con
tmued to reveal nothing and only served to deepen the mysterious na
ture of the stones and enhance its appeal to visitors. The tourist prob
!em became more and more acute. In the 1920s, 20,000 visitors visited 
m a year. In 1951 the figure was 124,000; in 1961 337000· and in 1971 
h If 'Ili " h ' " , a a ffiJ on. In t e 1980s, over 800,000 tourists annually visited the 
monument. 
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It wasn't until March 1978 that the harmful stress of tourism was 
knowledged and a fence was constructed around the stones. This was 

~~t without controversy; the original deed of gift made when Stonehenge 
resented to the nation in 1918 by Chuhb states that there must be 

was p , '11' . . alk d thr ugh 
"free access to all." The fact that nearly a mt IOn VISItors W eo. 
the stones in 1977 made the new fence the easiest way.'o cO.ntr?1 tOurIsts 
and prevent erosion and damage. Although the tourIsts dId lIttle dam
age to the hard stone, they eroded the chalk underneath and around the 
stones, resulting in construction of the fence.. . . 

The attraction of Stonehenge has not been limited to tourIStS. The sol-
stice celebrations of the druids have continued. Between the wars the" cel
ebrations at the site included a resident jazz band. By the 1960.s the fes
tival" had become more varied, with fair sideshows and MOrrIS dancers: 
"A howling mass of people, old, young, children jumping th~ prostrate 
stones, teenagers running madly chasing ea.ch .other ~nd ~houtmg, others 
sleeping on the ground wrapped in rugs, pIcnIC parties, litter and bottles 

lying arounp."19 . ' 
In 1962 temporary barbed wire fences were mtroduced durmg the 

solstice period and only the druids were aHowed ~t? th~ ston~s, but by 
1969 this proved fruitless. Meanwhile more faCIlIties, mcludmg a car 
park, cafe, and bookstore, were introduced at Ston~hen~e. By 19?4 the 
festival was attracting "alternative society" for the frrst tune, and It soon 
established itself as an annual event leading to the ban in 1984 and th.e 
conflicts that foHowed. The contemporary struggle over the aPl?ropn
ate use of Stonehenge is thus the I:.test in a line ~f "problems," mc~ud
ing the visitation rights of druids and the destructIOn caused by tOurIStS. 

An Alternative View 

One side of the struggle during the 1980s was represented by the Na
tional Trust and English Heritage with support from the D~partrn:nt of 
the Environment. English Heritage, which manages the ~It~, eXIsts to 
preserve sites of historical importance to "the nation." ThIS unportance 
for Stonehenge is based on its history as a site that ~e?rese?ts the .na
tion. It is English Heritage that obtained the court mJunctlOn agamst 
the "hippies." Such "authorities" believed that Stonehenge must be pro
tected against "improper" uses. This argument is opposed by the travel
ers who insist that Stonehenge belongs to the people and that n? person 
can moraHy be prevented from entering the site. Many also believe that 
Stonehenge is a holy site of power and mysticism: . 

The traveler's case is made in a letter to the T,mes (20 June 1978) m 
which the participants talked of their feelings for the monumenc "We 
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come to Stonehenge because in an unstable world it is 
people should look for stability from the past in order t·o'--""'[ 
future." They go on to contrast their treatment of the site 
cial treatment of the site. They argue that the site is, in "'''>CY.' 
gered by its established uses: 

Exceedingly large tracts of land are covered by military 
ranges. One military exercise does more damage to the landscape 
we could possibly do in 20 years .... We would not run a road 
Stonehenge, and given our-way it woule,! _sQon be removed. A very 
important part of the monument is now a tannac car park, ugly to 
We would not surround it with barbed wire and arc lamps. As for 
rest of the land making a natural setting, it is nothing but field after 
surrounded by barbed wire fences long before we came. The Director
General well knows that he and he alone is all that stands between the 
festival as it is at present and what he would call a legal festival. Holy 
land is holy land and our right to be upon it cannot be denied. 

The conflict over Stonehenge is one between the view held by the 
elers that Stonehenge is a spiritual center made to be IIsed rather 
looked at and the view of English Heritage that Stonehenge is a 
ment that needs to be preserved for the nation. The argun>ent 
on the meaning of "national heritage" and people's rights of 
places that are considered part of that heritage. English Herit'lge, 
the exclusionary powers of the state behind it, seeks to make ~t(lnehelllle 
a museum, an exhibit, and a scene for tourists to gaze at from relno'ved 
observation points. Like any other museum piece it would display 
sign "Do not touch." In the process of defining Stonehenge thus, 
glish Heritage turned Stonehenge into a fortress defended against 
"hippies" -a situation described as the Stonehenge Gulag by one 
torian.lO The "hippies" denied that Stonehenge had ever been intemled 
as a museum or exhibit. They say that Stonehenge was built to be used: 

The current policy of the authorities prevents the release of the full 
spiritual power of Stonehenge. It seeks to impose a narrow set of 
standards regarding normal leisure practice in ancient places upon 
everyone. It robs the site of its use value and turns it into an exhibition. 
Stonehenge .. , only comes to life when it is used as a living spiritual and 
leisure resource.l ! 

Pierre Bourdieu, in his book Distinction, gives us a theoretical tool 
that aids us in the quest to explain these different perceptions of Stone
henge. He describes, with reference to art, food, music, and many other 
facets of a broadly defIDed culture, the division between {tmction and 
form, which corresponds to the aesthetics of the working class atltl1'he 
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nd those with high cultural capital (usually 
flnt"Ile

l
-ctt

,
als ~o those with economic capital) tend to place 

ana ~f:s object, while the working classes valu~ ~gs 
For instance Bourdieu finds that people WIth h~e 

ft, mCUOIw'·'ho look at a photograph of an old woman's. gn~ Y 
k the ugliness and deformity of the hands, unagln-

re~~ bO~ike to have them and use them, while the cultur~1 
mlg t ~stanced reference to other art it reminds them

f 
~ . 

. d a
the 

photograph beautiful, presumably because 0 Its 
~he "pure gaze" of the educated, Bourdieu argnes, r~pr~

from the "ordinary attitude" to the world-the attltu e 

lohasizes function and survival. The 
division between 

separation of pure aesthetics and 

activities such as eating and dressing is a sacred culture: 

. 1 f the lower coarse vulgar, venal, servile-in a word 
de01a 0 ~hich c~nstitutes the sacred sphere of cul~re, 

an affirmation of the superiority of those, who c~n?e s~t1sfied 
th blim red refined disinterested, gratUitoUS, dlstmgwshed 

e s~orev:r d~sed to the profane. That is w~Y art and cultural 
~~e~~~:;t:~~ are predisposed, consciousl~ an~ dehberat~y or not, to 

a social function of legitimating SOCial differences. 

n.on of "aesthetic objectS" from everyday life makes thealm°b-
separa re s 

is made sacred its 
useum as an example. In a museum objects from all over the 

an~ from a variety of different time periods ~e ~Iace? .toget~~~ 
.uxta osed in a way that says nothing of the oble~t s ong~al c d 
I Alth~ugh originally intended for a variety of funcnons, bot sacr~ 

, . . I t) by theit very presence ID 
ifix) and profane (an eattng unp emen , d 

cr~~seum the objects become sacred objects separated from IIse an 

Velrrerat,:d for their form. . . "nument" as 

Th~~e~:~~~e:::~ ~!s~~:I~~~~~: ~:I~~~ ~~t ~~tlefun:pa~~1 sePfarS:~:: 
I · d· I f the spmtua cnon 0 

of the stones from peop e IS a
h 

ema 0 d ·ed their proper context 
h . useum t e stones are em I 
enge. Just as ID a m d b:tracted disinterested symbols. The festiva-

appear as remove ,a , 
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goers upset the categorization of Stonehenge in two ways: by insisting 
on its use value and by refusing its separarion from everyday space. 

Another perspective on the Stonehenge debate is to see the festival in 
terms of the "carnivalesque." Bakhtin's theorization of popular culture 
in the work of Rabelais suggests the resistant and subversive power of 
popular cultural forms." Such things as carnivals, fairs, and everyday 
language, he argues, are a powerful set of tools for subordinated cul
ture that constantly undermine the presumptions of elite culture. The 
inversion of symbolic domains of "high" and "low," for instance, pokes 
fun at the establishment and irritates the agents of dominant culture. The 
carnivalesque celebrates use value, profanity, and incompleteness 'and 
temporarily dethrones the sacred, the complete, and the distinguished. 
In the case of Stonehenge the transgressors were people attempting to 
hold a noisy, joyous festival in' a place established by the National Trust 
as a place of observation and reverence, The "profane" nature of the 
festival upset the perspective of Stonehenge as sacred - as bounded, fin
ished, and monumental. The festivities of the "masses" must have an
noyed those who sought to portray the stones as a monument to be pre
served. Indeed, if Bakhtin is to be believed, the festive behavior of the 
"hippies" will have undermined the "narrow-minded seriousness" and 
"pomposity" of the "official view" and revealed the relativity of estab
lished "truth." 

Finally the travelers' intention to use Stonehenge as a festival site dis
turbs assumptions about "normal leisure. "25 The way in which the Na
tional Trust manages Stonehenge emphasizes it as a place to visit- a 
tourist attraction for people who normally work. One reason for the 
"hippies" being barred from the site is their transgression of worklleisure 
distinctions. Leisure, among other things, is a reward for productive la
bar, a realm of freedom away from work, an activity that involves par
ticipation in consumer culture and that occurs in leisure spaces. The 
travelers appear to ignore or deliberately transgress so many of these 
assumptions about leisure that they are considered a "high-risk group." 
The druids hold a ceremony at Stonehenge that has been allowed to 

continue, yet the druids have no more claim to authenticity than the 
"hippies" do, being essentially an invention of the late nineteenth cen
tury. Nevertheless the druids have continued to receive the cooperation 
of the authorities. The "hippies" are not trusted because they do not 
behave in "normal" ways in both work and leisure. 

A "normal" adult is propertied and is in paid employment or is sup
;:----- parted by someone in paid employment. In addition the leisure activities 

of a "normal" person are financed by tIle1! participation in the formal 
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~ A "normal" person deserves leisure because they have worked 
to earn It: 

Lifestyles among the propertyless which are built around the deliberate 
withdrawal from the formal economy,-•.. non-work and welfare support 
are denounced as unhealthy for the individual and debilitating for 
society. The propertyless who emphasize "fun", "spontaneity" and 
"pleasure" over "discipline", "sobriety", and "obligation" are dismissed 
as little more than parasites.26 

Leisure is often distinguished from "what has to be done." It is a realm 
of freedom and autonomy away from work. It is both subordinated to 
and separated from work. Work is considered a public activity while 
leisure is private. Such distinctions, although dominant today, are rela
tively recent. Before the Industrial Revolution work and leisure were dif
ficult to distinguish spatially or culturally. The Industrial Revolution in 
Europe created distinct times and places for work and leisure. Work was 
established f,lS the primary activity and leisure was restricted to "useful" 
pursuits. 

The creation of work and leisure as separate spheres had a peculiar 
social geography to it. The bourgeoisie perceived the "free" time of the 
working class to be a threat, as the workers were not thought to be civ
ilized enough to engage in constructive leisure pursuits. In fact, from 
the bourgeois perspective, the workers were "sunk in bestiality, improv
ident, intemperate and sexually rampant .... They did not attend church 
and appeared to have few morals. They were the very negation of the 
bourgeoisie."27 So the bourgeoisie set about regulating the "free" time 
and space of the mass of people. The social geography of leisure was one 
in which the propertied classes had an abundance of space at home for 
leisure...aetivities. For the bourgeoisie leisure was very much a priva ;;; 
activir/.rThe workers, however, did not have the space for private leisure ! 6 
and utilized public space for such pursuits. Bars, sports stadia, carni-
vals, and the streets were the sites for workers at play. Each of these 
seemed to threaten the norms and morals of the middle class and each, 
in turn, was regulated and licensed. The net result was a reduction in 
truly puhlic leisure space-a gradual privatization of space. By the twen-
tieth century street life, a characteristic realm of play throughout his-
tory,wasalI but a:JlOIi~ -..... , 
- This brief history is intenoe to illustrate the "licensed" nature of 
leisure. T word "leisure" comes rom the Latin Iicere- "to be al- I 
lowed," a definition that implies b th freegom-and permission. Some- I 
one is doing the allowmg, the hcensmg.Leisure, then, is more than a - , 
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realm of freedom from necessity; it is also a sphere that is controlled: 
".Leisure relations are relations of permissible behavio~hat is con
sldered appropriate and inappropriate behaviour in leisure time articu
lates power relations as succinctly as do the rules governing work.l'8 

The "hippies" in the convoy were leading a life that transgresseirThe 
spatial assumptions of both work and leisure. The social geography of 
leIsure that has existed in England since the Industrial Revolution de
manded private, regulated leisure and formal paid employment at the 
workplace. The "hippies" did not separate work and leisure and en
gaged in both in public and unregulated ways. 

Druids may celebrate Stonehenge, but when they have finished they 
r~tu':!' to their predominantly middle-class jobs and families. The "hip
pIes, however, appear to have no job and return to a caravan or tent. 
The "deviance" of their lifestyle results in the foreclosure of their right 
to have any say in the management of "national heritage": 

The situation is compounded by rhe political challenge of the hippies. 
The hippies do not simply want to widen access to the site, they also 
maintain that the official management has contributed to the 
disenchantment of Stonehenge. In criticizing the form of official 
administration, the hippies emphasize that the official administration is 
just that, a form among many other possible forms. It is not natural, 
inevitable, normal or timeless. Rather it springs from a specific 
conjunction of historical and material factors which can be changed 
through concrete action.29 

The action of the "hippies" reveals the historical nature of the "nor
mal." The media and government reactions interpreted here represent 
an attempt to restore "normalityfl and "healthy" leisure activity. 
. The denial of the hippies' evaluation of Stonehenge, then, is related, 
ID some measure, to their lifestyle-a lifestyle that involves mobility, 
lack of property, and a lack of participation in the formal economy. In 
terms of the actual chain of events surrounding the Stonehenge phenom
enon, the critique of the hippy lifestyle according to geographic norms 
of property and rootedness followed and sprang from the arguments over 
the proper use of Stonehenge. The following sections, theri, are connected 
to Stonehenge in two ways. First, as I have suggested above, the judg
ment of the alternative view of Stonehenge as inappropriate was linked 
to other geographical features of the hippies' lifestyle, and second, once 
the hippies were prevented from reaching the monument, the actual chain 
of events moved away from the stones and involved a more direct reac
tion to the geographical transgression of the hippies' everyday lifestyle. 
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The Convoy of Pollution: Mobility and Deviance 

The law of the normal presents itself as permanently 
beleaguered. In the name of the "auerage citizen" it defies 
"the human cess pit" of "abnormal" leistlre and the 
onslaught of "the uiolent permissiue society". 
Metaphorically speaking, the normal presents itself as the 
bastion of health and reaSOll, while deuiallt leistlre is reuiled 
as a disease to the social orgallism, the euer threatellillg 
"COllUOY of polltltioll". 

- Chris Rojek 

They deface the fields alld the roadside with their jlmk . ... 
They Iiue ill squalor alld proclaim it as their right to do so. 

They are shiftless alld irrespollsible. They descelld tlPOll 
commlmities alld co1ltribtlte 1l0thillg to them .... They are 
pests alld ollly those who dOll't see this wOllid defelld them. 
•.. -Daily Mirror, 30 May 1986 

It is 110 cOllsolatioll for the uillagers to be told by the 
hippies that while they may be smelly otltside, they are 
c1eall at heart. 

-Daily Telegraph, 5 l,me 1986 

We have already seen that there was a conflict over the meaning of Stone
henge and behavior appropriate to that place. Much of the conflict, how
ever, occurred once the travelers were stopped from reaching their orig
inal objective. Indeed, as I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the 
conflict is still going on. The focus moved away from the meaning of a 
particular place and more toward the general behavior of the people trav
eling through and camping in the countryside. Two geographical themes 
stand out in the reporting of the "hippy" lifestyle: the connection of de
viance to mobility and the moral value of property. 

As in the previous illustration (of graffiti) an important part of the 
labeling process in the construction of deviance is the use of descriptive 
terms like dirt, disease, and smell. Again, as in the previous case, this does 
n{)t.appear to be a precise "objective" description but rather a refusal 
of difference-a recognition of disorder in the urIfamiliar. Metaphors 
of dirt are associated with place; something is where it shouldn't be .. 

At social security offices where the "hippies" were expected to claun 
benefits, protective screens were raised due to e-fear~p--;Uti~ 
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despite the fact that the <lisease is onlupread through_bloo.cl.cantact.30 
The Sun provided a colorful description of the "hippy" camp: 

The camp is squalid. Piles of litter are building up, scrap metal is being 
accumulated. Dogs and goats ace eating off the same plates as people .... 
The insides of their cars and vans are filthy. Cooking rings are thick with 
grease, bits of carpet are matted with dirt, stinking bedding is scattered 
everywhere.]1 

A Daily Telegraph article referred to the group as "being in quarantine" 
from society.32 References to disease went to some bizarre extremes. 
The Daily Mail suggested that the "hippies" were spreading ringworm, 
tapeworms, and several viruses through their diseased dogs, cats, and 
goats.33 Les Atwell is reported as saying that the "hippies" would "poi
son" his land. The field, he said, "will be disease ridden ... for at least 
two years."" As if to sum things up the chief constable of Hampshire 
referred to the travelers as "a convoy of pollution. "35 

The task at hand here is not to discover if, in fact, the travelers had he
patitis but to see what it is about their lifestyle that led people to speak 
in these terms. Since the use of terms such as dirt, odor, and disease im
plies a geographical transgression, the analysis suggests some ways the 
travelers ignored or deliberately transgressed assumed, ~'commonsensen 
geographical orderings. 

In the House of Commons on 3 June 1986, the Home Secretaty, Doug
las Hurd, declared that the travelers were "nothing more than a bunch 
of.medieval brigands with no respect for the law or the rights of oth
ers" (Parliamentary Debates, 1986). This description raises the issue of 
mobility as a lifestyle and the way in which it is viewed. Below I exam
ine this issue of mobile lifestyles as deviant. The travelers were often re
ferred to as "vagabonds": "The convoy is a group of people who have 
no respect for law and order. They are vicious to deal with in any situa
tion. They are vagabonds. ,," Here the Wiltshire police chief constable, 
Dooald Smith, attempts to convey the impression that the travelers are 
dangerous. In the end he resorts to simply saying "they are vagabonds," 
as if the implications of that are self-explanatory. A Daily Telegraph ar
ticle frequently refers to the travelers as "vagabonds" and f'itinerants. "37 

The Daily Mail calls them an "outlaw wandering army. "" In the Com
mons David Heathcoat-Amory referred to them as "travelling gangs" 
and Tony Marlow called them "marauding anarchists" in the middle of 
an unrelated debate on pension schemes. 

A distinction arises in media reports between the quiet settled conn
tryside of southwest England and the noisy "invasion" of the travelers: 
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"The hamlet of Lytes Cary has never seen anything like it. A scatter of 
houses along a lane of head-high cow parsley, it is normally a quiet place 
near Somerton, home to about 30 quiet people. Somerton is pretty quiet 
too. ,," The description of a small village near the convoy is typical of 
the way the "west country" is portrayed. As well as the quiet, news re
ports emphasized beauty: "The fair face of this uuique area is being dis
figured and fouled. The New Forest is recognized internationally as of 
prime ecological importance and as a place of quiet recreation for our 
people. "40 "The situation at the moment is that these anarchists are 
soiling this beauty spot and harassing both residents and holiday mak
ers. "41 Here the travelers are "soiling" an area and annoying both "res
idents" and "holiday makers." The residents are homeowners and set
tled, and the holiday makers are engaging in legitimate forms of travel 
and will eventually return to a home and job. The "hippies," howeveJ; are 
clearly "deviant" in their nonsettIed lifestyle, and thus they soil normality. 

In distinction to the rustic images of the countryside, the "hippies" 
are portraye.d in a series of military metaphors, as in the description of 
"the Wiltshire farmer whose land has suffered a massive invasion from 
hippies who are camping there on route for their annual pagan pilgrim
age to Stonehenge,"42 and in the headline that read, "Row over the 'Out
law' Wandering Army. "43 Terms like "invasion," "army," and ",gang" are 
supported by words that suggest massive numbers ready to overtake the 
countryside: "The hippies who are massing for a banned festival at Stone
henge, mobbed Mr. Gummer."44 The contrast between the settled quiet
ness of the countryside and the noisy marauding army of mobile van
dals is ideologically effective, as it draws on geographical assumptions 
about the value of the quiet, natural countryside so important to British 
mythology and contrasts it with the assumptions of deviance and anar
chy implicit in the propertyless lifestyle of the travelers. 

Many of the festival-goers were people who traveled as a way of life. 
During the year they would travel around the country in their buses, car
avans, and trucks, camping out, staying in Gypsy camps, and working in 
scrap metal or other "informal" types of labor. These separate groups 
would meet together in spring and form convoys to reach Stonehenge. 
Through most of the summer months they attended a variety of free 
music and arts festivals. Other festival-goers were predominantly young 
people from urban areas who were unemployed andlor homeless and 
chose to travel during the festival season. Just as the "hippies" had a dif
ferent idea of what Stonehenge meant and how to use it, they also had a 
different lifestyle from the majority of citizens. This was noted with some 
sympathy in the Guardian. In an article headlined "Travelling Tribe of 
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300 Individuals Tries to Leave 'Rubbish Society' Behind," Tony, a trav
eler, is allowed to speak: "I think we are people who have seen society for 
what it is. It takes a lot of courage to make the move, to give up every
thing you know. "45 

Traveling as a way of life bas historically met with violent, symbolic, 
and legal resistance. Hitler's persecution of the Jews and Gypsies before 
and during World War IT was perhaps the most famous case of negative 
portrayals and treatment of people perceived as "rootless." The murder 
of six million Jews and half a million Gypsies was, to some extent, based 
on an ideology of rootedness. Prior to and during the 1930s academics 
and intellectuals in Germany succeeded in creating a German mythology 
centered in the "roots" of Germany." Authors such as Martin Heideg
ger and Herman Hesse described the value of the forest, with its lush 
green trees and deep rich soil. Heidegger idealized the life in the forest 
to counter what he saw as the increasing alienation and rootlessness of 
city life. The emphasis was on the deep roots of the German character. 
Jews and Gypsies, on the other hand, were symbolized by desert snakes 
winding around the German roots seeking to destroy them. Jews were 
also associated with both the desert (with its lack of soil) and the city (the 
modem cause of alienation and inauthenticity). The intentions of those 
who created this mythology remain uncertain, but we do know that Hitler 
was able to use these notions in his doctrine of genocide for Jews and 
Gypsies. . 

Britain also has a long history of discrimination against and persecu
tion of people associated with seemingly aimless traveling. An Eliza
bethan "Acte for the Punishment of Vacabondes" defined all wanderers 
as "rogues. "47 The Vagrancy Act of 1824 made it an offense to be in the 
open or under a tent, coach, or wagon without any visible means of sub
sistence and unable to give a good account of oneself.·' An act of 1882 
decreed that all persons "purporting to be gypsies" were to be treated 
as rogues and vagabonds. The 1959 Highways Act made it an offense 
for a Gypsy to camp beside a road. A 1967 court case defined a Gypsy 
as a person "who has a nomadic life." 

David Sibley's book Outsiders in Urban Society, in which these and 
other ordinances are cited, is an excellent example of an analysis of peo
ple considered "out of place." He shows how society simultaneously 
romanticizes Gypsies and labels them deviant. They are romanticized 
because they supposedly are in touch with nature, leading a traditional 
existence in brightly colored caravans pulled by horses. Gypsies are re
ported to have mysterious powers,and Gypsy women are portrayed as 
objects of desire. These romantic images, however, exist only in books 
and poems. When Gypsies actually camp near a settlement or in an urban 
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area, they are generally shunned. Government agencies. mistreat and m!s
understand the life of the travel er. Part of the problem IS that the GYPsies 
do not conform to the romantic ideal. They do not wear exotic clothes 
and they travel in cars and buses: . 

~he contrast between the manifest dev-;ance of the group and the muted 
part of the culture that is romanticized clearly reinforce~ the im~ge of 
deviance, since to appear to have abandoned a noble eXistence, In 

harmony with nature for one that conflicts with mainstream ,49 \. 

conceptions of order ~nd harmony is an indication of degeneracy~ 

In order to understand the phenomena of "deviance," we must look at 
dominant society as an active parmer in its production. Peter Archard 
has indicated that literature on vagrancy has tended to separate the "prob
lem" from the society in which it is 10cated!OXarely is a connection made 
between the supposed deviance of travelers and the unequal distribution 
~1 political, economic, and soc131 power. Often the "offenders" ar7 sim~ ... ~. 
p~ed filfthelr own dev13nce, wlcnout any attemptto..:.xpl~ ,/ _ 
w~y in WliiClnn7 devianrcateg~~_ls defined ?y the, dynruruc rellitID~s ~ 
betWeensuirO"tlimate-3rrd-doIll1nanrgroupnn socI~I=tyi1le defin 
itiOir'ofmobility-as-deviance-is-rooted;n-rhep-O'S'itive-valuation of roots 
in a place-bound, property-owning society. 

Judith Okely's analysis of Gypsy-travelers has attempted to relate the 
"deviant" status of the traveling lifestyle to wider societal and cnltural 
forces. She acknowledges that "larger society's way of treating and iden
tifying gypsies are fundamental constraints of the gypsy's actions. ~51 In 
particular she identifies the avoidance of wage labor, the need for mter
mittent access to land, and the status of "no fixed abode" as represent
ing symbolic and ideological disorder to house-dwelling society. 

It becomes clear from reading Sibley's and Okely's accounts of the 
Gypsylhouse-dwelling relationship that ideas about geography play a cen
tral role in the construction of normality and thus of deviance. In a so
ciety with geographic norms of property ownership and the separa~on 
of home and work, a traveling lifestyle is highly abnormal. From the view
point of the dominant mode of living, the traveling l~festyle ,appears ~o 
be disordered, dirty, and irresponsible. A lifestyle that IS perceived as dis
order is really, as Sibley and Okely both show, a different kind of order, 
a different set of priorities and expectations. The planning of "sites" for 
Gypsies in England is instructive. The sites are planned much ,like an 
ordinary housing estate, with straight lines in fenced-off ar~as With sep
arate work space. This disregards the preference of GYPsies for open 
space, circular camps, and spaces that serve as both dom.estic and w?rk 
environments. The sites can be interpreted as geographical correctwes 
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for the perceived disorder of the Gypsy lifestyle. The Gypsies have to be 
"straightened out." 

A self-organized Gypsy camp is circular with a single entrance. The 
main windows of all the caravans face inward. Every trailer and the oc
cupants can be seen by everyone. Curtains are rarely used. The central 
area is for play, work, and socializing, while the single entrance deters 
intrusion. Dominant "house-dwelling" lifestyles emphasize separation 
between houses and families, privacy, and strong demarcations of home 
and work. 

Once travellers feel security of tenure or access, rubbish is cleared, and 
the spatial boundary extended to the edge of their plots or the camp 
itself. Rubbish may be pushed over the hedge or fence or the outer rim of 
the circle. The toilet places will also be sought outside. The inner/outer 
boundary of dirt and cleanliness is thus completed in territorial space. 
Hedges are symbolic as well as physical boundaries. A gypsy accused of 
having illicit sex is said to have gone behind the hedge. 52 

The notion of travelers as disorderly and dirty is ill founded. The order 
is as strict as any order. There is an emphasis on family groups, inside! 
outside divisions, physical proximity, and segmented, hierarchical space 
within caravans: "The concerrr-with spatial order and the domestic 
environment, however, does not extend beyond the trailer because, with 
a tradition of nomadism, people do not feel an attachment to a particu
lar piece of land and so do not feel the urge to put boundaries round it 
and defend it."53 Travelers have their own geographical order and their 
own sense of cleanliness. As most people in society do not see or under
stand this, they simply perceive it as disordered and dirty. To the Gyp
sies it makes much more sense, for instance, to defecate outside their 
camp in the hedges than to defecate inside their homes, close to their 
kitchens. 

The relationship between Gypsies and house dwellers is an instruc
tive one to bear in mind when considering reactions to the Stonehenge 
convoy. Many of the same themes arise. Indeed, many of the convoy 
members were Gypsy-travelers. Like the Gypsies, the convoy members 
led a life that had an order dramatically and visibly different from the 
majority of society. This different order was perceived as disorder. 

One story that gained particular attention was the story of Emma, a 
young child who came to symbolize all the traveling children. Often the 
media would concentrate on the apparent dirtiness and lack of discipline 
among the children, who were evidently "deprived." The travelers, as.", 
editorial claimed, made up "an evil society where dope is king and where 
little children are treated no better than animals."54 The Daily Telegraph 
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called the travelers "misguided Huckleberry Finn-type characters and 
children deprived of a normal family environment."55 In an article enti
tled "The Convoy Kids" we are told of children with "their faces streaked 
with mud, wearing tattered denims a~d even bovver boots."56 Emotive 
photographs appeared of a sad-looking' young child and her long-baired 
father as they were moved from camp to camp. The Daily Mirror fea
tured a two-page spread with the title "So Where Does He Go Now?" 
with a photograph of a small child who later turned out to be a girl 
called Emma.57 On 11 June the story was followed up by the news of 
the "lost" hippy child finding a "refuge," as a local farmer provided 
clothes and food. The interest in the Emma story was such that the pa
per included a feature on "Emma, the Kid from Nowhere," in which a 
reporter interviewed Emma's father.58 Emma, it seems, is "never short 
of cuddles, clothes or food" and "regular bathing." This story is con
tradicted by the Sun, which claimed that Emma was "not toilet trained 
at four. "59 

The interestjn the children reflects the theme of mobility, as children 
are closely as~ociated with a "normal" family environment. Nothing 
raises emotions more than deprived children, and here we have children 
"deprived" of a "normal" home. Emma is the "kid from nowhere" who, 
we are reminded, has "no say in the way she lives."60 Gypsy children 
have similarly been the object of such interest, as they appear to freely 
wander away from their parents, do not go to school, and seem to be 
"dirty." The unusual communal arrangements for child care are not 
seen as different; they are perceived as "wrong." The social and cul
tural geographic norms of home, family, and privacy are obviously and 
visibly transgressed. 

Any landscape is a representation of order. The land is divided up 
and segmented into territories and places, each of which correlate to 
types of behavior. It is possible in anyone of these places to act "out of 
place" (such as holding a festival at Stonehenge). Mobility, though, ap
pears to be a kind of superdeviance. It is not just "out of place," but 
disturbs the whole notion that the world can be segmented into clearly 
defined places. Because the easiest way to establish order is through the 
division of space, mobility becomes a basic form of disorder and chaos
constantly defined as transgression and trespass. It is no accident, then, 
that the control of mobility is foremost in the minds of those who have 
an interest in maintaining their own definition of order. The pass laws 
in South Africa were designed to achieve such an end because the biggest 
threat to segregation was, and still is, movement. 

A mobile lifestyle is also connected to other territorial expectations, 
the most important of which is the division and the rootedness of home 
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and work. People are expected to live in a "fixed abode" ("no fixed 
abode" is a highly suspicious characteristic) and to go to a place of work. 
All the apparatus of state bureaucracy has depended on this arrange_ 
ment for centuries. Taxes are paid according to location. Social security 
claimants cannot easily move without risking the loss of their benefits. 
Even voting rights are typically tied to particular places. Traveling peo
ple upset all these expectations; they do not have a "fixed abode," and 
as they do not go to a place of work, they do not appear to work at all. 
In fact home and work occur together and move with each other. Gyp
sies typically earn money by dealing in scrap metal, which is often seen 
surrounding their parked caravans and is perceived as "dirt." The con
voy travelers also worked informally, making crafts and ethnic goods 
that were sold at fairs in the summer. Mobility, then, poses a big threat 
to those unaccustomed to that lifestyle. As most of society is defined by 
territories and the expectations that go with them, mobile people can
not help but offend such expectations. As almost every activity in the 
modern Western world has its place, mobility is the ultimate kind of ge
ographical deviance. 

Private Property and Trespass 

A central story in the convoy controversy was the collapse of Les Atwell, 
a west country farmer, as the travelers moved into an unused field of his. 
The anger of the press, farmers, government, and local residents was di
rected against the travelers after this event: "The law is an aS5, a ram
pant ass .... [TJrespass by 300 hippies with vehicles is exactly the same 
as trespass by a little old lady out on a country walk .... The law can't 
see the difference but everybody else can."61 A Daily Telegraph editor
ial titled "Forgiving Trespass" expressed sympathy with Atwell and re
ferred to the "massive invasion" of the "hippies."62 Another editorial in 
the same paper referred to the "hippies" as a "threat to private prop
erty and a public nuisance" and asked if our "social obligations towards 
the unfortunate extend to those who wish to have no part in that soci
ety?"" As suggestions for a criminal trespass law emerged there was in
creasing concern for the "innocent" trespasser, such as the hiker or bird
watcher, involved in "normal" leisure activities. In the House of Commons 
the Home Secretary declared that "we must search for a way of distin
guishing between ... [ramblers, youth hostelers, and the landowners as
sociation] and the undoubted mischiefs" (Parliamentary Debates, 1986). 
The Sun talks of the possible change in the trespass law so that trespass 
with intent to reside would be made illegal. "The rights of ramblers," it 
assures us, "would be protected. "64 
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A debate qnickly took shape around the issue of trespass. Much of the 
outrage in the media was directed against the law that made trespass of 
private property a civic, rather than a criminal, offense. Thus the need 
for a criminal trespass law was raised, in Parliament. The National Union 
of Farmers, landowners associations, and conservative MPs from the south
west pressured the government to change the law. A special ministerial com
mitree was formed to discuss such changes and Prime Minister Thatcher, 
addressing the House of Commons, declared that she was" only too de
lighted to do anything I can to make life difficult for such things as 
hippy convoys" (Parliamentary Debates, 1986). She added that if it took 
new trespass laws to deal with the convoy, they would be introduced. 

The trespass of the Stonehenge convoy was the latest in a series of 
threats to private property in the 1970s and 1980s that attracted national 
attention, including the possession of empty buildings by squatters, sit
ins by university students and unionized labor, and the actions of the 
Greenham Women. Trespass had been one of the few effective "weapons 
of the weak~.in sociopolitical struggle. A redefined trespass law would 
thus be an effective move against such resistance. 

Ancient laws, formulated in a society that preceded capitalism, had 
been designed to deal with the nebulous issue of preserving the peace. 
Offenses included "violently entering or keeping possession of lands or 
tenements with menaces, force and arms. "65 The protection of private 
property was not the major focus of these laws and was only tangential 
to the aim of preserving the peace. The outcome was that a trespasser 
cOllld enter a house or land so long as it was entered peacefully (that is, 
if the door was unlocked or a window open). Equally a person who 
owned the property could not enter by force without committing an of
fense. Squatters, for instance, would enter empty buildings and put locks 
on the doors to prevent their forceful ejection. Landlords found them
selves restrained by the law as much as they were helped by it. 

As the trespass law became more and more threatened, it became a 
"terrain of contestation" because of the appeal, as Peter Vincent-Jones 
puts it, "of the greater possessors to the legal basis of their exclusive 
control in the right tD exclude squatrers from their private property. "" 
But the trespass law was not the whole story. Along with the attempts 
to change the law went a whole series of representations of trespassers 
as offenders against commonsense. 

Common-Sense Representations and Changes in the Law 

The legal remedy for being "out of possession" (trespassed against) was 
common-law action. A "judgment of possession" that would declare 
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someone the legal possessor of property had to be obtained from the 
county or high court. A writ of possession needed to enforce removal 
could not be issued without every trespasser having been given notice, 
by name, of the proceedings. In addition fourteen days had to pass be
tween a judgment and the granting of the writ. The possession, therefore, 
relied on a right to exclude, the legal form of expressing the economic 
power of exclusive control. 

This right to exclude is a major pillar of capitalism, guaranteeing and 
legitimating private property in both the domestic and industrial spheres. 
Home owners and managers had exclusive rights to property. Workers 
had temporary rights to use property to fulfill their contracts, and squat
ters had no rights at all. Given this, it is no surprise that the property 
owners sought to strike back against infringements by increasing the ef
fectiveness of their legal remedies. 

In 1970, following several industrial sit-ins, several changes were made 
to the trespass laws. Trespassers no longer had to be individually identi
fied in a court action (an often lengthy process), and the fourteen-day 
waiting period between Summons and writ was reduced to five. The ef
fectiveness of these changes is evidenced by an increase in the number 
of trespass charges from 776 in 1973 to 5,683 in 1980.67 The laws ef
fectively buttressed the rights to exclusive possession. 

Changes in the law, as this example illustrates, require a public dis
play of support for the institution of private property. One way this is 
achieved is through media representations like those of the travelers. 
Vincent-Jones hints at a relationship between constructions of "common 
sense" and the more formal functions of law. He describes how squat
ting in the 19705, for instance, was "constructed" as a serious danger 
to society by the media. If the media was to be believed, the squatters 
were a danger to al/ domestic premises; they prevented more deserving 
people on waiting lists from getting a home; they were "freeloaders and 
layabouts," probably foreign, and wantonly destructive; and they gen
erally presented a fundamental threat to civilized society.68 Two quota
tions amply illustrate the similarity between media reactions to squat
ting and to the convoy: 

It is not merely that they deprive those who have been waiting in the 
queue for a home patiently. The havoc they cause is unbelievable to those 
who have not seen it. To describe their living habits like those of pigs is 
unfair to pigs who are generally of a kindly disposition, not given to 
wanton destruction, and react reasonably favourably to clean living 
conditions. The GLC handed out pictures of devastation caused in a 
block of new flats at Paddington, but they could have taken similar 
pictures almost anywhere in inner London. Baths piled high with 
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rubbish, ceilings collapsed from rubbish piled above, mindless slogans 
scrawled on doors and decorative panels, posters and newspaper articles 
hammered to the walls and kitchens piled high with the debris of feeding 
habits that would disgrace a chimpanzee's tea party.69 

Of the many strange and frightening f~atures of contemporary British 
life, none carries a more obvious and direct threat to society's survival 
than the growing phenomenon of squatting. Innumerable houses up and 
down the country are now in illegal occupation by organized gangs of 
thugs, layabouts and revolutionary fanatics. Costly and irrecoverable 
damage is continually being done to private property from sheer 
malice .... In reality the motive for most of the squatting is either 
political-a settled purpose of subverting public order-or simple 
greed and aggression.70 

The media representations of the Stonehenge convoy also portrayed 
the "hippies" as a threat to everybody, as wantonly destructive, as cyni
cally motivated (uulike the homeless and the unemployed), and as liv
ing like anil1)als. Both the squatters and the convoy represented particu
lar types of crisis in "normality," and normality had to be defended, in 
particular the sanctity of property. The media mythology of the invad
ing squatter and hippy prepared the (spurious) grounds on which people 
might accept the need for criminal measures. Representations of deviance 
are effective and credible because they make some kind of ideological 
sense Ollt of an apparent crisis; they appeal to people's "common sense. " 
In both cases the threat to private property was immersed in a sea of sig
nification-in a highly emotive discourse of disorder that included im
ages of degeneracy (drug talting, promiscuity, dirtiness, disease), violence, 
and animality. A distinct division was created between the deviant ma
rauding hands and the ordinary person: 

At one pole was presented the image of the ordinary Englishman, 
defending his "castle" or waiting patiently in the council housing queue, 
perhaps suffering from some disability, weakness or old age, or already 
the victim of some terrible disaster. At the other pole were ranged the 
squatters, live-far-nothing intruders "taking over" in organised bands, 
spreading rapidly and causing havoc, disrespectful of your home and its 
contents, living surrounded by debris like animals.71 

One frequent request made of the convoy members was that they "get a 
job." The conservative agriculture minister is reported to have visited 
the camp and told the people there "for a start you can get off other 
people's property and find some jobs. "71 Similar advice came from a lo
cal MP, Patrick McNair-Wilson.73 The travelers were frequently con
trasted to "normal" citizens: 
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The layabout army, dragging around with their pathetic children with no 
future, come thumbing their noses at hard-working people who pay for 
their idleness.74 

They despise work themselves but make life a purgatory for those who 
do labour to earn their own living. They descend like a plague of locusts 
on land which is not their own .... The whole of law-abiding, tax
paying, job-doing and job-seeking society is being taken for a ride every 
time one of these hippy convoys trundles on its sponging way.75 

Many of the strategies suggested to deal with the "hippy problem" 
involved reabsorption into the "normal" working life. One plan was to 
deprive the travelers of welfare services if they hadn't "worked" for six 
months. The suggestion was to make the "hippies" work on public pro
jects for their unemployment money." It is striking how similar the re
actions to squatters and the reactions to the "hippies" are. Not only are 
the descriptions of the "deviants" the same (dirty, violent, and so on), 
but so are the descriptions of "normality." In the quotations above We 
are presented with a person (usually a man) who has a job (at a time when 
over 10 percent of working-age people were unemployed) and a house. 
Les Atwell, the farmer who collapsed at the sight of the "hippies" On 
his field, is pottrayed as just such a person: "This is not a rich landowner 
pushing homeless people off his land but a smallholder who is having 
his livelihood ruined by common criminals."77 Here the farmer is changed 
from a privileged landowner to a "normal" person, and the travelers 
are changed from underprivileged people to reckless criminals. The in
sinuation is that any normal person might be the victim of these mali
cious deviants. John Gummer's speech diverts any sympathy we may 
have for the travelers toward the figure of Les Atwell. With regard to 
the media representations of squatters, Vincent-Jones writes: 

The danger was clear: everyone was threatened by squatting, therefore 
all were expected to participate in condemning the violation of exclusive 
rights, even if this celebration of private property involved a little 
dra~atic license. This is how the squatter, a modem folk demon, 
prOVided the pretext for reaffirming and celebrating the institution of 
private property, and then for redrawing the boundaries of exclusive 
right through a further legal transformation.78 " 

The Stonehenge convoy became another folk devil through similar repre
sentational strategies. Again the representations were followed by changes 
in the law. 

The introduction of criminal proceedings regarding trespass followed 
the media reaction to squatters. In 1977, the introduction of the Crimi
nal Law Bill affected the legal position of all trespassers by conferring 
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the power of entry on the police in order to search for and arrest people 
suspected of being gnilty of one of several new offenses. The debate over 
this hill included many references to the "squatting problem" that re
flected the mythical representations that had been created in the media. 
Sir Michael Havers, MP, expressed thi'belief that squatting was nnfair 
because "it occupies accommodation either being used or about to be 
used by a new occupier. "79 It was suggested that many people on council 
house waiting lists were heing displaced by the undeserving squatters, 
"thousands of whom are nothing short of freeloaders who live off the 
backs of the homeless and ratepayers."SO Thus some key elements of the 
squatter mythology built through representations in the media were mo
bilized to justify the changes in the law. The changes were pushed through 
at a time when people were convinced that criminal measures were nec
essary to protect "normal" people. Thus "common sense' was mobi
lized to legitimate law. 

The 1977 changes followed on the heels of negative media represen
tations of squ~tting. The representations of the hippy convoy were fol
lowed by a similar debate about the necessity of changes in the law. 
Again a small and powerful group of actors (NUF, landowners associa
tions, Conservative MPs) sought to defend property by arguing for the 
criminalization of trespass. As in the case of the "squatting menace," 
the "threat" was experienced by the reader of newspapers as a threat to 
themselves by the creation of a moral panic affecting all "normal" and 
"decent" people. Lord Mellors in the House of Lords referred directly 
to the media representations when he asked if the minister was aware 
that "most British people who have seen the scenes on television have 
been absolutely sickened ... [by] ... this crowd of scruffy people, who 
do not pay taxes, nor send their children to school, nor look for work, 
nor do anything that is proper and decent."81 Again the values of pri
vate property were strengthened through representations of a vulnera
ble minority as "deviant." 

One way to look at the hippy convoy, and indeed all of the illustra
tions here, would he in terms of property and trespass and the legal def
initions thereof. Such an analysis, I believe, would miss the point that 
property, as well as being a formal legal concept, plays a central role in 
the geography of common sense. In this illustration I have linked prop
erty to ideas such as rootedness and the established meaning of Stone
henge in order to argue that they all play a role in forming our norma
tive expectations. Such normative expectations are buttressed by legal 
sanctions, but, more often than not, these sanctions are not necessary 
because people hehave according to what is "normal." The original "tres
pass" against Stonehenge and the subsequent trespasses on private land 
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can be seen as a matter of the law and its enforcement. All of these tres
passes, moreover, challenge the rights of officials to determine the use 
value of a site and thus to delineate the geography of normality. Pro~ 
ert)' is, a~U1U~connected to words such as proper and appropriate, 
\ll.Qrds that feature prominentl)U:hroughout this book !lJld-are-nsea-to 
~xpress assumptions about common sense. The "hippies" were more 
than just trespassers; they were "out of place. n They were not just "ille
gal"; they were" abnormal." 

Defining the Geography of Normality 

In a "normal" and "decent" society people work for a living, pay taxes, 
and obey laws. There is a geography to this normality, as weU. The trans
gressions of the "hippy" convoy serve to reveal a number of related as
sumptions concerning the implicit connections between geography and 
normality. The discourse of the media and government in reaction to 
the activities of festival-goers was one that spoke out in defense of the 
"normal" and the "decent" against the "deviance" of the "hippies." 
The story started with arguments over the proper meaning of Stone
henge. The banning of the previously uncontroversial festival in 1984 
was based on the idea of protecting national heritage from the "masses." 
Stonehenge has, after all, been a central site of English culture-the 
very "heart of England" -in an array of English representations from 
old myth through landscape paintings to the novels of Hardy and Forster. 
It was this idea of Stonehenge as a symbol of the nation that English 
Heritage was obliged to defend. Against this was the view of the festi
val-goers that Stonehenge was not an abstract exhibit but a living site 
to be used at the solstice for its originally intended purpose. On one 
side of the argument was the idea of preservation and removal from the 
people-an idea that Bourdieu insists represents a split between legiti
mate and "facile" pleasure, a split that is predisposed to affirm the su
periority of those "satisfied with the sublimated, refined, disinterested, 
gratuitous, distinguished pleasures forever closed to the profane. "82 On 
the other side is the idea that Stonehenge is part of life-linked to, not 
separated from, everyday enjoyment. Some members of the convoy be
lieved that the site was spiritual and should be !tsed as such. Others just 
thought that it was a place to have fun, a carnivalesque idea that snubs 
its nose at the refined distinction of separation. English Heritage had 
the force of the state (legal remedies and hundreds of riot-gear-clad po
licemen) on its side and "won" the conflict. The question remains, how
ever, as to why the hippies were prevented from using the site while the 
druids were given permission to continue. 
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One answer is that the mobile lifestyle of the travelers marked them 
as a low-trust group in the eyes of the authorities. In the second half of 
this chapter I considered the geographical characteristics of the "hip
pies" that contributed to the percepti~n of them as a group not worthy 
of trust. Mobility as a way of life involves being permanently out of 
place. Mobility resists forces of discipline imposed by boundaries and 
territories. More particularly the mobile lifestyle of the travelers ignores 
taken-for-granted spatial norms of British society. It involves the mix
ing, for instance, of work and leisure. Since the "hippies" had no obvi
ous workplace they were considered to be leeches on society offending 
"law-abiding, tax-paying, job-doing ... society."83 Conversely, although 
they are considered as not working, neither are they seen as involved in 
"healthy" leisure. Since they appear to have no home place to return to, 
their actions must be distinguished from the "innocent" trespassers
the ramblers and bird-watchers. Druids, although strange, are respectable 
middle-class freemasons who return to their homes and well-paid jobs 
after their solstice celebration. The lives of the druids conform to the 
geographical definitions of normality. Finally, the mobile world of the 
travelers involved trespass-a deviation that forced the authorities to 
delineate the linkage between the word property and the word proper. 

H the representations of the "hippies" are any indicator, a geography 
of normality in England includes people with fixed abodes, people who 
own property, and people who enjoy seeing ancient monuments but not 
using them. By acting "out of place," the travelers, deliberately and by 
accident, forced the media and the government to categorically define 
expectations of normality and to underline the manifest "deviance" of 
the travelers. This definition process spoke not only to people's social 
presuppositions in a general sense but to their explicitly geographical 
sense of appropriateness. Not only did the travelers "avoid work," but 
they also lived in moving vehicles; not only did they indulge in "reck
less violence," but they also "invaded" other people's property; not only 
were they "dirty," but they also held festivals at national monuments. 

In each of the three major sections of this illustration I have shown 
how the travelers deviated from sociocultural-geographic norms. In each 
case powerful actors in society defended established, "common-sense" 
doxic geographies against the alternatives presented by the "hippies." 
We can think of the dominant geographies as sacred. The idea of Stone
henge as a "national heritage" to be "defended from the masses," the 
valuation of rootedness, and the sanctity of property are all parts of an 
established system of geographical values. The transgression of these 
norms by the "hippies" provoked reactions that define the geographical 
orthodoxy-the geography of normality. The actions of the "hippies" 
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are offenses against the "sacred" geography; they are represented as a 
"profane" geography of the debased and deviant. 

The link betwe~,: the conflict over the use and meaning of Stonehenge 
and Issues of mobIlIty and trespass are linked by the sequence of events 
th~t took place in the mid-1980s. The issues of the "hippy" lifestyle 
Illlght never have been raised in the national media if the festival had 
not been banned. The conflict around the solstice in the years since has 
involved hundreds of policemen in riot gear, tens of court appearances 
and millions of pounds. It would have been significandy cheaper to pro: 
vide the "hippies" with a site for the festival, give them water and festi
val services, and let them disperse after the solstice. It says something 
about the importance of upholding the meaning of a place like Stone
henge and the geographical.order of things in general that the authori
ties were willing to go to such great lengths to uphold them. 

It is a central point of this illustration, and the others included here 
that the delineation of the profane defines the sacred, the underlining of 
"deviance" outlines the "normal," and reactions to transgression define 
orthodoxy. These definition processes mobilize common-sense under
standings of space and place as powerful ideological tools. 

Chapter 5 

Heretical Geography 3: 
Putting Women in Their Place
Greenham Common 

How much has' the perception of Greenham women as 
dangerous, threatening and dirty to do with the fact that in 
western life cups are not supposed to be on the ground, and 
UJomen are supposed to wear nice clothes and be at home 
with husbands? 

- Lynne Jones 

Deep in the heart of England there lies a town called N ewbury. It is a 
town in the "home counties" -an area extending west of London across 
the south Midlands. It is an area often represented in caticatures of rolling 
hills and grazing sheep, a green landscape dotted with small English towns 
and villages worn by history. Old weathered stone pubs and churches 
surround village centers and flat green cricket grounds, which are deco
rated with white-linen-clad players every weekend. It is a bucolic scene 
that attracts tourists and home buyers alike. Narrow roads wind through 
the fields flanked by hedgerows, trees, and ancient stone walls that no 
one remembers how to build or fix. 

This area is also one of enormous wealth. Within commuting distance 
of London, it attracts yuppies who wish to escape the city's tentacles 
and enjoy the country life. It is an area haunted by the aristocracy, fre
quented by lords and ladies attending the regatta at Henley or a local 
hunt. Wealthy people retire here-to the comfort of old England and 
walks in the (not too backbreaking) hills. Less represented is the ex
tremely productive mechanized agriculture and the wealthy corporate 
farmers who benefit from it. It is the area of Britain least devastated by 
economic recessions. It has been alInost entirely conservative in its vot
ing habits-a huge blue blotch on the political map. 

In addition, the home counties (along with East Anglia) area has the 
most military air bases operated by the Royal Air Force and the United 
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States Air Force. Many of these air bases have been the sites of nuclear 
weaponry and bases for long-range F-ll1 bombers. It is from this area 
that U.S. bombers flew missions to bomb Tripoli. It is from here that 
attacks would have been launched against the Soviet Union. Consequently 
it is also the area that would have been most highly devastated in a Soviet 
reprisal. Beside one of these bases, in the middle of the home counties, 
is Newbury, Berkshire. Affluent people live there in large Victorian houses 
with driveways lined with ancient oaks and the shells of disease-ridden 
elms. The gardens are perfectly manicured. Pubs and churches abound. 
It is a town with a cricket team and a local hunt. Newbury is also the 
site of one of Britain's more famous horse race tracks. Around Newbury 
thoroughbred horses are raised and trained. 

Within sight of some of the Newbury homes is the huge U.S. air base 
of Greenham Common, once the home of ninety-six cruise missiles and 
their nuclear warheads. The air base is a vast expanse of concrete, barbed 
wire, and secretive bunkers made of tons of reinforced concrete designed 
to resist penetration by nuclear warheads. Huge U.S. c-s "Galaxy" trans
port planes land on the runway frequently, shattering the peace of the 
countryside. In the years 1983-87 they were bringing weapons of mass 
destruction. 

Around the base since 1981 the Greenham Common peace women 
have camped in a series of higgledy-piggledy camps of lowly polythene 
structures known as "benders": "Everything was right on top of every
thing else at Greenham Common, the peace women were right on top 
of the military, and the expensive houses and the Newbury golf club and 
the race course were right on top of the peace camp.'" The site of the 
air base and the protest camps in the heart of the English countryside is 
partly responsible for the remarkable impact of this protest on people's 
consciousness. The place of Greenham Common connects the local and 
seemingly mundane with the global scale of superpowers: 

On the one hand this patch of English countryside is a small link in a 
vast system, the means of destroying millions of people (and land and 
buildings) in a faraway place, controlled from another place equally far 
away. On the other hand the superpower has to come down to the local 
scale, to face to face confrontations over a piece of fence, to the 
irritations of local bye-laws and so on.2 

The fact that all this occurs in the countryside also differentiates this 
protest from the normal "demonstration" that takes place in the city, 
where the places of power are more wrapped up in the tangle of com
fortable streets and buildings. Nuclear installations in the countryside 
stand out sharply from their bucolic surroundings. The viewer is con-
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fronted with a sharply delineated air base surrounded by expanses of 
fields, woods, and hills. This juxtaposition reveals the naIvete of ideas of 
"rural peace." The beauty of the countryside is threatened by the con
tents of the base. These contradictions lie under the sheen of normality. 
Most passersby probably do not see the contradictions but simply walk 
or drive by. Without reflection the base in the country attracts no spe
cial attention. It is this "normality" -this "common sense" -that the 
establishment seeks to preserve. The Greenham women, by breaking with 
the "normality" of their own lives-by leaving homes and families and 
deciding to live "rough" for months on end-sought to expose the con
tradictions of weapons of mass destruction in the English countryside. 

The name Greenham Common immediately invokes two powerful im
ages in the minds of most English men and women. One is the image of a 
U.S. air base-the home of cruise missiles controlled in the United States 
and aimed at Eastern Europe from their sinister bunkers. The "other" 
is the image of a group of women camped outside the base in makeshift 
tents protesting the presence of the cruise missiles. This place means 
both things, and the mind constantly shifts between them. 

The story I am about to relate concerns a set of conflicts about what 
(and who) belongs where and about what (and who) is out of place. The 
main part of the story is a tale of the popular press reaction to the pres
ence of the women at Greenham. The story is also about the reaction of 
the residents of Newbury to the women. 

I had not realized that the women's protest camps were so vulnerably 
situated. They were sandwiched between two hostile territories inhabited 
by powerful groups who loathed them for different reasons. On one side 
they had the grey teeming world of the Cruise missile base with its values of 
the police and the military. On the other side they had the prosperous world 
of Newbury, with its English gardens and thoroughbreds and its values 
of the wealthy shopkeeper, and the racehorse owner. I soon discovered 
that both these worlds had an obsessive horror of the peace women.3 

Both the press and the Newbury residents considered the women "out 
of place" and did their best to speed the removal of the women. But why 
were the women there at all? The answer is that they considered the base 
and the missiles to be "out of place" -on the earth and particularly in 
England, in the green rolling meadows of the "home" counties. What 
constitutes a defilement? This is the ideologically charged geographical 
argument that takes place in "deepest England." 

In this illustration I approach the question from several different per
spectives. I show how the women are seen as out of place due to their 
desertion of home. Through the early part of the 1980s it was suggested, 
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States Air Force. Many of these air bases have been the sites of nuclear 
weaponry and bases for long-range F-111 bombers. It is from this area 
that U.S. bombers flew missions to bomb Tripoli. It is from here that 
attacks would have been launched against the Soviet Union. Consequently 
it is also the area that would have been most highly devastated in a Soviet 
reprisal. Beside one of these bases, in the middle of the home counties, 
is Newbury, Berkshire. Affluent people live there in large Victorian houses 
with driveways lined with ancient oaks and the shells of disease-ridden 
elms. The ga,rdens are perfectly manicured. Pubs and churches abound. 
It is a town with a cricket team and a local hunt. Newbury is also the 
site of one of Britain's more famous horse race tracks. Around Newbury 
thoroughbred horses are raised and trained. 

Within sight of some of the Newbury homes is the huge U.S. air base 
of Greenham Common, once the home of ninery-six cruise missiles and 
their nuclear warheads. The air base is a vast expanse of concrete, barbed 
wire, and secretive bunkers made of tons of reinforced concrete designed 
to resist penetration by nuclear warheads. Huge U.S. C-5 "Galaxy" trans
port planes land on the runway frequently, shattering the peace of the 
countryside. In the years 1983-87 they were bringing weapons of mass 
destruction. 

Around the base since 1981 the Greenham Common peace women 
have camped in a series of higgledy-piggledy camps of lowly polythene 
structures known as "benders": "Everything was right on top of every
thing else at Greenham Common, the peace women were right on top 
of the military, and the expensive houses and the Newbury golf club and 
the race course were right on top of the peace camp. "1 The site of the 
air base and the protest camps in the heart of the English countryside is 
partly responsible for the remarkable impact of this protest on people's 
consciousness. The place of Greenham Common connects the local and 
seemingly mundane with the global scale of superpowers: 

On the one hand this patch of English countryside is a small link in a 
vast system, the means of destroying millions of people (and land and 
buildings) in a faraway place, controlled from another place equally far 
away. On the other hand the superpower has to come down to the local 
scale, to face to face confrontations over a piece of fence, to th'e 
irritations of local bye-laws and so on.2 

The fact that all this occurs in the countryside also differentiates this 
protest from the normal "demonstration" that takes place in the ciry, 
where the places of power are more wrapped up in the tangle of com
fortable streets and buildings. Nuclear installations in the countryside 
stand out sharply from their bucolic surroundings. The viewer is con-
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fronted with a sharply delineated air base surrounded by expanses of 
fields, woods, and hills. This juxtaposition reveals the naivete of ideas of 
"rural peace." The beaury of the countryside is threatened by the con
tents of the base. These contradictions lie under the sheen of normality. 
Most passersby probably do not see tlie contradictions but simply walk 
or drive by. Without reflection the base in the country attracts no spe
cial attention. It is this "normality" -this "common sense" -that the 
establishment seeks to preserve. The Greenham women, by breaking with 
the "normaliry" of their own lives- by leaving homes and families and 
deciding to live "rough" for months on end-sought to expose the con
tradictions of weapons of mass destruction in the English countryside. 

The name Greenham Common immediately invokes two powerful im
ages in the minds of most English men and women. One is the image of a 
U.S. air base-the home of cruise missiles controlled in the United States 
and aimed at Eastern Europe from their sinister bunkers. The "other" 
is the image of a group of women camped outside the base in makeshift 
tents protestJng the presence of the cruise missiles. This place means 
both things, and the mind constantly shifts between them. 

The story I am about to relate concerns a set of conflicts about what 
(and who) belongs where and about what (and who) is out of place. The 
main part of the story is a tale of the popular press reaction to the pres
ence of the women at Greenham. The story is also about the reaction of 
the residents of Newbury to the women. 

I had not realized that the women's protest camps were so vulnerably 
situated. They were sandwiched between two hostile territories inhabited 
by powerful groups who loathed them for different reasons. On one side 
they had the grey teeming world of the Cruise missile base with its values of 
the police and the military. On the other side they had the prosperous world 
of Newbury, with its English gardens and thoroughbreds and its values 
of the wealthy shopkeeper, and the racehorse owner. I soon discovered 
that both these worlds had an obsessive horror ofthe peace women.3 

Both the press and the Newbury residents considered the women "out 
of place" and did their best to speed the removal of the women. But why 
were the women there at all? The answer is that they considered the base 
and the missiles to be "out of place" -on the earth and particularly in 
England, in the green rolling meadows of the "home" counties. What 
constitutes a defilement? This is the ideologically charged geographical 
argument that takes place in "deepest England." 

In this illustration I approach the question from several different per
spectives. I show how the women are seen as out of place due to their 
desertion of home. Through the early part of the 1980s it was suggested, 
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direcdy and metaphorically, that the women have abandoned, neglected 
and betrayed "home." Home, though, is a signifier without a fixed ref: 
er~nt. Often the home is the home in Newbury or elsewhere; the home 
~lth husband, -:vife, kids, and pets; the home with a kitchen. At other 
~es the home IS England, and the English countryside itself is metonym_ 
IC for the "free" world-the "open" society. The transgressions of the 
women rest on geographical bases. The women are "out of place." They 
~not being "pro er" women since they are not at "home." ~ 
~ T e women's perceived displacement from ome IS not e whole story, 
however. The women are not only away from their "natural" realm bu~ 
they are also in a particularly unfeminine place-on the perimeter of 
the masculine world of the military base. The presence of the chaotic 
unhierarchical peace camps alongside the hierarchical, ordered air bas~ 
on the one hand and the neatly ordered English rural landscape on the 
~ther constitutes ~n offense to the hegemonic-geographical order. Using 
lIterature on carruval and the carnivalesque I argue that the peace camp 
exhibits "grotesque realism," which contrasts radically with the "classi
cal body" of the air base and the tidiness of the farmland. In addition I 
present a brief analysis of the masculinity of the military and suggest 
t!'at the peace women upset assumed female roles in the military estab
lishment. The air base then is both a "classical" place and a "masculine" 
p!ace. The women, by being on the perimeter, are doubly out of place. 
Fmally I present some alternative stories about the Greenham women 
in order to take the ideological prop of truth away from the mainstream 
press reports. I show how different groups take the same "facts" and' 
come to profoundly different conclusions about the actions of the peace 
women. Before any of this, however, it is helpful to present a brief his
tory of the camp. 

A History 

The Greenham Common Women's Peace Camp has been called by one 
commentator a political icon for the eighties.4 Indeed the events at Green
ham Common and the stories that have been told about the women there 
illustrate many of the key tensions in contemporary political activism. 
?nlik~ graf£itists.~nd the "convoy," the Greenham women were engaged 
m deliberate polIncal protest. Many of the transgressions at Greenham 
were intentional strategies to direct attention to the first British home 
for U.S. cruise missiles. 
. The peace camp is the resnlt of the conversations of a group of women 
m south Wales during 1981. Calling themselves "women for life on earth," 
they marched from Cardiff, Wales, to the U.S. Air Force Base Green-
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Common in Berkshire, England. Greenham was to be the first base 
the new U.S. cruise missiles and their nuclear warheads. The women 

d to draw attention to this Ten years later Greenham has become 
wante . . b I fth . . ted on the British people's mmds as a sym 0 0 e peace move-
unpnn I '., d . f I diplo t and of resistance against the ogic an practIce 0 nuc ear -
men Greenham also became associated with feminist political strategy. 
~:~~ghout the early eighties the British (and world) media reported 

the presence of women at the air base, from as few as twenty to as 
on y as thirty thousand. The press story, though, is not the whole sto~. 
~: media showed very little interest in the original march from Ca~diff 
and continued to ignore the women for over a year w~en. they de.clded 
to camp out by the gates to t~e air bas.e. Similarly, medIa mterest m the 
camp died, while the camp eXIsts to this day. ., 

The original march from Cardiff to Greenham was mspIred by a march 
from Copenhagen to Paris earlier in 1981. The women's ~arch to Gre~n
ham was not an isolated case in the United Kingdom, eIther. The major 
antinuclear gr.oup in the U.K. was and still is the Campaign fa: Nuclear 
Disarmament (CND), which was experiencing a resurgence of mt~~est'at 
the time with a membership of some fifty thousand (as opposed to wee 
thousand in the mid-1970s). In addition, many local peace groups were 
forming, such as Scientists against Nuclear Arms (SANA) and Wom~n 
Oppose the Nuclear Threat (WONT). The wider context was one m 
which Margaret Thatcher had been in power for two years, the. cold -:var 
was still icy and U.S. cruise missiles were to be based m the Uruted King
dom. The Thatcher government was a firm advocate of ~e "deterrence" 
argument, and CND was advocating unilateral nuclear dIsarmament ?n 
moral, political, and economic grounds. The marc~ to Greenham com
cided with the beginning of a vigorous confrontatIon between the gov
ernment and the supporters of CND. The opposition Labour Pa:tr was 
soon to take up the cause of unilateral disarmament as part of ItS elec
tion manifesto in 1983. 

When the women arrived at Greenham they delivered a note to the 
base commander which read: 

We will not be victims in a war which is not of our making. We wish 
neither to be the initiators not the targets of a nuclear holocaust .... We 
are implacably opposed to the siting ofU.S. cruise missiles in the country. 
We represent thousands of ordinary people who are opposed to these 
weapons and we will use all Qur resources to prevent the siting of these 

missiles here.5 

The women offered to take part in public debates. The offers were re
fused. Support from unions and individuals, in addition to the arrival 
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of people from other parts of the country, encouraged them to stay so they 
set up camp in September 1981. Still the media showed little interest in 
the women's protest. When the press did concern themselves with the 
protest the coverage was ambivalent ("as few stereotypes as the average 
bus queue").' 

In February 1982 the group decided to make the camp for women 
only. Some men had been present since the end of the march. The deci
sion was made for political and practical reasons. It was believed that it 
would be a strong and affirmative message to build a minisociety of only 
women on a nonhierarchical model. It was also believed that the pres
ence of men would inevitably prompt violence between the police and 
the protestors. The absence of men, they surmised, would discourage the 
police from violent tactics. The.men left angrily, some destroying shel
ters they had made. It was now the Greenham Common Women's Peace 
Camp. 

In March 1982, 250 women blocked the main entrance to the base. 
They continued to block the entrances at random and unannounced times 
for the next few months. In May the women suffered the first of many 
evictions from common land and they moved to land belonging to the 
Ministry of Transport. In August a group of women "occupied" the sen
try box at the main gate and were eventually arrested. Their trials in No
vember resulted in the first extensive media coverage of the Greenham 
women and encouraged massive support for the women, which culmi
nated in 30,000 people "embracing" the base on 12 December 1982. 
The perimeter fence was completely surrounded and decorated with per
sonal objects sucb as balloons, diapers, recipes, webs of string (symbol
izing the "web of life"), and a bottle of nail-biting lotion that bore the 
words "cruise makes me nervolls." The purpose of the protest was to 
transform the fence from a negative obstruction to a positive form of ex
pression-an art gallery. Tbe women brougbt with them personal ob
jects that signified "life" to tbem. The Greenbam fence has been seen as 
a piece of art expressing the anxieties of the people. Guy Brett describes 
how "many surprising and eloquent new meanings come about by the 
chance juxtaposition of people's contributions." The women created, un
selfconsciously, a collage on which mass-produced objects and images 
were placed in an unexpected context and became powerful signs. "Tak
ing a teddy bear from a child's room and placing it in view of the silos 
of nuclear missiles is as eloquent as writing a poem."7 This was just one 
of many ways in which the Greenham women played with and upset 
tbe rules of place and context. ~ 

The next year, 1983, was the year of Greenham. The media paid al
most constant attention to the women camping outside tbe gates and 
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the regnlar mass protests around the base. That was also the year of the 
general election and the year of the arrival of cruise missiles at the base. 
Nuclear disarmament had become tbe main issue in the political cam
paigns, and the government went all out to discredit the CND and tbe 
Greenham women. With the help of aii obliging press, they succeeded. 
Throughout the year the women creatively called attention to the cause 
by removing fences (see Figure 5.1), dancing on top of silos, blockading 
entrances, holding picnics inside the base dressed up as Easter bunnies, 
and decorating the fences with webs. 

By the end of 1984, and particularly afrer 1987, the media interest in 
Greenharn ended, with tbe exception of a few stories in the "quality" 
press (Guardian, the Times, the Observer). Tbe majority of my analysis, 
therefore, concerns press coverage between the end of 1982 and the end 
of 1984. Most of the data is from 1983. This period is one of intense pro
paganda battles between the CND, the Labour Party, and the Greenham 
women, on one side,8 and the conservative government and the right
wing press, on ,the other. It was a period of struggle over hearts and minds 
concerning nuclear weapons. Early in 1983 polls showed that a major
ity of people in the United Kingdom opposed the presence of U.S. cruise 
missiles on British soil. Many cited the Greenham women as influential 

Figure 5.1. Breaking the fence at Greenham, October 19B3. (Photo by Paula AlIen, from 
Guy Brett, Through Our Own Eyes [London: New Society Press. 19B6]. By permission.) 
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in their decision. The government, in response, appointed Michael Hes
eltine as minister of defense in January 1983. 

Heseltine's mandate Was to counter the growing popularity of the 
peace movement and to make a case for "deterrents." The media Cover
age during these years is intimately connected to the government's wish 
to discredit the antinuclear movement. The Daily Mail, the Daily Express, 
the Stln, the Daily Telegraph, and the Times were all pro-Thatcher to one 
degree or another, while the Daily Mirror and the Guardian largely op
posed the government. 

In general the press echoed the government's arguments, put forward 
at elaborate press conferences. The degree of slavishness with which the 
press agreed with the government is exemplified by two "coincidences" 
regarding terminology. In January 1983 ministers were told not to refer 
to "unilateral disarmament" but to replace it with "one-sided disarma
ment." Almost immediately the press started using the words "one-sided 
disarmament.'" The other "coincidence" is that at roughly the same time 
(early 1983) the press began to put quotation marks around the word 
peace whenever it was referred to in conjunction with the women. It be
came the Greenham Common Women's "Peace" Camp. The word the 
women chose for themselves is here turned against them to question their 
motives and effectiveness. These discursive terms exist in a broader con
text of a shift from press interest in the women to outright hatred and 
disgust. 

Cruise missiles eventually left Greenham in 1987 as part of the treaty 
between the United States and the Soviet Union. Some women are still 
there. In addition, the camp inspired similar camps elsewhere in the world 
(Seneca Falls, New York, and Puget Sound, Washington, in the United 
States, and Pine Gap, Australia) and in England (Molesworth).'o Green
ham became a model for peace politics. It focused media attention on 
the presence of a nuclear arsenal and a significant opposition to that 
presence. This media attention is the object of study in this chapter. The 
media coverage of Greenham is a kind of discursive site for excavation 
,:"hic~ begs analysis. With the exceptions of Alison Young's Feminini~ 
In DISsent (1990) and Lynne Jones's essay on perceptions of peace women 
(1987),11 surprisingly little analysis of this excavation site exists. 

The general theme of this book is that transgressive events prompt 
responses that defend and seek to reproduce established geographies. The 
Greenham protest as an all-women, antinuclear, permanent encampment 
outside a missile base forced such a defense. An analysis of the media 
r~s!,?nse reveals the boundaries of assumed, normative geographies. The 
diVISIOns of mad/sane, good/evil, criminaUlaw-abiding, and normall 
abnormal that appear so frequently in the press discourse all have geo-
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graphical foundations in the assumed displacement of women from the 
home and the family to the all-women environment of the camp. 

The Discourse of Displacement 

The women at Greenham are described as out of place by the main
stream press and others. This displacement has two obvious sides to it: 
the women are not where they are supposed to be (home) and they are 
where they're not supposed to be (Greenham). The following section is 
an analysis of the ways in which the press indicated that the women be
longed at home, in the private arena. My technique here (as with my 
other illustrations) is to look at metaphors and descriptive terms used 
by the press and to suggest their links to place and space. The metaphors 
and descriptive terms are dirt, smell, food, clothes, children, sexuality, 
hysteria, and rats and moles. 

Dirt and Smell 

As with graffiti and the convoy, the press frequently refers to this par
ticular transgression using prose saturated with a plethora of references 
to dirt and pollution. You will recall that Mary Douglas has referred to 
dirt as essentially "matter out of place." At first glance it seems strange 
that the press should spend so much energy describing the "squalor" of 
the peace camp when the issue appears to be nuclear weapons and dis
armament, but the pollution references have to be read as part of a wider 
discourse underlining the idea that displacement is involved at Green
ham-the women of the peace camp are out of place and the references 
to pollution are symptomatic of that geographical-ideological judgment 
of the women and their actions. 

Mud splashed halfway up their legs. It oozed a raw onion smell and 
spread like brown paste over a chunk of Berkshire. Peace was a dirty 
business.12 

Yards of stinking rubbish spilling out of black plastic bags and donated 
refuse containers hit the eye and the nostrils at the entrance to camp, 
which oozes with thick, wet, mud. IJ 

The area in and around the site on either side of the access road is 
littered with rubbish, rags of old carpet, parts of broken fences and bags 
of refuse .... [T1he whole site is ugly, an environmental eyesore. 14 

The media discourse consistently referred to the garbage bags, muddy 
conditions, blackened teapots, and various smells. Speeches in Parliament 
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also referred to the "eyesore" of the peace camp. Indeed, the Daily Ex
press suggested that the "best way of judging" the peace camp is not by 
its effect on people's beliefs about nuclear weapons but by "the filth, 
muck and squalor they have left behind."15 At one point Monsignor Kent, 
a Catholic priest and Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) activist, 
wrote to the Newbury newspaper complimenting the women on their 
courageous stand. In reply a Newbury citizen wrote a letter that read: 
"If cleanliness is next to godliness Mr Kent should look at the state of 
the 'ladies' at Newbury police courts to realize how far from God his 
flock has strayed. "16 

The use of dirt in media discourse about Greenham Common goes 
beyond a general indication of "out-of-placeness." Although dirt does 
connote "matter out of place,," it takes on a more specific significance 
when it is used in connection with women. In all kinds of ways, women 
in Western society are associated (more so than men) with dirt and its 
removal. Women are the housewives, domestics, and maids of the world. 
They are expected to keep the house clean. In addition they are sup
posed to be the epitome of cleanliness themselves. They are the ones 
who do the cleaning and they are the ones who must keep clean. The 
images of dirt at the peace camp, therefore, indicate a double transgres
sion. Cleanliness/dirtiness is one of the more powerful ways in which 
women are differentiated from men. Advertisements and magazine arti
cles consistently point to the need for women to keep their environment 
and themselves "pure," odorless, and clean. Millions of dollars are spent 
selling soaps, detergents, and perfumes to women. Soap opera became a 
popular television format based on the premise that it would appeal to 
women and sell the sponsors' soap brands. The Greenham women do 
not fit the ideal of the ever clean and fragrant woman. In their "negli
gence" they have failed as women. I have already mentioned some of 
the general dirt metaphors. One that deserves special attention is that 
of "smell." 

In December 1983 the Daily Express suggested ominously that "the 
final solution" to the Greenham "problem" was Chanel No. 5,17 This 
statement was just one comment embedded in a larger fascination with 
the women's alleged unsanitary conditions. The lack of hygiene associ
ated with the women represents a deeper questioning of the women as 
moral beings, or simply as "real women." The Daily Mail article titled 
"Dirty Work on the Thin Blue Line" reports that some policemen, after 
removing Greenham women, "can't bear to touch food or sit down with 
the family until [after] a long soak in the bath."I' The same newspaper 
had reported earlier in the year that the police who removed Greenham 
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Common trespassers did so in "atrocious conditions" and that some of 
the officers had to have their uniforms desttoyed because they had be
come so dirty. I. 

Again and again the press returns to images of malodorous waste
particularly defecation and menstrua['blood. The Guardian tells the story 
of confrontation between peace campers and the residents of Newbury. 
It reports the leader of the Newbury protesters as referring to a "tide of 
human excrement" at the camp. She goes on to say, "All I know is that 
there is excrement around the camp-people have told me. I've never 
been there." Finally she speaks of the "filth, smell and immorality,"2. 
linking the dirt and odor with a deeper sense of the campers' perceived 
"immorality." The Daily Mail reports on interviews with guards wbo 
work at the base: "There is no good will here. Why? At first every po
liceman seemed reluctant to say. What they dread and find unforgivable 
is being ordered to lay hands on women who often deliberately and cal
culatingly stink. "21 A Daily Telegraph article describes the women's al
leged odor-p,roducing behavior in some depth: "Almost the entire area 
within several hundred yards of the perimeter fence of R.A.F. Green
ham Common is in constant use as a lavatory-including the gardens 
of local residents. Soiled sanitary towels are used to 'decorate' the fences 
and surrounding areas."22 The fascination with odor and dirt in the 
women's peace camp is endless. Undoubtedly the conditions in which 
the women lived (and some still do) were not those of the ideal sani
tized household, with all its deodorants and detergents, but to say that 
the women deliberately stink is probably the same as saying that they 
neglected their feminine duty-the duty to be clean. One must question 
whether the same fascination would have occurred if the peace camp 
were not all women. The fact that it is women who have allegedly com
mitted olfactory ttansgressions has special significance. 

Alison Young, in Femininity in Dissent, provides a thought-provok
ing analysis of this obsession with the "feminine odor." She argues (fol
lowing Freud) that the privileging of sight and the visual over other senses 
relates to the consttuction of difference between men and women. There 
was a time, the story goes, when sight was not as privileged and the men
strual odors, or "odor di {emina," deeply affected the male psyche-pro
ducing anxiety with its immediate intensity. This anxiety, she argues, 
threatens the "male psychic economy," which privileges sight. The smell 
of women, therefore, is odious to the dominant order as it threatens to 
undo the oppression of women through its celebration of womanliness. 
It is important to repress smell, to describe it as "waste" or "pollution," 
and to prescribe perfume and douches-the final solution! 
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This suggestion is supported by A1ain Corbin's analysis of odor in the 
French social imagination." His history details the gradual elimination 
of odor in both public and private space. He charts a series of medical and 
architectural "advances" that defined odor and eliminated it. Whereas 
once women were instructed not to bathe too often and the men's aUra 
seminalis was considered a powerful sexual stimulant, by the end of the 
eighteenth century smells of all kinds were being associated with disease 
and disorder. Public spaces (through sewage systems, for example) and 
then private spaces (the separation of rooms according to bodily func
tion) were progressively sanitized. In terms of the individual body, men 
and particularly women were instructed to use perfume, to douche, and 
to wear clothes in bed in order to control the threat of smell. 

We do not have to agree with the details of Young's or Corbin's analy
ses to realize that women who smell bad would not be part of the every
day experience of the air base guards or the residents of Newbury. It is 
true that men, too, are supposed to be clean and odor-free, particularly 
in Western society, but there are many situations in which body odor 
would seem acceptable for men (when associated with physical "manly" 
endeavors). Women, on the other hand, are almost constantly reminded 
of their obligation to be clean, pure-smelling, and wholesome. Odor, es
pecially that related to menstruation, also has its "proper place" - it has 
been constructed as a private phenomenon, a phenomenon of the home 
or, in extreme cases, the menstruation hut. Sanitary technologies consis
tently attempt to make menstruation disappear. Ads for sanitary towels 
tend to emphasize how product X will make sure that no one notices I 
Menstruation is supposed to be a big secret. Public knowledge of men
struation is most definitely taboo and out of place. Julia Kristeva, work
ing out of a psychoanalytic tradition, has argued that menstrual blood 
"stands for danger issuing from within the identity (social or sexual); it 
threatens the relationship between the sexes within a social aggregate 
and, through internalization, the identity of each sex in the face of sex
ual difference."24 As a bodily secretion the blood stands for the trans
gression of boundaries. 

Several recent studies of menstruation underline the sociocultural COn
struction of menstruation as a private, hidden phenomenon.25 Sophie Laws 
studied menstruation from the perspective of men through a series of 
individual and group interviews and an analysis of textbooks. Her ar
gument is that, in general, ideas about menstruation create an under
standing from men's perspective and exclude women. One very power
ful idea about menstruation is that it should be hidden away. Along with 
this idea is the notion that menstruation is a "dirty" process and should 
therefore be kept private. Laws critiques the belief that menstrual blood 
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is inherently dirty and that it is "natural" to be repulsed by it. This is 
the argument that etiquette surrounding menstruation springs from the 
essence of the phenomenon-that menstruation is just disgusting. If this 
were true, menstruation would be hidden everywhere. Evidence (even 
from predominantly male anthropologistS who do not often consider men
struation a subject worthy of attention) suggests that this is not the case. 
Congo Pygmies associate menstruation with life and encourage inter
course during the period; Australian aborigines paint themselves red so 
that everyone knows when they are menstruating. So even when there 
are rituals surrounding menstruation, they do not automatically imply 
hiding and separation. Even when there are taboos, they are so varied 
that it is hard to reduce them to a general statement. In line with this 
thought Mary Douglas stated that she could "not think of any physical 
function of which the ritual treatment is constant across the globe."26 

Rather than concentrating on the nature of menstruation, Laws be
lieves that it is a physical function that separates men from women and 
as such is usep by men in a patriarchal society to put women in their 
place. Her series of interviews led her to the conclusion that "knowledge 
of a woman's menstruation becomes ... something specially reserved for 
the heterosexual relationship: it must be kept carefully hidden from all 
other men including one's father and sons. Thus the experience of men
struation is reconstructed in such a way as to emphasise an image of 
women's lives as constructed by men's gaze."27 Menstrual blood is treated 
as polluted and dirty by the men in Laws's interviews, who often distin
guished it from "real" blood. The judgment of menstrual blood as dirt 
is a wider judgment of the place of menstruating women. Laws concluded 
that "one cannot isolate ~meanings' of menstruation in our culture apart 
from the idea that it is something which must be hidden."28 Men con
sistently reported being shocked when they first came across sanitary 
napkins or heard women discussing their periods: "One of the big sur
prises of adult life, was going into people's houses and finding things 
openly displayed in places. I didn't believe it, because at home these things 
had always been hidden away, and it was like a real shock to me, because 
it was all like something that was not mentioned, never spoken about.""" 
Laws's interpretation of the expressions of shock by men concerning ex
posure to menstruation is that the women had done nothing to actively 
cause this reaction. Rather they had failed to "take the trouble to ob
serve the etiquette which the males had come to expect would be ob
served in regard of themselves as males. "30 

Emily Martin examined representations of menstruation and men
struating women from another angle. She looked at metaphors used to 
describe menstruation in biology and anatomy textbooks and compared 
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them with words used to describe processes io the male body and warn ' . f ms 
own vIews 0 menstruation. The overwhelming view of menstruati . 
textbooks was one of failure. Words such as "degenerate" "dec: ~ 
,,·thdr fl "I k" "I k" "d . "d d" e, Wl awn, ac, ea, etenorate, an "ymg" were comm 
io Martin's study .. Menstruation is seen as a failure of production-;e~ 
another month WIthout pregnancy.31 As Martin points out: "Men tr . Id' s_ 
tlOn eau Just as well be regarded as the making of life substauce that 
marks us ~ff as women, or heralds our nonpregnant state, rather than 
as the castmg off of the debris of endometrial decay or as the hemor_ 
rhage of necrotic blood vessels. "ll Linking this research into represen
tations of menstruation back into the story of Greenham Common w 

k 
. . ' e 

can ma e some mterpretatlons concerniog the geographical implication 
?f the reactions to the visibility· of menstruating women at the camp. Mos~ 
un,portant, menstruation in our culture is predominantly perceived as a 
prIvate phenomenon best kept at home. As with other themes in the 
medIa, the concentration on the sanitary napkins of the women implies 
an unsavory displacement. Menstruatiog women belong at home. In ad
dition~ menstruation is commonly portrayed as "failed production" -the 
opposite of pregnancy. While pregnancy is to be displayed proudly for 
all to see, menstruation, as its ioverse, is to be kept secret and hidden. 
Again th~ visibility .of:"e women's menstruatiog upset this ideological
geographi~ categorIzatIOn of appropriate behavior. To the women, the 
use of sarutary pads and menstrual blood in their fence decoration sym
bolized the affirmation of life. As Emily Martin has argued, menstrua
tion can symbolize many things other than failed production. 

Caroline Blackwood was so disturbed by the images of foul-smelling 
~omen that she decided to visit the camp herself. Her story is a very 
dIfferent one: "Enemies of the Greenham women always accused them 
of smelling. I was always waiting for the famous smell of the peace 
women, but I never once detected it on any of the camps. The camps 
smelt of wood smoke, but that was quite pleasant. The tanks that the 
women used as lavatories were deep in the woods and far away from 
the benders."33 Blackwood surmises that strangers are often accused of 
smelling. New children at school are called "smellies." Foreigners of all 
types are accused of being unsauitary and smelly." Perhaps the women 
were called smelly because they were newcomers io a tight community
people out of place. 

In a broader sense the allegations of bad hygiene and dirt can be seen 
as a response to the way in which the women transgressed so many 
boundaries that are perceived as normal. Not only were they away from 
?ome but they also confused public and private space. The women, for 
mstance, appealed to the ancient custom that the common belonged to 
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';'ven'onle and that they could not be evicted from land that nobody 
nwnelG. Local residents and the press saw the women's presence in terms 
of the narrower concept of "p~doperty.'f' The bPresenhce of the thwo~en "'!-
f d property values. The resl ents ,0 New ury, t en, saw e Issue m 
fcte . "'d d h . h 

of "tidiness" and "hygIene an attempte to reverse t e rtg ts 
terms 
to common land. . 

The decoration of the Greenham fence by the women also deVIated 
from expected behavior an~ familiar bou~daries ,of J?lace. "Art" has re
mained a rarified category ill Western SOCIety, WIth ItS own places. Just 
as graffiti on the subway could not be valued as art, the collage of per

al life-affirmiog objects on the fence around Greenham could not 
~~n a~. The Greenham women saw things differently once they under
stood objects in relation to a different set of values: 

The doom-laden myth that in a consumer society people can only relate 
to things by buying and discarding them, and are incapable of treasuring 
anything, proves to be untrue at ,a deeper level that Greenham brought 
into the open. Art postcards are m fact a go?d ,example of cheap, ma~s
produced objects which are treasured as an 10ttmate part of a person s 
identity and individuality. It is the s~me attitu~e which ~rings .to light 
beauty or hidden meanings in the bits of plastIc, packag1Og, discarded 
imagery and other waste which has been pronou~ced "dea~" by the 
profit system. Revealingly the groups of local reSidents, polIce and MOD 
personnel who came to rip the d~corations off :he fe~ce .. . saw 
everything, including familiar th10gs they have m thelI' own houses, as 

"rubbish. "35 

The media contioually refers to decorations on the fence in termS of rub
bish and garbage, particularly if the dec~~ation~ happ";;' to be tampons 
and diapers (both of which are seen as life-affirmmg symbols by the 
women). It would have been hard for them to see these objects as "art," 

as one art critic did: 
Each person contributes to a spirit of equality? and there is no privileged 
viewpoint from which to see the work, or an Ideal observer for w.hose 
eye a dramatic effect is built up. And yet the whole does have an Impact 
far greater than any part. The really astonis~i.ng thing is the agg.regate; 
and its implied meaning, that people's creatiVity, once released, IS endless. 
This work of art waS nine miles. not long, but round.

36 

John Berger has shown how art has evolved to. support ~deas Ii!'e prop~rty 
and power.'7 The use of oi!s or the p~rspectJv~ techmque gIVe ~~e illu
sion of control and ownership of the pamted objects. Art has traditionally 
involved an "author" and a "viewer." The Greenham fence breaks these 
ioformal rules. The effect cannot be owned or, iodeed, comprehended by 
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the perspective of a single viewer. There is no author. It only remains 
for the objects on the fence to be considered "matter out of place" and 
consigned to the trash heap. 

Food and the Kitchen 

The issue of dirt is most clearly related to the perceived displaced na
ture of the women when it is connected to the makeshift nature of the 
Greenbam kitchen and the expectation that women enjoy and are good 
at preparing and cooking food. Particularly remarkable is the multitude 
of references to "blackened" teapots and kettles. Any medium to long 
article on Greenbam mentioned this symbol of women's displacement 
from the English hearth. The Times referred to tbe "smoke-blackened 
teapot which may eventually yield tea." The Sunday Telegraph described 
"the pitiful sight of badly dressed women grouped together around a 
tiny fire cooking baked beans in pitch black pots." The International 
Herald Tribune talked of the "battered, charred teakettle."38 Almost every 
other newspapeI; at some time or anotheI; finds space to mention the 
blackened cookware. This stands in stark contrast to the model image 
of the shining, antiseptic kitchen of advertisements in which idealized 
women patiently wait for their husbands' compliments on return from 
work or, alternatively, in which career women happily use prepackaged 
instant microwave dinners with no mess. 

The image of the blackened kettle is implicated in a set of references 
to food, all set against the perfect kitchen. The Times talked of "dark 
bean-filled soup" that turns out to be rancid and "a large chunk of 
cheese, several loaves of bread, dustbins with cereal and dry food and 
cartons of aging apples [that] lie scattered, rain-soaked and haphazard 
on makeshift tables." Inevitably they had to mention the "blackened 
pots," which "hang on a large board propped up against a tree."39 At 
the other end of the quality spectrum we get a remarkably similar pic
ture in the Sun: "The cooking pot on the fire has a mixture of vegetables 
and pasta burning on to it. The kettle is black. And all around is dirty 
crockery. "40 The left-wing tabloid, the Daily Mirror, added to the gen
eral impression when discussing the experiences of Same newcomers: 

Gingerly, they helped in the filthy rat·infested kitchen which was littered 
with discarded food scraps and dirty pots and pans. One of the camp's four 
stray cats licked the remains of a bowl of custard as one of the students 
bravely tried to wash up in an old cauldron with cold, grey, greasy water. 1141 

Finally the Daily Mail remarked that "the table on which the women 
prepare food has half empty boxes of margarine with a dirty knife still 
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left in one. "42 The kitchen is metonymic for domesticity in general. The 
woman at home cooks and cleans in the kitchen. It is a model of order 
and hygiene. In the pictures we are given of Greenham Common we see 
chaotic culinary disorder. Cutlery is left dirty and rats wander around. 
Any food that is mentioned is almost'-always referred to with some.dis
taste-words like rancid and burnt are used frequently. Not only do 
the women refuse to conform to the accepted standards of cleanliness, 
they cannot cook anything but beans and lukewarm tea. 

Clothes 

Another signifier of the women's displaced character is their clothing. 
The newspapers frequently return to the dress of the "ladies" in order 
to compare them with "normal" women. The Daily Mirror described 
the "shaved heads, combat clothes and bover boots of the grimy-faced 
women who inhabit the most famous peace camp in the world. ".3 The 
press takes tinle to mention the combat fatigues, the dirty boots, and 
the tattered jackets that mark these women off from the women at home. 
One story that received great attention was the case of a woman (Mrs. 
Johns) who left her husband and family for the camp and later got di
vorced. The Daily Mail describes Mr. Johns's first visit to the base to 
see his wife: 

"In among the shanty-like straggle of tents and sleeping bags he 
found a woman dressed in a kaftan and beads and wearing no make-up. 
It was his wife." Only a moment's thought is necessary for one to real
ize that the lack of makeup on Mrs. Johns is hardly surprising, given 
the camplike condition of her life. Similarly, combat clothes are the ideal 
dress for living in the open. That is what they are designed for. The Mail, 
howeveI; takes the clothes and lack of makeup to signify the change 
from "an apolitical housewife into a fervent feminist and anti-nuclear 
campaigner. " •• The same housewifelfeminist-campaigner, home/Green
ham dualism is set up in a piece in the Daily Mirror. Again the women's 
practical clothes are used as signifiers of this distinction: "It's hard to 
identify with a gang of women dressed in army fatignes who don't look 
as if they've ever changed a nappy, nursed a case of measles or dreamed 
of blowing the family allowance for a party dress."45 Here the "gang of 
women" are clearly out of place. The fact that they are a "gang" (women 
together without men) and are wearing fatigues highlights their differ
ence and displaced nature. The potential in-place is given by the second 
part of the sentence. Women who change nappies, nurse children back 
to health, or spend their family allowance (probably their only money) 
on a party dress are at home. The party dress-a dress that is frivolous 
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and only used on one or two occasions- is sharply opposed to the cheap 
functionality of the combat fatigues. 

Caroline Blackwood's visits to the peace camps revealed to her an
other perspective on the issue of clothing. "One of the most liberating 
feelings in the eccentric little community," she said, "was the realization 
that no one gave a damn how you looked." Blackwood was constantly 
amazed at the repetitious references to the women's unfeminine cloth
ing in the press and among Newbury residents. One old man in a pub 
said, "But if only they could dress better and wash more. A woman who 
doesn't dress nicely dishonours herself, don't you think?" Blackwood 
points out: "Wading around in the deep, freezing mud and snow like sol
diers in the trenches of the first world war, if the women were to wear 
the flowing chiffon and the sables their critics appear to demand, it would 
be inappropriate to the point of lunacy."46 

Children 

The use of signifiers like dirt, clothing, and misplaced kitchen equipment 
serves to compare the Greenham women with the "normal" woman
the woman who is in place. In place usually means at home with hus
band and children. This distinction between home-family-children and 
Greenham is made again and again in less metaphorical and more direct 
terms. One frequently asked question is "What about their children?" 
The Daily Express asked, "Can these women explain exactly what is hap
pening to their children while they are away from home for months on 
end?" A report in the Daily Mail said, "They are anxious to be consid
ered as martyrs. But the real martyrs are their neglected children." The 
former mayor of Newbury-Councillor Brian Philpott-was reported 
in the Daily Telegraph as saying, "On the one hand they attack the state 
on cruise missiles and On the other they expect taxpayers all over the 
country to pay their dole money and look after their families whom they 
have in some cases totally abandoned."47 

Alternatively the press decides to deride the women's attempts to raise 
children in the camp rather than at home. The Daily Mail discussed the 
birth of a child, Jay, at the peace camp. Greenham, they said, is a "squalid 
sort of place, not the sort of place where you would expect people in a 
so-called civilized society to have young babies living."48 In an editorial 
entitled "It's Time to Go Home," the Sun commented on the removal of 
Jay from the camp by social service workers: "Until a couple of days 
ago Jay's home was in that mixture of filthy disease-ridden tents that is 
called the Greenham Common peace camp." The Daily Express asked, 
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"What sort of women expose themselves to conditions like they are liv
ing in and subject their children to the same sort of thing?" A resident 
of Newbury, when protesting against the peace camp, is quoted by the 
Guardian as saying, "The behaviour of these women, particularly the 
way they let their children roam around in the mud, is a health hazard 
and a disgrace." There were futther complaints about the "filth, smell and 
immorality" of the women and of how they mistreated their children." 

The perception of the women's relation to children is clearly marked 
by assumed notions of "proper place." It is not right for women to be 
at the camp away from their children, who are left, presumably unat
tended, at home. Equally it is inappropriate for women to have children 
with them at the camp because that is seen as mistreatment. The only 
alternative left to the women is to be at home with their children. One 
of the organizers of a protest in which twenty thousand women encir
cled the base, Joan Ruddock, explained the protest in the following way: 
"This is an action where women want to be in the frontline, with men 
in the suppor,t: role. This is a place men are not used to occupying-sup
porting women, looking after the kids at home. That's where my husband 
is today, "50 The protest's theme was "For centuries women have watched 
men go off to war. Now women have left for peace." 

One of the more curious sides of the reaction related to children is the 
presupposition of children itself. One observer noted, "Last week I met 
just one married woman, a mother of one, at the camp. The peace camp
ers were principally young students, who had dropped out of courses, 
girls on the dole, artists and teachers. "51 The probability is that most of 
the women at the camp had nothing to do with children. The assump
tion made by the media is that any adult woman should have a husband 
and children. The extension of the accusation that the women mistreat 
their children (by not being at home or by having them at the camp) is 
tbat the women are especially abnormal as they do not even have chil
dren and do not plan to have any. This theme, the theme of deviant sex
uality, is as popular with the press as the dirt metaphors. 

Sexuality 

The Sun asserted that the women "are not people-they're all burly les
bians. "52 The women's "deviance" is at its most extreme when the press 
concentrates on their actual and alleged sexuality. The fact that the camp 
consisted only of women was itself a source of deep irritation and inter
est. This, coupled with the lack of respectable clothing and strange culi
nary habits, pointed to the women's "masculinity" and the presence of 
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lesbians at the camp. In truth they were certainly not all lesbians, and 
even if they were it would not merit the type of attention the press gave 
this theme. 

The Srtn said, "[The] younger they are, the more butch they are .... 
Women openly kiss, cuddle and hold hands in camp. They stand in pairs, 
facing each other with both hands linked, and staring deep into each 
other's eyes, their bodies swaying." It goes on to describe the "girls" 
sharing sleeping bags and concludes, "Its [the camp's] reason for surviv
ing and continuing is that it provides an open meeting place for women 
to reinforce each other's hatred of men." The Daily Mirror read, "These 
women have been described as a bunch of lesbians. Sadly, there's some 
truth in this, and for some, this is the very reason they are here, and the 
reason they stay. "53 The idea that the women came to the camp purely to 
indulge in lesbian sexual behavior is strange, as Blackwood points out: 

As for the lesbians, there were so many comfortable lesbian clubs all 
over the British Isles. There were so many warm, pleasant places where 
the lesbians could be just as lesbian as they liked without any harassment. 
If they were only searching for some ideal place to pursue lesbian activities, 
they would have to be deranged to choose these awful camps where the 
battle against cold and hunger made any erotic feeling unimportant.54 

The Daily Mail delves deeper into the alleged "irurnorality" of their be
havior: "And there's Eve breastfeeding by the fire, a vague, amiable, 
ever smiling lesbian mother from Islington who's camping here with 
her two children, aged eight and six months, by differenr fathers, one of 
them West Indian. "55 This passage juxtaposes a set of signifiers of de
viance. Eve is breastfeeding in public (out of place), she is a lesbian, and 
her children have no father who is present. What's more, her children 
have separate fathers, indicating promiscuity. The fact that one of the 
fathers is West Indian sends Eve into an abyss of chaotic and disordered 
"otherness. " 

All of the tabloid newspapers, at one time or another, featured the 
story of a writer who "went undercover" at the camp in order to report 
the "true facts" to the world. One such case is that of Sarah Bond in 
the Daily Express: 

Half the women I lived among at Greenham were lesbians, striding the 
camp with their butch haircuts, boots and boilersuits. They flaunt their 
sexuality, boast about it, joke about it. And some take delight in 
proclaiming their loathing of men .... I was shocked on my first day 
when two peace women suddenly went into a passionate embrace in full 
view of everyone .... And gradually I became annoyed at the way doting 
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couples sat around the camp fire kissing and caressing .... A lot of 
women "go gay" after arriving at the camp. With no men around they 
have to turn to each other for comfort. Other lesbians masquerade as 
peace women and go to Greenham just for sex.56 

Clearly, Bond considers lesbian sexual ~ctivity to be out of place at Green
ham. In the context of a British tabloid full of sexual insinuation, her re
marks seem extremely pious and prudish; she is annoyed at the sight of 
mere kissing when it is between two women. When women express their 
love for each other they are "flaunting" it. The word "flaunting" im
plies visibility. Bond is saying that the women are not hiding that which 
should remain hidden - their sexuality; their affection is out of place. 
Another implication is that the women's lesbianism is the result of a 
lack of normality or, more precisely, a lack of men. It is only because men 
are not present that they turn to each other. Once again the desirability 
of "home" lurks behind the words. If only they were at home with their 
husbands, they would not have to resort to each other for "comfort." 

Angry NeWbury residents are even more to the point. The Daily Tele
graph quotes one resident as saying, "While homosexual practices are 
no longer illegal, I am among the majority of local people who find such 
open, constant scenes of lesbian behavior somewhat alarming; our chil
dren require explanations." Another resident is quoted in the Daily Mail 
as saying: "It's become it home for lost causes up there. It's no longer 
just cruise missile demonstrators. There's lesbians, one-parent families, 
and lost causes." Even more transparently, a third resident says, "We 
have to put up with those morons and queers for two years .... If I had 
my way I would put a bomb in the middle of the lot of them. "57 

Hysteria 

A hysterization of women's bodies: a threefold process 
whereby the feminine body was analyzed-qualified and 
disqualified-as being thoroughly saturated with sexuality; 
whereby it was integrated into the sphere of medical 
practices, by reason of a pathology intrinsic to it; whereby, 
finally, it was placed in organic communication with the 
social body (whose regulated fecundity it was supposed to 
ensure), the family space (of which it had to be a substantial 
and functional element), and the life of children (which it 
produced and had to guarantee, by virtue of biological
moral responsibility lasting through the entire period of the 
children's education): the Mother, with her negative image 
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of "nervot/s woman," constitllted the most visible form of 
this hysterization. 

- Michel Fat/cat/lt, The History of Sexuality 

In chapter 2 I discussed the description of graffiti and its perpetrators 
as "mad." I descrihed how madness is associated with unstable trans
gressions of boundaries and is considered a threat to order and civiliza
tion. The Greenham Women are also labeled mad, but in a way that takes 
on specific meanings when it is decoded in light of their gender. The 
women are described as hysterical. 

The purpose of the peace camp has clearly been to intervene in the 
rarified atmosphere of Politics and demand to be heard. This is inter
preted by the media as "hysteria." The women are portrayed as hysteri
cal and overemotional-Iacking the cool reason necessary for (serious) 
political participation. The emphasis on women's "emotional nature," I 
argue, is linked to the historical division between public and private do
mains. The public domain of politics and business is the male, rational 
realm; the private domain of "home" is the realm of emotion and pas-

I sivit}\\jBy labeling the women hysterical the press is denying their politi
'I cal (and public) value and relegating the women to the realm of (mere) 

emotions, of nursing, cooking, and cleaniI!g~ 
The Daily Mirror states that "the peace camp women distinguish 

themselves with their startlingly swift changes of mood." The Daily Mail 
comments on Helen Johns's change from "an apolitical housewife into 
a fervent feminist." The Daily Express refers to the women as "harri
dans," a word that comes up frequently in all the tabloids. The Sunday 
Telegraph published a letter that read, "After all, would you live in the 
kind of society that these women propose, a society where emotions rule 
and women are encouraged to become shrill parasites?" Another letter, 
this time to the Daily Mail, asks, "How can they think their vulgar dis
plays of shouting and yelling ... can further their causel"" 

This theme of hysterical emotions is prominent in a report in the Daily 
Mail that reports the arrival of the cruise missiles: "Tears streaming down 
their faces the Greenham Common 'peace women' clawed at barbed wire 
with their bare hands .... It was a desperate and futile response .... The 
women never really came to terms with how to respond to the inevit
able. "59 Outward displays of extreme emotion mark off the women as 
"strange." Every "symptom" is noted down and faithfully reported in 
the media: a "weird wailing that ripped the night air. Their eyes are 
closed and their bodies rock as they shout out their lament. "60 "At Green
ham Common yesterday 144 peace women-many weeping and scream
ing-were arrested. Their hysterical demo came as two more huge D.S. 
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planes landed at the Berkshire base. "61 The women are seen bending 
over their "'cauldron"; they sing witches' songs; they are banshees, har
ridans, and harpies. They are "strident," "fervent," and "hysterical." 
They are never described as I'determined" or "brave" or "steadfast." 
The descriptions of the women are clearly gendered. In particular they 
are related to the unusual situation of a large group of women making 
a public and political point. It is related to the feeling that these women 
are out of place. Politics is the arena of cool reason and cold (male) 
logic. Just as a husband tells his wife that she is being overemotional 
and should calm down to have a "reasonable" discussion, the press 
tells the Greenham women that they are hysterical. To be hysterical is 
to continually and loudly proclaim, "This is not so" when others are 
looking at you curiously and saying, "But it is." The hysteric stands in 
resistance to some commonsense assumption. The Greenham women 
are hysterical because they 

are living out a physical and mental resistance to a predominant order. 
They ... are' challenging the comfortable prevalence of the familial ideology, 
by establishing themselves in women-only camps outside a weapons base 
and by publicly embracing alternatives to authorized heterosexuality and 
the biological imperative of conventional motherhood.62 

The Greenham women are hysterical because they touch raw nerves. 
On the one hand they question the family structure and on the other 
they wonder about the sanity of weapons of mass destruction. But their 
hysteria is more than this. They are also hysterical because they are away 
from home and attempting to participate in a public debate of a political 
nature. They have transgressed the public/private, male/female bound
ary, and the press tells them they're crazy. Their "cure" is to return home, 
as the SlIn so often remarks. The press presents us and the women with 
a choice between being a strident, fervent, hysterical pacifist-feminist
a choice that will lead to the breakup of homes-or going home to be 
an apolitical housewife-mother. 

The Rat and the Mole 

On visiting Newbury for the first time Caroline Blackwood visited a gro
cery store, where she was told that they had "got them up here." The 
store worker was referring to the women and the camps: "The camps were 
made to sound like invisible sewers and the shopkeepers could have 
been talking about rats. "63 In fact, the image of the rat and its cousin 
the mole appeared frequently in press descriptions of the camps. Alison 
Young provides a perceptive interpretation of the frequent appearance 
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of the rat and mole metaphors in discourse about the Greenham women 
She discusses the appearance of stories in the press that spoke of a ra; 
or a mole in the Greenham camp. The implication is that someone in 
the camp is doing work for "foreign" (namely, Soviet) interests. Rats 
and moles are individuals who steal the secrets of a society and convey 
them ta another society. These metaphors draw from a well of supposi
tions about British and Soviet society and (for the metaphor to operate 
effectively) the notion that rats and moles live underground and come 
out at night: 

To allege the presence of "a dangerolls, anti-western, anti-British 'mole' n 

(Daily Express 8.20.83) at Greenham, links them (as the mole is an 
image closely aligned with the rat in its ideological location) through the 
metaphorical selection of the democratically despised condition of 
secrecy and darkness, with values contradictory to those represented as 
fundamental to British society.64 

The rat or mole brings forth images of darkness and secrecy-the un
derground rather than the surface. The rat and the mole belong in the 
secretive, closed, dark society of the Soviet Union, not in the "open" so
ciety of E.ngland. England is the implied opposite of the rat; it is open, 
democratIc, unsecretive, and clean-nothing takes place underground. 
The rat metaphor extends still further in its implication of dirt and dis
ease. Not only is the rat or mole an individual who gives away secrets 
while operating secretly and underground; the rat or mole is a' classic fig
ure of disease, the carrier of plagne. Rats exist where dirt exists. The rat 
also conveys a radical "out·of-placeness." Rats do not belong in the per
fect kitchen. The references to rats or moles in the metaphorical sense 
of spy exist back-ta-back with literal references to the alleged existence 
of rats in the camp. The Daily Mail claimed that "rats have infested the 
area." The Daily Mirror described the experiences of some students: 
"Gingerly, they helped in the filthy rat-infested kitchen which was lit
tered with discarded food scraps and dirty pots and pans. "65 Here the 
whole range of metaphors describe the women's alleged out-of-place na
ture. The rats and the pots and pans are not just literal references; they 
are also metaphors for displacement. The rat insinuates' the women's 
betrayal of their home in two senses-the home of the perfect kitchen 
and the home of democracy and freedom. The rat, as Peter Stallybrass 
and A!l0n White have described, has been an object of hatred through
out history. In the nineteenth century the emerging discourse connect
ing p~ysical with moral environments (sanitary science) paid particular 
attentIon to the rat as "purveyor of physical and moral dirt. "" The rat 
was reconstructed as mor,e than an economic threat (as a spoiler of foods) 
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but also as an object of disgust and a threat to civilized life. It was also 
a transgressor of boundaries, a creature that lived in the filth of the sew
ers and came above ground at night, Again, when applied to the Green
ham camp, the image of the rat suggests impurity and the presence of a 
filthy and underground creature in thegreen and pleasant land. 

The descriptions of the women and their camps in the mainstream 
press clearly attempt ta paint a picture of deviance. The descriptions of 
displacement appear to indicate the "out-of-place" character of the 
women by suggesting that they belong at home. The second part to the 
story is the notion that the women were out of place not only because 
they were away from their "proper place" but also because they were 
in a particularly improper place-a military base in rural England. By 
camping and protesting outside a military site the women were pro
foundly questioning the proper place of women in the military-as "camp 
followers. " 

The Carnival at Greenharn 

The women at Greenham frequently chose to express their refusal to 
accept "the order of things" in carnivalesque ways. In general they used 
dancing and singing to keep themselves amused, in addition ta wearing 
painted faces and unusual haircuts. In one of the more famous actions 
they broke into the base and danced on top of a missile silo. On another 
occasion they dressed up as bunnies and climbed over the fence to hold 
a picnic in the base. The press frequently reported the bizarre antics of 
"these strangely painted women." Occasionally they referred to the "car
nival atInosphere. "'7 The most notable incidents of carnivalesque behav
ior occurred in the Newbury district court when the Greenham women 
were on trial: 

A restrained carnival atmosphere had alternated with echoes of the 
school room, as the colourfully dressed women, with bouquets and 
corsages of spring flowers ... applauded expert witnesses and co
defendants .... Throughout the day a small group of demonstrators 
performed outside the court, with a mixture of chanting singing, 
dancing, juggling, tumbling and embracing. 68 

When the women went to court they did not stap challenging expec
tations about appropriate behavior. There are few places where behav
ior is more prescribed than a courtroom. The women's response was 
therefore startling. The Daily Telegraph reports on the court appear
ance of forty-three Greenham women charged with trespass. The reporter 
described the "carnival atInosphere in court bordering almost on farce." 
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He described the singing of peace songs and the waving of flowers. In 
February the same paper reported on a similar event, in which the women 
"crowded the narrow corridors singing, dancing and playing pipe mu
sic."" On other occasions the women responded to the formal proce
dures by continually shouting "rhubarb." Again in March the women 
"danced and sang in the corridor of the court," and then, "at one point 
in the chambers hearing a woman stood in front of the judge wearing a 
white skull mask, bowler hat, black evening jacket, green trousers and 
a red carnation. She held up a placard saying 'This time tomorrow we 
could all be faceless stuffed shirts.' "70 The Daily Express also reported 
on the court events, describing them as the "Greenham comedy show" 
starring women "with faces painted white and wearing mock funeral 
shrouds. "71 

The Newbury courthouse was not the only formal place the women 
took their carnival. On 17 January 1983 they took it to the center of the 
legal system-the House of Commons. In a "two-pronged attack" the 
women heckled and interrupted official proceedings from the "strangers" 
(visitors) gallery while a group of seventy-three women linked arms and 
sat down in the lobby and sang. Outside the Commons "women jugglers 
performed as others paraded a paper-mache head of a woman."72 The 
courthouse and the center of government are clearly two very formal 
and clearly delineated spaces. The singing, dancing, juggling, and dis
guise of the women have a heightened effect in these places because of 
the visible and radical contrast of expected formal behavior and Sur
prising, joyous, informal behavior. The spaces demand cool and ratio
nal behavior and debate; the women present emotion and carnival in its 
stead. There is a long history of carnivalesque behavior in the face of 
authority, which has been the subject of recent empirical and theoreti
cal debate. 

Throughout its history carnival has been a time and place of appar
ent disorder- a deliberate break from normal life and established forms 
of behavior that is illustrated in Pieter Breughel's painting The Battle of 
Carnival and Lent (1559). The painting shows two separate worlds. 
One half, the world of Lent, is symbolized by austere black dress and or
derly lines of solemn people and emaciated women. The other half, the 
world of carnival, is full of food, drink, sex, and violence. One side is 
the world of order and restraint, while the other is that of disorder and 
excess. Carnival precedes Lent by one to three days, and in contrast to 
Lent is marked by folly, disregard for order, and "unseemly" behavior: 

During carnival the common people suspended the normal rules of 
behavior and ceremoniously reversed the social order or turned it upside 
down in riotous procession .... Carnival was high season for hilarity, 
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sexuality, and youth run riot-a time when young people tested social 
boundaries by limited outbursts of deviance, before being reassimilated 
in the world of order, submission and Lentine seriousness. It came to an 
end on Shrove Tuesday or Mardi Gras, when a straw mannequin, King 
Carnival or Caramantran, was given a ritual trial and execution.73 

Many authors have described and developed the idea of the "world up
side down" that is prevalent in carnival and other forms of popular and 
folk culture.74 Carnival represents a ritualized inversion of social, moral, 
and spatial orders that is allowed to take place once a year. As Peter 
Jackson notes, "Carnival takes place, literally, in a world apart, in the 
city center and in the open air. "75 In this "world apart" many "normal" 
domains are reversed. Unlike official parades there are no actors and 
spectators: 

In fact, carnival does not know footlights, in the sense that it does not 
acknowledge any distinction between actors and spectators. Footlights 
would destroy a carnival, as the absence of footlights would destroy a 
theatrical performance. Carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people; 
they live in it, and everyone participates because its very idea embraces 
all the people." 

Men and women commonly cross-dress; peasants are king for a day; the 
divisions between private and public space are ignored and the geni
tals and orifices of the body are celebrated at the expense of the head. 
The carnival procession is a mirror image of the formal parades and 
feasts that serve to symbolize the essence and ideal order of society: 
"The official feast asserted all that was stable, unchanging, perennial: 
the existing hierarchy, the existing religious, political and moral values, 
norms and prohibitions. It was the triumph of the truth already estab
lished, the predominant truth that was put forward as eternal and in
disputable. "77 

It is easy to see the elements of carnival in the behavior of the Green
ham women in court and Parliament. These spaces, more clearly than 
most, represent "all that [is] stable" and "the existing hierarchy." The 
"truth" presented at the courthouse by the women's prosecutors was 
clearly the "truth already established." The women reacted to this by 
dancing in the aisles, juggling, and wearing costumes. As in carnival the 
women confused the boundaries between "actors" (defendants, lawyers, 
and so on) and the "audience" by refusing to stay quiet and detached 
from the formal proceedings of the courthouse stage. The women were 
acting on a different set of priorities, which, to use Mikhail Bakhtin's 
highly romanticized language, were of the people. They were not seeing 
the microscale niceties of legal beha vior, they were seeing the world and 
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its potential destruction. As one of the lawyers defending the women said, 
"Why should courtrooms worry anyone when the threat of utrer destruc
tion hangs over US?"78 The normal rules of behavior were suspended. 

Carnival as "symbolic inversion" is a cultural act that "inverts, ab~ 
rogates and in some fashion presents an alternative to commouly held 
cultural codes, values and norms. "79 Carnival is a time of revelry and 
disrespect; a place of dancing, parrying, drinking, parades, plays, and 
mock executions, funerals, and crownings, a time that is set aside from 
normal activity and everyday life. In addition it deliberately inverts many 
assumed cultural meanings, social relations, and expected behaviors. In 
carnival you are not allowed to watch, you must be part of it, dancing, 
drinking, and doing things otherwise frowned upon by the establish
ment. "No dogma, no authori~arianism, no narrow-minded seriousness 
can co·exist with Rabelaisian images; these images are opposed to all 
that is finished and polished, to all pomposity, to every ready-made so
lution in the sphere of thought and world outlook. "80 Greenham pre
sents images opposed to the "finished and polished" and ready-made 
solutions. The Greenham women presented an alternative aesthetic that 
actively sought to juxtapose objects and actions from radically different 
contexts. The fence at Greenham is a case in point. Just as the women 
laughed at the formal territorializations of the courts and parliament, 
they subverted "proper" places in their continuing transformation of the . 
fence that surrounded the air base (see Figure 5.2). The placing of pri
vate things on this cold and public boundary in some sense removed the 
veil of naturalness from the fence and the goings-on inside it. By taking 
"rubbish" and transforming it into an aesthetic statement, a secular magic 
was performed. 

It is not the object itself, familiar to everyone, hut the transgression of its 
"proper" place which carries the psychic charge .... Of course to take on 
its power, the change of context must assume a compartmentalized, 
divided world. But at the same time it expresses the desire to break 
through these divisions and to show that there is nothing sacred or 
inevitable about them. HI 

The decoration of the fence by the women was carnivalesque in nature, 
as it transgressed in time and space the formal divisions of territories 
and acceptable behavior experienced as "common sense" in everyday 
life. The site of a military base, like those of the court and the parlia
ment, provided an ideal site for these transgressions, as it is a particu
larly formal type of territory within which behavior is strictly controlled. 
The transgressions of the women, therefore, are all the more apparent 
and disturbing. 
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Figure 5.2. Decorating the fence at Greenham. The note reads, "This cloth is from an 
Inca archaeological site in Peru. It is 2200 years old." (Photo by Tim Malyon, from Guy 
Bren, Through Our Own Eyes [London: New Society Press, 1986]. By permission.) 

Bakhtin, the figure responsible for the debates around carnival," 
believed that carnival denaturalized the dominant order; it showed people 
that what seemed natural, could, in fact, be otherwise: "In the world 
of carnival the concerns of the people's immortality is combined with 
the realization that established authority and truth are relative. "83 Once 
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carnival is experienced in all its comic, grotesque vividness, Bakhrin ar
gues, it becomes impossible to accept as natural the rigidities of estab
lished norms. Bakhtin's point is that carnival's antiorder appears to be
long to the people. The comedy and laughter inherent in transgressed 
norms appears to be liberating and subversive because it gives license to 
violate rules. Indeed, as Stallybrass and White argue, Bakhtin's view of 
carnivals is extended to the idea of the "carruvalesque" as a "potent, 
populist, critical inversion of all official worlds and hierarchies in a way 
that has implications far beyond the specific realm of Rabelais studies."84 
Carnival becomes a metaphor for a people's, vision of the world and a 
critique and inversion of established "high" culture. As the actions of 
people generally excluded from the establishment, the actions of the 
Greenham women present such a vision. 

Among the general excess and exuberance of carnivalesque activity 
an important role is given to laughter. Laughter is presented as ambiva
lent-something mocking and derisory that has the power to revive and 
reenergize. As history unfolds, Bakhrin shows us, it is accompanied by 
a laughing chorus of common people. Carnival and its laughter is not 
just part of a wider culture but is irreducibly "other": 

All these forms of protocol and ritual based on laughter and consecrated 
by tradition existed in all the countries of medieval Europe; they were 
sharply distinct from the serious official, ecclesiastical, feudal, and 
political cult forms and ceremonies. They offered a completely different, 
nonofficial, extraecclesiastical and extrapolitical aspect of the world, of 
man and of human relations; they built a second world and second life 
outside officialdom, a world in which all medieval people participated 
more or less, in which they lived during a given time of the year. If we 
fail to take into consideration this two-world condition, neither medieval 
cultural consciousness nor the culture of the renaissance can be 
understood.85 . 

Carnival is of the people and the people are the "otheL" Bakhrin's in
terpretation rests on a recognition of difference that denies the exis
tence of a coherent and systematic "worldview." Rather he asserts the 
importance of understanding medieval culture as a culture of differ
ences. Carnival is not to be understood as another ritual in some gen
eral sense. Rather it is something different. While rituals celebrated the 
already established truth and sanctioned the established order, carnivals 
created a whole separate world of laughter and festivity that celebrated 
the unfinished, the relative, and the everyday. 

Bakhtin uses the term "grotesque" to refer to the feeling of carnival. 
:"long with the laughtet, "grotesque realism" presents the body in all its 
Imperfect glory. In carnival, "normal" bodily values are undermined by 
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the celebration of orifices and fat. While "normal" culture turns the body 
into a finished product, carnival celebrates the incomplete by emphasiz
ing the openings-the anus, the genitalia, and large outsized nostrils. 
Lower regions of the body (particularly the buttocks) are given priority 
over the head. The celebration of these features in carnival, Bakhtin 
claims, refers to the importance of everyday life-the toil, the sex, and 
the defecation rather than the rarified world of reason and spirit cele
brated by "high" culture. The big joke, for Bakhtin, is that wherever high
minded seriousness goes on people are always going to be shitting and 
sweating, eating and pissing. As metaphors these bodily functions refer 
to the importance of process. Culture, Bakhtin is arguing, is not the fin
ished, rounded, complete, and coherent product that "high" culture would 
have us believe. Rather it is in constant flux, living and dying, eating 
and shitting-laughing. Within carnival Bakhtin highlights the process
the mobility and transience. 

If we return to the actions of the Greenham women and their repre
sentations in the mainstream press, we can see that the carnival behav
ior in the courtroom was not exceptional and momentary. Once the idea 
of actual carnival is extended to incorporate Bakhtin's "grotesque real
ism," we can see that the continued existence of the camp is itself "car
nivalesque." The camp was a higgledy-piggledy, forever changing cen
ter of real life. It was in a state of flux, its participants always changing. 
Bodily functions became public out of necessity. The press picked up on 
the shitring and eating-the grotesque. The Greenham women are the 
"laughing" (and crying) chorus pointing at the neat, finished, classical 
body of the air base and screaming, "This is not the truth; it does not 
have to be like this." 

It is no surprise therefore that Stallybrass and White, in their book on 
transgression, mention the peace camp in their introduction: 

The women live "on the wire," "on the perimeter," neither fully outside 
nor fully inside, and they have triggered powerful associative chains 
which connect the international issue of nuclear missiles with pig's blood 
and excremental vandalism: the cosmic with the local, the topographic 
with the sexual. ... [T]he Greenham Common women ... reveal how the 
grotesque body may become a primary, highly charged intersection and 
mediation of social and political forces, a sort of intensifier and displacer 
in the making of identity. The exorbitant contrast between the closed, 
monumental, classical body of the multi-million dollar American military 
complex and the open, muddy, exposed huddle of higgledy-piggledy 
polythene tents is a scandal to hegemonic dignity which it can scarcely 
sustain. It is indeed wonderful that so little can make such a great 
difference.86 
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Across the barbed wire that surrounds the base two sets of values con
front each other. On one side there is the smooth perfection of the mili
tary base, the cold, gray, steely context for a formalized hierarchy of 
uniformed soldiers who dress and behave according to strict rules and 
conventions. On the other side there is the chaotic women's encamp
ment of haphazard benders splattered with colorful posters, family pho
tographs, and brightly dressed women, not one of them the same as the 
next. As Young argues, the two sides represent different abstract repre
sentations of the "cultural body": 

[TJhe corpus represented by the base is the classical one, smooth, 
hairless, blond, elevated on high, idealized. Outside the base, there exists 
an altogether different image: of corporeal physicality and functionalism, 
a body with orifices exposed, where idealized beauty is irrelevant, 
replaced with grotesque realism, where the cerebral functions accede to 
bodily reaction.87 

Bakhtin's view of carnival and popular culture in general occasionally 
seems utopian and idyllic. He takes the peasants of medieval Europe and 
makes them seem carefree and happy as well as rebellious and resis
tant. His argument seems exaggerated and overly romanticized. Clearly 
it woul~ be wrong to make the same mistake with the Greenham women, 
whose lives were far from idyllic, being marked by frequent evictions and 
constant boredom and frustration. Nevertheless the Greenham women's 
actions clearly serve to question the assumptions of truth and authority 
enshrined in the air base: 

Indeed carnival is so vivaciously celebrated that the necessary political 
criticism is almost too obvious to make. Carnival, after all, is a licensed 
affair in every sense, a permissible rupture of hegemony, a contained 
popular blow-off as disturbing and relatively ineffectual as a 
revolutionary work.of art. As Shakespeare's Olivia remarks, there is no 
slander in an allowed fool. 8B 

Some have suggested, as Terry Eagleton does, that carnival is a form of 
"bread and circuses" -a harmless safety valve through which subordi
nated groups can let off steam, express their sense of injustice, and then 
return to normal life and the rule of law. The dominant tendency in the
ory concerning ritual in general is to conceive of it in terms of its role in 
facilitating social cohesion. In addition it is commonplace for rituals, in
cluding carnival, to be understood in terms of a systematic cultural con
text. Rituals are explained in functional terms. The goal they serve is often 
considered to be societal and cultural harmony. Seen from this perspective, 
carnival becomes a kind of catharsis or safety valve-an exceptional 
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moment in time and space when the normal order is inverted so that it 
may exist peacefully throughout the remainder of the year. One ob
server of carnival who follows this line of argument is Max Gluckman in 
his anthropological studies of ritual, in which he suggests that while 
"rites of reversal obviously include :i:' protest against the established 
order ... they are intended to preserve and strengthen the estab
lished order. ,," Rituals of inversion provide a license for symbolic strug
gle that functions to confirm (in the end) social order. 

Stallybrass and White make a similar suggestion when they argue that 
licensed rituals are politically muted affairs in which power allows itself 
to be contested symbolically in order to more effectively rule in "reality." 

This is what Umberto Eco means when he says that carnival only 
gives apparent license to those who have thoroughly and completely ab
sorbed the rules of normal behavior." In fact, with no "normal structure" 
carnival is impossible. A good carnival thus assumes that the rules must 
be so pervasively and deeply understood (assumed) as to be "overwhelm
ingly present at the moment of its violation." It is also necessary that 
the moment ';f carnival must be short and once a year. The rest of the 
year consists of repeated ritual observance of normality. Eco uses Bakh
tin's utopian idealization of the people's laughter and turns it around to 
suggest that laughter cannot be liberating, as it deeply implies the absorp
tion of rules. Indeed the rules have to be so thoroughly absorbed that they 
do not have to be stated. 

LeRoy Ladurie makes a similar argument. He warns us not to take the 
topsy-turvy world of the carnival in Romans as subversion. Inversion and 
subversion, he argues, are not the same thing: 

When Guerin and Laroche, in the name of the patrician carnival, 
proclaimed the February price list, their primary aim was using absurdity 
to illustrate "an order in which Nature and society are soundly 
unchangeable or untouchable as to facts as opposed to myths." They put 
forth "an upside down vision, the better to dissipate subversion through 
amusement." Granted, this vision unwittingly substantiated through its 
hysteria exactly what it was ridiculing .... [T]he price list had only one 
meaning. Stripped of its carnival ballyhoo and in view of the way things 
turned out, it can be summed up in a simple motto: order. authority, 
royalty. If men exchanged roles during Carnival it was only to reaffirm 
the strength and permanence of the social hierarchy.91 

In other words the comic freedom of carnival is seen as a safety valve 
for the otherwise coherent harmonious culture and society. 

Micbael Bristol, while not accepting Bakhtin's idyllic view of popu
lar culture, cannot accept the "coherence" model. Rulers, he says, do not 
always have the power to withhold or grant permission; sometimes they 
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just have to accept the people's action. In addition, he argues that the 
view of society as basically harmonious is "wishful thinking" and that 
it is just as likely that members of a community are "animated by strong 
feelings of distrust, animosity and chronic hostility toward one another. "., 

In academic discourse concerning carnival we have a conflict between 
writers who see carnival as essentially conservative and understandable 
in terms of a coherent picture of society and culture and those, like Bakh
tin, who insist on the "otherness" of carnival- on its irreducibility to 
any "world picture." In fighting over the conservative or revolutionary 
nature of an abstract carnival, it seems that academics have "essential
ized" carnival and dehistoricized it. Many carnivals probably do serve as 
control devices or safety valves. Other carnivals have certainly led to ma
jor riots and transformations of society." The most famous example of 
a carnival turned riot is given to us by Ladurie. He describes a carnival in 
Romans in 1580 that turned into an armed conflict and massacre. Per
haps the only abstract conclusion we can make is that "for long periods 
carnival may be a stable and cyclical ritual with no noticeably transforma
tive effects but, ... given the presence of sharpened political antagonism, 
it may often act as catalyst and site of actual and symbolic struggle."94 

One way to "de-essentialize" carnival, and to examine its sociocul
tural nature, is to look at specific histories and instances of carnival in 
the places they occur. When we look at the carnivalesque behavior of 
the Greenham women it clearly seems to be some kind of countercul
tural movement that does not serve the interests of those in power. At 
no point was the peace camp "sanctioned" or "licensed." The women 
were continually evicted and arrested; their presence was a constant thorn 
in the side of the government. Neither was the peace camp temporary. 
One of the characteristics of the peace camp that the government and 
press found most annoying was its refusal to go away. In addition to 
transgressions of place, the women committed transgressions of time. 
Traditional political protests took the form of "events," which were tem
porally circumscribed, usually within the span of a single day. This was 
not just another march through London; it was ongoing. By camping 
outside a military base and refusing to leave, the women not only trans
gressed a set of established spatiotemporal boundaries, they also began 
to create their own lasting sense of place. Greenham Common can no 
longer be thought of by the average British citizen without some thought 
of the peace protestors. The peace camp was so effective (and so re
viled) not simply because the women were perceived as being away from 
their proper context (homes and families), but because of where they 
were. The V.S. air base is an extreme example of the "classical body," 
perfectly "finished" and delineated with a barbed wire fence. The base 
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is smooth and ordered, wi~h ~ firmly established set of hierarchical rela
tions between the people In It. The reason for the base's existence is 
set of "rational" arguments concerning "deterrence" and the protectio: 
of "freedom." Aesthetically the base fits into a set of classical norms 
This explains the otherwise strange statement in the House of Corn: 
mons by Lynda Chalker, the undersecretary of state for transport: "I have 
verified for myself what an eyesore it [the peace camp] is. It offends 
against the normal standards of airforce establishments. It spoils some 
pleasant common land and is a potential, if not an actual environmen
tal health hazard. ,," It is somewhat startling that this statement is made 
about a small group of women in polythene tents camped outside a huge 
military air base with a nine-mile perimeter fence that sprawls across 
the common and contains any number of potential health hazards not 
the least of which are nuclear warheads. The air base is seen here ~s an 
aesthetic model that has been defiled by the women. The aesthetics of 
the air base fit into the established conception of things, the dominant 
order, and the ;.vomen do not. The air base is a monument to power and 
reason (and the power of reason), while the women are "hysterical" 
disordered, and out of place. ' 

Chalker's view is supported by some of the residents of Newbury 
Mrs. Scull lived in a big old house in Newbury. It was one of the fe~ 
houses from which it was possible to see the air base and one of the 
peace camps. She was an active member of RAGE (Ratepayers against 
Greenham Encampments) and was consistently furious about the pres
~nce of the w~men. She achieved ~ certain ~mount of notoriety by lean
Ing out of a WIndow dressed only In a rughne and applauding and cheer
ing as a missile transporter left the base. She was cheering because the 
women had been unable to prevent the transporter's movement. Her an
tics were reported, somewhat approvingly, in the national and local press. 
Caroline Blackwood, intrigued by Mrs. Scull's behavior, decided to call 
her up and ask about her objections to the peace camp. Mrs. Scull com
plained bitterly about the aesthetics of the peace camp and about the 
fact that her money as a ratepayer was being used to police the Women. 
Curiously she did not seem to object to the sight of the base which 
dominated the view from her upper windows: "Mrs Scull seem:d to be 
able to blot out the sight of the vast military installation that was right 
in front of her windows. She appeared to see only a lovely and peaceful 
English common which had been ruined by the benders of the peace 
camp. "96 She agreed to show Blackwood the view from her windows. 

She took me to her bedroom. The camp looked rather unimportant from 
a higher perspective. Mrs. Scull had a really fantastic view of the 
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desolation of the missile base. From her window, you could see much 
more barbed wire than you could from the ground. It seemed to roll into 
infinity. 

She asked me to imagine how pretty her view had been before the 
women had set up their camp. She saw that I was taken aback by the 
uninterrupted vista of military vehicles and barbed wire.97 

Mrs. Scull complained that many species of birds had left Newbury 
since the peace women had arrived. She was convinced that the women's 
behavior and smell had scared them away. It had not occurred to her 
that the food the women left in the open might attract birds or, indeed, 
that they may have been scared away by the sound of air craft landing 
every day. 

One day a couple of older women strolled past Mrs. Scull's house, 
and "they seemed to be part of an England of a long-lost age. "9' Black
wood, still intrigued by reactions to the peace camp, asked them their 
views. "It's a crime what these women are doing to this common. And 
it's such a beautiful spot. Don't you think it's a beautiful spot? But have 
you ever seen such an eyesore as those camps?" The women continued 
to bemoan the aesthetics of the Greenham camp while pointing toward 
it and the (presumably invisible) barbed wire perimeter fence. "It's really 
a crime what those women are doing to our common," they repeated. 

Not all the residents of Newbury displayed such selective blindness. 
One old gentleman saw the base behind the peace camp: "Those camps 
can be cleared up in a second. I don't understand the people who make 
a fuss about the look of the camp. You have a huge rotting carcass on 
your doorstep and then you start complaining about the flies. "99 The 
dominant reaction, though, was a distaste for the "eyesore" of the camps 
and a blind spot for the miles of barbed wire and concrete that covered 
most of the old common. This was reflected by properry values. Houses 
facing the peace camp areas sold for five thousand pounds less than 
other, similar houses. The presence of the air base in the views of houses 
exactly the same had no appreciable effect. 

While the blindness to the base may seem surprising at first, there are 
good reasons why Mrs. Scull and others did not appear to see it. The air 
base, after all, had been part of the landscape for as long as most New
bury residents could remember-it had become part of the taken-for
granted landscape, part of the geographical doxa. The women, on the 
other hand, were new and surprising. The residents of Newbury were 
not used to feminist pacifist peace campers. So while the air base had 
come to simply exist as part of the landscape, the women were perceived 
as intrusions. Additionally, the effect of the women may have been to re
mind the Newbury residents of the base and its lethal contents. Such a 
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reminder may have been disconcerting, scary, and unwelcome. The trans
gressions of the women, in bringing the base into question, may have 
become the target of the residents' frustrations in the way that the bringer 
of bad news is feared as much as the news. A third reason for the resi
dents' aesthetic discrimination lies in tne way in which the air base fits 
(more than the women) into the order of the English countryside. 

The English Countryside 

One of the more striking themes that arises from the press coverage of 
the peace camp is the juxtaposition of the camp with the town of New
bury and the rypically English surrounding countryside of lush, green, 
rolling hills. The towns and villages of that area appear to conform to the 
stereotypes of English rural life, thus emphasizing the deviance of the 
Greenham women. The following quotation plays on this juxtaposition: 

Shirley always used to enjoy her drive home. She would turn off the 
Basingstoke road, past the freshly cut privet hedge and the neatly tended 
flowerheds, then turn right at the gates and along the leafy track to her 
large Victorian house .... Today it is a trip she dreads. The hedge has 
been covered in builder's rubble, the flowerbeds long choked by 
polythene sheeting and rubbish, and her leafy drive is often blocked by 
cars and vans .. .. Mrs. Huxtable is one of the many women for whom 
Greenham Common is not a political cause, or a place for 
demonstrations or law breaking. For her Greenham Common is home. 100 

Here we have a picture of "normality" disturbed: an English country 
town with privet hedges (the English equivalent of a white picket fence), 
flowerbeds (an icon of Englishness), and the large Victorian house. This 
comforting picture of home and all it connotes is opposed to the peace 
camp, which in contrast seems unnatural and out of place. 

So not only the air base, with its obvious order, is an example of Bakh
tin's classical body. The English countryside of the home counties is also 
a strictly ordered and cherished landscape. The countryside has tradi
tionally been thought of in opposition to the city. In this scheme the city 
stands for "culture" and the countryside for "nature." Cowper's famous 
expression, "God made the country, and man made the town," summa
rized this notion. But, as Raymond Williams has shown in The Country 
and the City (1973), the English countryside is just as much a product 
of "man" as the town. The English countryside is, in fact, a hi hly im- \ 
portant symbol of order -arui!i iness.;_ eemliness an propriety are re- J\ 
Spected;untidiness,~ver prevalent, is felt to be ill-mannered and of
fensive; demarcations are clear-cut. Neatness is a matter of boundaries 
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as well as of areas. Roadside verges, hedgerows, fences, and railroad 
rights-of-way are trim, distinct, unambiguous. "101 David Lowenthal and 
Hugh Prince go on to suggest that in England, "the absence-or at least 
the concealment-of disfigurement and squalor often matters more than 

!\!\the presence of beauty. "IDfIhe English countryside, oddly like the air 
Ibase, is a model of geographical order and tidiness, with everything in 
its proper place\\ 

Perhaps thiSi-dealization of the countryside as a symbol of order par
tially explains the fact that local residents saw the women as disorder 
and disfigurement while the air base seemed almost unnoticed. Strangely 
enough, rural England and Greenham Common air base shared the char
acteristic of tidiness. Although the air base conld not be said to be beau
tiful in any normal way, it was certainly neat and tidy with everything 
in its place. The women's camp, on the other hand, must have seemed 
"untidy" in comparison, with no strict territory and all the transgres
sions of geographical expectations I have discussed above. The air base 
fit in with the penchant for order expressed in the countryside, while 
the women's camp did not. 

As well as being ordered, the countryside is an object of great national 
affection. The countryside (rather than great cities) is England. The "green 
and pleasant land" -a hopelessly romanticized and bucolic image of 
the countryside, one not owned by corporate business with the highest 
levels of mechanization in the world - is a powerful icon in Britain. It 
was this image that the British prime minister Stanley Baldwin reflected 
on in the 1920s: "The sounds of England, the tinkle of the hammer and 
the anvil in the country smithy, the corncrake on a dewy morning, the 
sound of the scythe against the whetstone, and the sight of the plough
team coming over the brow of the hill ... the one sight of England. "103 

This vision, even then, belied the fact that smithies were no longer com
mon, the corncrake was a rare bird, and the tractor had superseded the 
plough team. This vision of the English countryside (minus modernity) 
is at the heart of English mythology. 

lain Chambers reflects on the importance of the English countryside 
to England's "moral economy." He suggests that the English have for
saken the city and romanticized the "timeless sanctnary" of the country
side: 

Symbolically transformed into an empty landscape in the canvases of 
Constable and Gainsborough, the countryside provided a suitably placid 
metaphor, once the potential disturbance of agricultural labourers and 
the rural poor had been literally removed from the picture, for an 
abstractly conceived national culture. It offered a world neatly separated 
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from the dirty, utilitarian logic of industry and commerce: a world in 
which it became possible to imagine the lost community and real nature 
of "Britishness. "104 

For this reason the English landscap~ is ideologically charged in the 
conflict over Greenham. The Newbury residents believe that the women's 
camp is out of place because it is untidy. The peace campers point at the 
air base and suggest it is out of place in the heart of England. Not only 
are the missiles foreign technical intrusions; their very presence threat
ens the existence of the surrounding countryside. 

Stephen Daniels has made a similar observation concerning the use 
of the English countryside in antinuclear art. IDS He describes a montage 
of Constable's famous Haywain loaded with cruise missiles. The land
scape behind is bleached with orange light. Daniels suggests that Con
stable's image was chosen because of its iconic effect. Constable is known 
as the painter of the English countryside, particularly south and east 
England where the missiles were based, and the Haywain is the most pop
ular of his paintings, reproduced on tea towels, postcards, and placemats 
in homes throughout England. The "landscape with missiles" suggests 
the intrusion of American technology of mass destruction in England's 
"green and pleasant land." In addition, the bleached landscape points 
to the possible result of these missiles being based in deepest England. 

Women and the Military 

Women have traditionally had very prescribed and marginal roles in re
lation to the military establishment. As Cynthia Enloe has eloquently 
argued, "The military camp needs followers." Women have often served 
many roles for the military, roles that are marginal to its central combat 
functions. Women have been prostitutes, nurses, military wives, cooks, 
and workers in defense industries. Women have been "the home front" 
while the men go to batrle at the "real" front. The military is a thor
oughly masculine world. No armed service has more than 10 percent of 
its positions filled by women. Very few indeed include women in com
bat duty: 

"Camp followers" are kept ideologically marginal to the essential 
function of militaries-combat. The archetypal image of the camp 
follower is a woman outcast from society, poor but tenacious, eking out 
a livelihood by preying on unfortunate soldiers. She is a woman 
intruding in a "man's" world. Skirts dragging in the battlefield mud, she 
tags along behind the troops, selling her wares or her body, probably at 
unfair prices. lOa 
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The women, despite being marginalized, serve essential functions. They 
provide a reason for men to join the military in the first place. Men will 
not stay in an army without sexual access to women. They keep troops 
healthy and their spirits high; they mend clothes and dress wounds. As 
wives, daughters, and sweethearts waving them off to another war, they 
give troops a sense of purpose. The troops can think that the safety of 
these women depends on them. Finally women provide a cheap and ac
cessible pool of labor to call upon as the men leave for the battlefield
workers who will willingly give the jobs back when the men return. 
Women associated with the military are often thought of as whores, 
whatever their actual role. The women's branch of the D.S. Air Force 
(the Women's Air Force, WAF) is jokingly translated by the men in the 
air force as "Women All Fuck. "107 

The military itself plays a ce~tral role in reinforcing the ideology of 
masculinity, as the notion of "combat" contributes to concepts of man
hood and male superiority. Although men in the military are actually to
tally subservient to the state, this dependance is hidden behind a myth 
that says that "to be a soldier means possibly to experience 'combat', 
and only in combat lies the nltimate test of a man's masculinity. "108 To 
prove mascnlinity is to prove that one is not a woman. Drill sergeants 
training soldiers frequently shout into the faces of recruits, "Womanl" 
By the time training is finished the soldiers are "real men." This rein
forcement of masculinity is underscored in the military by the geograph
ical separation of "front" and "rear." Although women are allowed into 
the military they are kept away from the "front" and consigned to "sup
porting" roles. The military structure is metonymic for society at large, 
allowing women access insofar as they can provide support for the men 
who go out and do the "real" work. 

The idea that women do not belong at the "front" is, of course, ana
chronistic at best. Women often experience violent confrontation in war, 
as prostitutes flown to the front line to "service" French troops in Viet
nam; as civilian women whose homes are bombed or who are raped 
by advancing soldiers; as nurses in MASH units. 10' In addition, many of 
the "frontline" jobs women are denied involve no combat in any tra
ditional sense. Dropping bombs on people from twenty thousand feet 
or launching a missile from a ship two hundred miles from a target 
are considered frondine male jobs, while stitching up the wounded 
five miles behind the front is an acceptable "rear" job for women. De
spite all this, the military insists on the separation of rear and front. 
Enloe suggests (with a wealth of historical and contemporary evidence) 
that 
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women as women must be denied access to "the front," to "combat," so 
that men can claim a uniqueness and superiority that will justify their 
dominant position in the social order. And yet because women are in 
practice often exposed to frontline combat the military has to constantly 
redefine "the front" and "combat" as wherever "women" are not. 
Women may serve the military but they can never be permitted to be the 
military. They must remain "camp followers. "110 

The situation at Greenham Common must have been a highly un
usual one for the men at the air base. This group of young men had 
been trained to emphasize their "manhood." They were accustomed to 
having women around as supporters and "camp followers." They had 
probably seen advertisements for the military showing young women 
peering through the fence longing to get a peek at these icons of the 
masculine dressed in immaculate uniforms. Instead they were in Green
ham Common guarding nuclear warheads from a group of hostile and 
angry women who appeared to have no respect for their exaggerated 
masculinity: , 

Apparently many of the soldiers were under the impression that all the 
peace women were only camping round the base because they wanted to 
sleep with them. This was such a vain and deluded assumption, it was 
comic. Never had any group of men seemed less sexually desirable than 
the defenders of the cruise missile when seen from the peace camp .... 

The foulness of their language as they shouted at the peace camp 
women befouled them rather than the women. They seemed besplattered 
with their own oaths and soiled by their own sordid fantasies. 11I 

The guards at Greenham clearly believed that the women on the wire 
must have some sexual desire for them. The guards attempted to fit the 
women into an established category-the category of "camp follower." 
The presence of the women protesting outside the bastion of masculinity 
must have been extremely disconcerting. The women were out of place 
because the military base is a male place. 

Other Stories 

A key theme in this book is the invocation of meanings for place-the 
process of creation, reproduction, and transformation of places. I have 
argued throughout that favored meanings for places are defended and 
made explicit (taken out of the realm of the assumed) at moments of 
crisis when transgressions threaten to change a place's meaning, and thus 
the place itself, from "our" place to "their" place. The press discourse 
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that has been explored here is just such a defense of "common sense." 
It is a representation of the peace camp, not a statement of facts. It is a 
representation that seeks to devalue and discredit the women at the camp. 
It works by making the women seem displaced, obscene, and unnatural 
by suggesting that women do not belong at Greenham Common (that 
they are out of place) and that they belong instead at "home." It is a 
surprisingly effective discourse, but it is not the only one. In order to rel
ativize the mainstream press reactions it is useful to consider some al· 
ternative stories to take the ideological prop of "truth" away from the 
mainstream story. The alternative stories are those of the liberal press 
(who supported the women) and the radical feminists (who accused the 
Greenham women of "selling out.") The aim here is not to validate one 
story or another but to relativize the stories and outline the way in which 
the "~~£ts" of the women's existence lead to wildly different representa
tions:\It is not that the women are naturally out of place; they are not 
naturally deviant, dirry, diseased, and hysterical. They are created as such 
in an attempt to restore normality to the English countryside and to in
ternational nuclear politic~ The same women in the same place can be 
and have been seen from a variety of perspectives. 

Lynne Jones, in "Perceptions of 'Peace Women' at Greenham Com
mon," discusses the images of the Greenham women in the media from 
the perspective of a participant (she lived at Greenham for one and a 
half years). She constructs a table of words used to describe the women 
in the press and other words that might describe the same people with 
more positive connotations. 

Negative 

Abandoned children 

Living in squalor 

Bloody minded/stubborn 

Won't admit defeat 

Don't care about appearance 

Don't care about property 

Naive 
Lost cause 

Crazy 
No leadership 
Disorganized 
Chaotic 
Tiny minority 

Positive 
Sacrificed comfort of home 

Living in horrid conditions 

Brave/committed 

Standing up for beliefs 

Suitably dressed 

Not materialistic 

Idealistic 
Symbol of resistance 
Imaginative 
Egalitarian 
Communal 
No hierarchy 
Small valiant group 
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While Jones's thought experiment is useful, it is perhaps more revealing 
to look at some other stories that did portray the women in ways that 
differed from the mainstream press. 

The Radical Feminist Perspective 

To the mainstream press the Greenham women were a group of filthy, 
hysterical lesbians. To the radical feminists of the women's liberation 
movement, however, they were women who were "selling out" the larger 
feminist cause-they were women who behaved in perfectly respectable 
ways, consistent with patriarchal norms: "Greenham Common looks like 
the acceptable face of women-only actions to me-legitimized by its 
falling into women's traditional role of concern for future generations, 
pacifying etc."1l2 The radical feminist critique of Greenham, Breaching 
the Peace, contains a series of essays that seek to question the perceived 
co-option of the feminist cause by the peace movement and by Greenham 
in particular. "J;he essays consistently argue that the women's peace camp 
is "acceptable" to the status quo because of its emphasis on women's 
nurturing role and its refusal to confront the greater issues of patriar
chal domination. The Greenham women had often talked of the future 
for their children and grandchildren and cited this as a concern that had 
drawn them to the camp. The radical feminists criticized this as contribut
ing to the continuation of patriarchal, heterosexual, middle-class values: 

On the TV and in the newspapers I see women saying that they are here 
for the good of their families, that they are simply "ordinary" women 
who are deeply moved by the urgency of the situation, that they are 
"naturally" concerned to preserve life and defend their children, that if 
there were no nuclear threat, they would go on being very nice, ordinary 
women and all would be OK.H3 

Beneath this image, Lynn Alderson argues, is a dangerous notion of 
women's "naturaP' concerns for family: 

The idea that women are naturally non-violent, could not be responsible 
for wars and the development of nuclear technology, that is, wouldn't 
even if we had access to weapons and science; that it is a particular 
female characteristic to respect life-this is a dangerous one for us to 
hold. It goes along with some biological notion that we inherit our 
behavior with our genitals or that we are protectors of life because we 
bear children and that this is right and proper.114 

The radical feminists also noted the use of strategies like "embracing" 
the base and "decorating" the fence with pictures of children and diapers. 
All this, they. claim, "is precisely the kind of protest that is expected of 
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and allowed to women. It is the traditional voice of the poor woman 
left at home who can only use emotional appeals ... to influence those 
that do have power. "115 The efforts of the Greenham women were seen 
as attempts to use stereotypes of the nurturing woman to bring out as 
many women as possible. While this may work, they argue, it does not 
provide a solid critique of patriarchy; rather it contributes to its contin
uation: "There are many advantages in cultivating the emotive signifi
cance of nappies and toys on barbed wire fences. The ensuing positive 
publicity fosters respectability as pregnant women are dragged away by 
reluctant policemen. "116 The Greenham women, according to the radi
cal feminists, are choosing an easy target (nuclear weapons) and in doing 
so are glossing over the more everyday forms of "war" against women: 
"So, it's OK to link arms and hold hands around a militaty base, in the 
cause of peace, but to do it in the streets for the love of it and it's an
other matter, as any dyke who's been beaten up can tell yoU."117 What 
Frankie Green is saying here is that the women at the base have created 
a place where usually unacceptable behavior is acceptable and even ex
pected. In a sense the Greenham women are "in place." She suggests 
that the more important battles are fought in everyday spaces where 
similar behavior (holding hands) leads to severe consequences. The atten
tion to the nuclear threat diverts attention from the everyday continu
ing occurrence of male domination and violence against women at home 
and on the streets. Even if nuclear weapons were to go, there would be 
no "peace" for the women who continue to be abused and dominated 
by men: 

As far as I'm concerned the ultimate act of male violence happens 
everyday. And when I'm walking around thinking of this and I hear 
phrases like "women for life on earth" and "women for p~ace" I feel 
completely bemused. What on earth do they mean? What peace? Being 
"against cruise/' "against nuclear arms" I can understand, but what is 
the idea of "peace"?llH 

Holding hands and weaving webs is not enough. While you are getting 
your sisterly buzz with yet another trip to Greenham I am walking up 
the street wondering if I'll make it to my front door or behind i~. I want 
freedom from all male violence, not a variety of "peace." I want 
women's liberation.1I9 

In summary, the story told by the radical feminists about Greenham ar
gnes that the women presented the acceptable face of protest because 
(1) the women used claims of a special feminine concern for peace and 
nurturing, which fit into a dominant heterosexual patriarchal ideology, 
and (2) the women, by protesting cruise missiles and arguing that their 
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removal would further the cause of "peace," diverted attention from 
the everyday "war" on women. In addition the radical feminist authors 
wanted to dispel the myth that the camp's all-women status in itself 
constituted a radical statement: 

Everywhere in recorded history there are women-only activities, 
tolerated and even encouraged .... Certainly they can work best together 
at their women's work-in menstrual huts, in purdah, making jam, 
spinning and weaving, having babies and caring for them, being the 
custodians and understanders of UFE •• • and saving the world from 
nuclear disaster, making it safe for children and for men. When we are 
together, women only, because we love each other only and because we 
are working for women, for ourselves, that is ... more likely to change 
the world.uO 

The Liberal Perspective 

The liberal ac~ount of the Greenham camp was largely sympathetic and 
consistently appeared in the Guardian daily newspaper as well as the 
Sunday Observer. Occasional accounts in the Daily Mirror and even 
some of the more conservative "quality" newspapers (Daily Telegraph, 
Times) also saw the women in a favorable light. A typical liberal ac
count of the Greenham women is given by the Stmday Times under the 
headline "The Day Mummy Went on a Demo. "111 The tale is an every
day story concerning the Wilkinsons. They are described as a "normal" 
family with a large home, dogs, and clarinet-playing children. The im
age is one of middle-class respectability. All that upsets the picture of 
affluent normality is that Mrs. Wilkinson (who is pursuing a degree in 
cultural studies) is in prison as a result of her participation in the Green
ham protest. The reason given for her participation is a genuine "con
cern for family" and the future of her children. While in prison she 
keeps herself amused with knitting projects sent to her by her husband. 
The picture is one of acceptability and respectability. The story is saying 
that this woman is a "normal" woman with a home and family (as are, 
by implication, many others), who is genuinely disturbed by the threat 
of nuclear destruction and decides to take part in the Greenham protest. 
In short, the message is that "these women deserve our support because 
they are normal." 

This theme is replicated in other accounts. The Observer, in a color 
supplement spread entitled "Women on the Wire," says that "by far the 
majority are ordinary women who have never taken a strong line. "112 It 
continues, stating they have jobs and studies and often husbands. In an
other edition the paper reads: 
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Any woman from anywhere in the world can come, go, return; and be 
welcomed. No questions are asked. There is no hierarchy, no structure. 
There is no distinction of race, creed, colour, money, age, class or 
nationality. These unpretentious women in their beat-up warm clothes, 
have become a world-wide symbol and model for countless ordinary 
people who also say NO. m 

The generally less sympathetic Daily Telegraph goes as far as to say, 
"Most of the women look and sound healthy and apart from their mud
stained clothing, fairly clean .... [Slome women abandoned or postponed 
studies, or left good jobs to go to Greenham. Others have left apparently 
approving husbands at home to look after children, returning home from 
time to time to pick up the threads of family life. "124 Although this de
scription is, at best, ambivalent" it nevertheless makes some attempt to 
place the women in the context of "normaliry." The Daily Mirror makes 
perhaps the most poetic defense of the women in an editorial piece enti
tled "Pickets of Peace," which reads: 

They were not sluts or harridans as the Daily Express, for one, viciously 
described them . ... the press was hostile to them ... the soldiers in the 
Greenham base called them "smellies." ... A local restaurant refused to 
serve them .... It was to avert that fate [nuclear catastrophe] that some of 
the women left their homes and families, and were called lesbians for it 
by those who never felt such passions for peace. I25 

An extended liberal perspective of the peace camp is given in Caroline 
Blackwood's book On the Perimeter. Blackwood had read the main
stream press reports and was disturbed by the description of the women. 

I was curious to meet the Greenham women, for the press had decorated 
them with such loathsome and frightening adjectives, they had been 
made to sound almost mythical in their horror .... They'd been accused 
of being sex-starved .... They were also described as being in the pay of 
the Soviet Union, and it was said that many of them were Russian 
spies .... I found the charge that the Greenham women lived like dogs 
and that they were smearing Newbury with their excrement almost the 
most chilling one .... The claim of Auberon Waugh that the Greenham 
women smelt of ufish paste and bad oysters" also haunted me for it had 
such distressing sexual associations .... As these women had been 
attributed with almost every unsavory chatacteristic, I had become very 
curious to see why they aroused such violent hatred and to discover how 
evil-smelling and odious the Greenham women could be.126 

When she arrived at the camp she was confronted with the sight of the 
air base: "Nothing could look less beautiful than the cruise missile base 
itself, with its vast expanse of concrete, its hideous military buildings and 
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vehicles and the warheads resting in their silos. Within the perimeter 
fence, the Americans had created Lowell's 'unforgivable landscape.' "'27 

And then she found a peace camp with a lonely old lady sitting in the mid
dle knitting. Despite the image of harmlessness, Blackwood was over
come with fear fed by the memories of the press portrayals of the women: 

The ugly newspaper descriptions of the Greenham women had stirred up 
ridiculous images in my unconscious. I saw that she was quite old, that 
she had grey hair. If she was a Greenham witch I hated the idea that she 
might get up and scream at me. U she was as destructive as I'd been told, 
she might give me a viscous stab with her knitting needles. But above all, 
I dreaded that she might suddenly behave like a dog and defecate.118 

As Blackwood gets to know the women she begins to portray them as 
"normal" but concerned women doing as their conscience dictates. The 
image is given of a group of women who didn't want to be camped in 
the mud and disorder, who were not deliberately annoying people but 
trying their b~st to be comfortable in an uncomfortable situation: "Pat 
was a gentle and intelligent woman. She was sensibly dressed for the 
awful conditions her conscience had forced her to live in. She was wear
ing trousers and heavy boots and a bulky jacket."129 It is interesting to 
consider other terms in which this might have been stated. "Sensibly 
dressed" could be "unfeminine" and "awful conditions" could be de
scribed as "squalor." How different the impression that would have been 
given of Pat. 

Blackwood also tells us that the local council had made the women's 
lives harder by refusing to provide them with water, banning any tents 
or caravans, and stopping the use of chemical toilets. In fact, many of 
the "disordered" elements of the peace camp's appearance were a direct 
result of the local government's atrempts to make the women's life un
comfortable. Even the things the women could do to improve appear
ances seemed useless in the face of council actions: "She pointed apolo
getically to the disordered appearance of the camp. 'We used to keep 
things much tidier. But now that we've heard that there's an eviction order 
and we are only really waiting for the bailiffs, there just doesn't seem much 
point in trying to keep the camp neat. "130 One camp even had a sign that 
read, "Please leave things as you would like to find them." The vision 
of normaliry contrasts starkly with the Danteesque pictures of manifest 
deviance painted by the Sun, the Mail, the Express, and others. 

Underlining this contrast is the way the women's relationship to chil
dren is used by Blackwood: "It was the protest of all the women who 
have ever looked after children. It gave a black warning that came direct 
from personal experience. 'If you let children play with dangerous instru-
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ments, it won't be very long before there's a hideous accident.'''131 In 
the mainstream press the women are accused of eitber abandoning their 
children or exposing tbem to immorality at the camp. In Blackwood's 
account the women's relationship to children is used to defend them 
and tbeir actions; it is because they are mothers that they feel the need 
to be at Greenham. 

The point of this discussion of radical and liberal accounts of Green
ham is to relativize the mainstream story. The same situation-tbe pres
ence of pacifist-feminist women in a ramshackle camp outside Green
ham Common air force base-leads to wholly different representations. 
The mainstream press portrays the women as "deviant" by pointing to 
their perceived displacement, using metaphors and descriptive terms of 
dirt, disease, and hysteria. The. radical press argues, on the contrary, 
that tbe women are mainstream, because they consciously use female 
stereotypes of mother and nurturer to promote their cause. The radical 
press's view of the women is also negative, but for tbe opposite reasons 
(mainstream says women are "bad" because they are "deviant"; radical 
press says women are "bad" because they are "normal"). Finally tbe 
liberal press seeks to portray the women as normal women with height
ened moral awareness who deserve support because tbey are normal. 

In tbis illustration we see a conflict over different notions conceming 
what is out of place, tbe missiles or tbe women. The story tbat tbe women 
were out of place became the dominant story. It was the story told by 
tbe mainstream press. The radical account, which argued that tbe women 
were, in fact, in place and behaving in accord with societal norms, re
mained marginalized. The liberal account, although slightly more wide
spread, became a subordinate story, particularly as the peace camp re
mained in place. The ·Greenham women's own story-tbe story tbat said 
that tbe missiles did not belong in Greenham-was more or less ig
nored as the arguments over tbe appropriateness or inappropriateness 
of the peace camp became tbe point of contention. 

Conclusion 

The story told in this illustration is a complicated one that is centered 
on a struggle over place and ideology-over "what belongs where." It 
has been a story with multiple characters all saying very different things 
about nuclear weapons, about women, and about England. In tbe end 
the story told by the press tbat the women are "out of place" became 
dominant. This is hardly surprising, given tbe sheer number of homes 
reached by tbe various popular newspapers with tbeir tales of sordid 
deviance. What is surprising is that a relatively small number of women 
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could ~ake as much differe~ce as they didf!raFsgreSSiO? of the rules Of~ 
place IS an extremely effectIve form ~f ~ote-s tbat pomts toward tbe 
historical nature of assumed bound~is a testimony to the women 
of Greenham tbat tbe place Greenham Common will long be associated 
witb the politics of peace in addition to·'tbe politics of mass destruction. 
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Chapter 6 __ 

Place and Ideological Strategies 

The geographical ordering of society is founded on a multitude of acts 
of boundary making-of territorialization-whose ambiguity is to si
multaneously open up the possibilities for transgression. In order to fully 
understand the range of a society's geographical values, it is enlighten
ing to map ou~ geographical deviance and transgressions. By concentrat
ing on the marginal and the "low," the "other," we achieve a novel per
spective upon its central workings. The geographical classification of 
society and culture is constantly structured in relation to the unaccept
able, the other, the dirty. Graffiti, the Greenham protest, and the Stone
henge convoy help define the delineations of culture, the geography of 
common sense. Simultaneously, these marginal(ized) events questlon the 
natui'liliiessand absoluteness of assumed geographies. Like Bakhtin's 
carnivalesque-comic view of the world, these marginal events foster "a 
realization that established authority and truth are relative. "1 

My analysis of transgression has not been a contemplation of the ex
traordinary for its own sake. Rather it has been to circuitously contem
plate the center, the classical body, which defines itself in relation to these 
grotesque moments. Each illustration has been layered with transgres
sions - geographical, social, and cultural. In each case the reaction of 
the media has involved an unavoidable and always already existing link
age of the spatial, the social, and the cultural. Every social entity and 
every meaning has its place. Looking at reactions to transgressions helps 
us see this. . 
1Marginal, grotesque, extraordinary elements and events in society are'l 

interesting in themselves, but they are more interesting when we examine I 
the role they play in defining the "normal," the classical, the dominant. .' 

IThe center could not exist without the mar~There could be no moral /) 
_~pILy--~~g~gr~y. Pelersratlyorass and AllOn ~ 
White make a strong case for the importance of transgression. They argue .~ 
that "what is socially peripher~often symboli~L}'-€efltral~atter out \l 
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of place, they argue, is far from a residual and deviant category of expe
rience. The forms of cultural "negation n are essential to a proper under. 
standing of symbolic processes in genera[.2 Similarly, attention to the 
geographically marginal tells us a great deal about the geographically 

, central. Illl' There are two principle lessons, then, to be learned from my !!nalysis 

(

" of reactions to hereticaigeograpilks. One concerns the way place is im
",1'1!!,,,ted in thi'. creati9J~ __ a~d.,maintenan~eoIoglcaI beli;fs, t~e ~her 

it i i_.IS .. lbout the ll.ses and hmlts oLtransgresSlon--as.a __ ~ of challengmg.and 
(J:r~Il~f~l!);iJlg __ these_beliefs. The former is a lesson in continuity and the 

HItrer a lesson in change. It is time now to reflect on these two lessons 
and outline what it is we have learned. Let us take the question of the 
relationship between place (meaningful segments of space) and ideology 
(ideas about what is good and just) first. In the final chapter we will re
turn to the question of transgression. 

The illustrations concerned the reactions to events judged by those 
with powerful opinions to be "deviant" because (at least in part) they were 
"out of place." I have argued throughout that the meanings of places 
are historically constituted and vary through time. In each case the taken
for-granted meanings of place were not natural but were socially and 
historically constructed. In addition Lsuggested that the socially COn
~ meaning of laces directly affected judgments of the events in 
them. T e meamng of New Yor a ected the judgment of graffiti, or 
example. Simultaneously the events (such as graffiti) affected the mean
ing of the place. What results is a cycle of meanings, actions, and places 
influencing, constituting, and structuring each otber. 

Recent geographical literature has concerned itself with this social 
construction of place. It has become commonplace to make assertions 
concerning the social and historical nature of places -and to delineate 
some of the ways in which this has occurred in particular instances. Re
cent ~ultural geography and much "postmodern" geography discuss these 
issuesJ\A typical statement is made by David Harvey: "The first step 
down the road is to insist that place in whatever gnise is, like space and 
time, a social construct. The only interesting question that can be asked 
is; by what social process(es) is place constructed4 This 'is surely an 

_overstatement. Wl'ile I agree that the social construction ot place IS an 
finteresting question, other tyru:s of analysi~-;--H¥Vey, Ea
r 'Y_ard __ S~!L2thers frequently assert that place is a powerfuItciOi1Or 
'lllIa!)iPul!ltiI.mJ'.9.9aLaCtion-:ItSall remains to ask,_Wh.Y..lS..place_sll~j1"· 

pO:yl[erful con!ai~E-,o,t~oc~al power? _MoreJP_eciliGally~sjtab.!'.ut 
, place that makes it an effective siguifier of ideological values? In asking 
~ - .... 
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these questions I hope to link the literature on "society and. s.pace.~4 with If\ 
the tradition in geography of closely examinIng tile nature of pla;;e.s \ \ 

An illustration will help. If we need to biiiIaa-sI!e-Inve KU6w that 
there are certain mechanical properties of a tool that will help us achieve 
this aim. In general it is a good idea to' use a hard and heavy substance 
to hammer in nails. Leverage of some kind will also help us apply force 
to the nail. For tbese reasons it is unlikely that we would use a bedsheet 
or a piece of cheese; usually we would choose a hammer. Given the me
chanical properties we have identified, we can see how the hammer ful
fills them; it has a heavy compact head and a long narrow handle for 
leverage. We know that the hammer will not do anything without a per
son to use it. We could therefore analyze the hammer in terms of the in
tentions of the user. We could also, however, discuss the qualities of ham
mers in general (or the materials that go to make a hammer) and outline 
how these qualities make it useful for its task. I intend to do the second 
kind of analysis in what follows. 

The point 9f this exercise is to recognize that while it is true that places 
are always socially constructed and that they are created in some image 
rather than in others, it is also true that every society and culture has 
places of some (socially constructed) kind. Any imagined or theorized 
future society will have places. To propose a radical transformation is 
not to propose the abolition of place but to propose transformations in __ 
the types of places. Place in a general sense is transhistorical and univer-j r 
sal. It is a fundamental element of human existence, a product of the in- ' (t; 
tentional transformation of the natural environment by humans. '" 

If we did not think that there was something important and unique-- -
about space and place, some set of powers and potentials in social in
teraction, why would we be concerned about delineating its use? Ha..., 1\ 
ve and others in a ical eo ra h must acce t that space and place \ 
are distinctive (r!;gardless oLwhG-U m and not sun a matrer 0 \ 

"mere" ideology. The reasons space ~Iace are used by power _ 
.~oups, I argue, are reasons internal to the very nature of space and place. 

This chapter is structured around a list of ideological strategies ex
tracted and generalized from recent work on ideology.' Writers in social 
theory, literary theory, and cultural studies have asked how ideology 
works and have begun to make some sense out of a historically "fuzzy" 
area. The question they have asked is, What characteristic mecha
nisms are mobilized in the creation of ideas about what is good and 
just? Ideologies are typically used to classify, differentiate, naturalize, 
and link ideas to action. Each of these can be related to characteristics 
of place. 
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Place and Classification 

" "" '," We take for granted the spatial arrangement of things-fences, bUild-
( " l; ings, roads, shops. Space is both a socially constrocted arraugement of 

;J, 'I; things and the medium of all these rnstonca arrangemeEts. eedspace, 
'\ ,:j along with time, has long been understood as a baSIC dimension of all 
;( _ Q( things natural and mental. Our perception is primarily oriented visually 

r c:~~1I spatially.7 Space and time are also the most basic forms of classifi
'" " f \ catio!!. When ana wnere things occur are oaslc caregorizations-l\uiilliar 
); ", li Toall but the...y.nungl'M£!illq. They form the knowledge most fUndamen_ 
':'g; ~~~r everyday survival. Needless to say, the details of the classifications 
~ are variable across cultures. Nonetheless it is indisputable that an un-
,l '. derstanding of space is universally important to people's everyday exis

tence. Try living for a day disregarding the expectations that come with 
divisions of space. Space is a primal dimension of existence in a way that 
s9J!lething like census categorizations are not. 

ifSpace and place are such fundamental categories of experience that 
the power to specify the meanings of places and expectations of behavior 
in them is great ind d, Pierre Bourdieu has argued that classifications are 
t~iJ:e-par-l>xGgllenGe .. of-struggle. The pnmary orms 0 c assificatIo , 
he suggests, "owe their special efficacy to the fact that they function be
low the level of consciousness and language, beyond the reach of intro-

:J:SIjective scrutiny or control by the will."' Such primary forms of classi
IlfLcation,_as..KanLanclD.urkheim_have-shOwn,incIllde classifIcatIon by 
\ ~pace. Indeed, Bourdieu often talks in terms of "knowing one's place" 

~'''sense of limits." These primal classifications add up to doxa . .(:las
sifications that remain ""artjculated are. in Rmlfdjeu's yjew. the strongest 
of ideological weaE.ons. A!!lm ortant stro le is to recognize these 
classifications and change them from iot limits (doxa to ex-
plicit boundaries 10rthodoxy.L 

Only in and through the struggle do the internalized limits become 
boundaries, barriers that have to be moved. And, indeed, the system of 
classific3tory schemes is constituted as an objectifieci, institutionalized 
system of classification only when it has ceased to function as a sense of 
limits so that the guardians of the established order must enunciate, 
systematize and codify the principles of production of that order, both 
real and represented, so as to defend them against heresy.!.! 

fClaSSifiCatiOnS that remain unstated are powerful because they are not 
. reco~nized discursively ~~t p:acticallY..-1Th~ivis.ion of space is jus: suc.h 

a prImary form of classificatIon, as 'BOiii"'dieu hImself has shown III his 
.#< -
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ethnography of the Kabyle of Algeria in Outline of a Theory of Practice, f. 
in which he describes the ways the Kabyle structure their lives in accor- e 
dance with unsaid spatial norms. 

Place and Differentiation 

One form of classification that has been the object of much "poststruc
turalist" thought is an emphasis on "difference" and the "other." ~ 
though all classification is a form of differentiation, the differentiatIOn 
~'is between "us" and "them." People (both doiiilnant and subordi
nate) create themselves as subjects in relation to opposites and differ
ences. White people contrast themselves to nonwhite people, men to 
women, capitalists to communists, and so on. Although all groups do 
this, the more powerful ones in any given context will create the dis
tinctions that become most widely accepted. Thus citizens of the West 
are more likely to be influenced by notions of nonwhite people as "prim
itive" and whi~e people as "civilized" than, for instance, by Afrocentric 
ideas of black superiority. Equally they are more likely to abide by the 
middle-class definition of order and cleanliness than by the Gypsy's def
inition, which is formed in relation to their perception of house dwellers 
as nonhygienic. 
Ij'This process of differentiation is a characteristic mechanism by which 

ideological values are transmitted.\Goren Therborn argues that every ide
ology has an "alter-ideology. "1D1:l!eologies are set up in opposition to 
something else. Thus the ideology of masculinity is "not-feminine" and 
the alter-ideology of order is "disorder." The structure of this book bas 
centered on the definition of the geographically appropriate through re
action to the geographically inappropriate. John B. Thompson refers to 
the process of fragmentation. ll This process occurs through "differenti
ation," which is an emphasis on the differences between groups that is 
used to prevent unity, and "expurgation of the other" -the creation of 
enemies who are evil and threatening to everyone else, who are expected 
to gang up on the helpless "other. " Differentiation divides the subjected 
while the expurgation of the other unites disparate groups by identify
ing a common enemy. Each serves ideological purposes and relies on the 
creation of normative difference. At one time or another Jews, commu
nists, gays, feminists, and a variety of youth subcultures have served as 
the "common enemy." 

Differentiation, then, is an important ingredient in the construction 071\ C 
ideologies. One fundamental way to differentiate is by place. In our every: \1\ ~ 
day life we unavoidably experience difference as we move through th~1 
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landscape. If we stay in one place and insulate ourselves from visitors , 
we experience a reasonably continuous and unchanging context. As Soon 
as we move we experience change. One room is different from the next, 
one house from another, a neighborhood is marked off from others. Re
gions, countries, and continents are all different-inhabited by strangers. 
Differentiation may also OCcur through time, but tbe past and the future 
are not coexistent with the present and are not immediately and visibly 
juxtaposed. It is hard to create enemies out of different times. Still, We 
are reminded of past "mistakes" like "trusting the Germans" (assuming 
we are British), or we are told that a place far away also exists, metaphor
ically, in a different time: "they are backward there." 

The visibility of place makes it especially imponant in creating dif
ferences: 

Vision is our intellectual sense par excellence. It discriminates and 
defines. "We prefer seeing to everything else," says Aristotle, "because, 
above all the other senses, sight makes us know and brings to light the 
many differences between things. n Sight provides us with a spatially 
structured universe. All the objects are visible at the same time, and they 
are stable long enough to apprehend their relationship to each other.12 

Sight is our most important sense, and it is used to distinguish spatially 
and direct us through the complicated and dangerous world of every
day life. The definition of difference, though, goes beyond simply seeing 
it. Places also have associated characteristics that influence our charac
te 'Zatlons of the eople in them or from them. 

Places are fundamental creators 0 terence. It is possible to be inside 
a place or outside ay!ace. OUtslders are noTto be trusted; insidersI<now 
the rules and obey them. "{he definition of insider or outsider is more than 
!! locational marker: J~t_as_place has objective anoSii6)eCtiVefacets, the 
designations of difference through place mean two connected things. An 
qgtsider is not just someone literally from another location but someone 
w!!g is existential)y,.;:eJ:!lov_e-<ikom the miQ.<:'!.S'i "Ol!f~; place .-20meone 
:w.ho.doesn'tknow_the..r.!ili:s. 

Recall that in the graffiti story, graffiti and its creators were associ
ated with other places in order to present them as aberrant and devi
ant. Graffiti was associated with the third world in order to emphasize 
its apparent disorder. In the case of the Greenham women, the media 
played on their supposed connections to the Soviet Union. In doing so 
they questioned the women's loyalty to their place and the honesty of 

i'.\I\~~eir a~s. The use of place and sp-ace. to dif~~en~~tween "us:' ~d 
\ them IS a key Ideological tool~lieClassiJIcatlOn ano-differentlatlon 

:. ') --"----------. 
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of things by place have important effects on the way we perceive and t1 ) 
~~=-~en_s.,,_~!~.e.'!Yprld~More TriijX;rtant, thougn,these perceptions af- i\ c 

feet our practice-our actions. 
--------------' 

Place and Practice 

A successful ideology must work both practically and 
theoretically, and discover some way of linking these levels. 
It must extend from an elaborated system of thought to the 
minutiae of everyday life, from a scholarly treatise to a 
shout in the street. 

- Terry Eagleton, Ideology: An Introduction 

Ideology is often thought of as synonymous with a rigid, doctrinaire set 
of ideas-a dogma-separate from the experience of the world. This is 
the way the word ideology is often used in conversation by laypeople; 
they mean ab~tract and narrow-minded. In critical theory, however, ide
ology has been just the opposite. Ideologies are "action-oriented" be
liefs-ideas that promote some actions while discouraging others. A pa
triarchal ideology not only involves ideas about male superiority but, 
far more important, also suppons and legitimates actions that contribute 
to actual domination. 

This linkage of the abstract and the everyday has been a key prob
lematic in recent social theory. Raymond Williams's idea of "structure 
of feeling" is one attempt to deal with this connection. Williams was 
concerned with the way "t~~ial~always defined in the past tense, 
as if it were complete and finished. Thus the "present" is always oarer 
than social: "]! the social is always past in the sense that it is always 
fo ed e have inoeed to find other terms fBrtlieiindemaole expeti
e~ of the p~nt:.1!9.!_9Jl!Y....t~s..~mpora l'resent, the realization of 
th.~ and this instant, but the specificity of tile preSenfb"""ein:g;-ctieilla:lien"~ 
a~y physicaL""It somethiiig IS not hxed androrever out ill flux a ~ 
moving as it is experienced, it is ta en out of the SOCta an escrib-ed 
as "personal" and "subjective." Williams, in developing the notion of 
"structure of feeling," sought to make the social less fixed and the sub
jective more structured: "We are talking about characteristic elements 
of impulse, restraint, and tone: specifically affective elements of conscious
ness and relationships: not feeling against thought, but thought as felt 
and feeling as thought: practical consciousness of a present kind, in a 
living and interrelating continuity. "15 The word strtlcture indicates a set 
of internal relations, while the word feeling implies an active sense of 
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process perhaps unrecognizable as social. Similarly, the apparently rigid 
social structures of the past were always parrially in flux-being changed 
by people's actions. 

Thus, in Williams's formulation of structure of feeling, a whole range of 
ideas from the seemingly fleeting and everyday "practical consciousness" 
to the rigid doctrines of "official consciousness" is encapsulated. A sim
ilar reformulation of ideology is Bourdieu's idea of habitus. Through this 
formulation Bourdieu attempts to describe the way ideology takes hold 
of, and is maintained through, everyday activity. A habitus is a set of 
dispositions that generate particular practices. As people act, appar
ently spontaneously, in accordance with internalized systems of belief, 
certain norms are reproduced. The cone habitlls a structured 
and structurin structu to et awa from e 
§ea of ormal rules and toward ~tmtegies~, People in their actions sim~ 
ply act as they think they are supposed to. In so doing they reinforce 
the basis of these actions. Like "structure of feeling," habitus concen
trates on the importance of practical knowledge-the savoir faire-as 
opposed to the formal delineation of discursive knowledge. 

In the work of both Williams and Bourdieu we see the importance of 
practice to the theory of ideology. Ideology is seen as a set of practices 
derived from beliefs and beliefs derived from practice. Ideologies, to oe 
successful, connect the metapliYSlCiii to the everyday. Thus the Catholic 
religion connects the idea of transubstantiation to the eating of bread. 

These discussions of ideology as a middle ground between the fixed 
and structured and the fluid and personal clearly match discussions about 
the nature of place. While some discussions of place have emphasized 
location, others have emphasized the material structure of place. Still oth
ers have chosen to concentrate on the subjective qualities of place-the 
sense of place. Recently geographers have begun to unravel the objec
tive and subjective elements of place. 

~ 
Place can be described in terms of three elements' location, locale, 

aoa sense of place." A location is a oint in s ace with s ecillc relations 
to other pomts m space. set 0 coordinates provl es a location. The 
term locale refers to a Oroader context for social relations, while sense 
id.place refers to subjecti:v.eJeering~~·ci~t~dwith aplace.In most g'; 
ography, one or another of these notions prediimliuiieS;"'Spatial analysis 
and economic geography have focused on location, while cultural geog-
raphers have examined sense of place. All three ideas of place constitute 
a more total idea of what place is, ranging from more objective facets 
to more subjective ones. 

;J }lace always exists in a state between objective fact and subjective 
Cl feelingY Because we hve m place, as part of place, and yet simultane-----
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ously view place as something external, place can be thought of as a cen
ter of meaning and an external context for action-as ideal and mater
ial. Place combines reahns that theory has sought to hold apart." Place, 
as a phenomenological-experiential entity combines elements of nature 
(elemental forces), social relations (class, gender, and so on), and mean
ing (the mind, ideas, symbols). Experience of place, from a phenomenolog
ical perspective, is always an experience of all three reahns, each of which 
affects our actions in place. 

Similar discussions have centered on the concept of landscape. Stephen 
Daniels talks of the "duplicity of landscape," by which he means the ir
reducibility of landscape to either its material or its ideological dimen
sions." Following the Marxist sociologist Fred Inglis, Daniels argues 
that landscape is a concept that "stands at the intersection of concepts 
a sociologist would strain to hold apart: 'institution,' 'product,' 'process' 
and 'ideology.' "20 Landscape, like place, "can neither be completely rei
fied as an authentic object in the world nor thoroughly dissolved as an 
ideological mirage."" Landscapes and places are products we have to 
live in and use~ Art and literature are products made for contemplation, 
and we can leave them at any time. A place forces us to make interpre
tations and to act accordingly. As Daniels argues, landscape cannot be 
seen as just a solid piece of reality, but neither can it be reduced to the 
whimsy of the establishment. It exists in between.22 

Places and landscapes are ideas set in stone that, like it or not, we 
have to act in. Our actions are interpretations of the text of a place that 
are recognizable to other people and are thus reinforced. Antonio Gram
sci has suggested that "each man [sic] ... carries on some form of intel
lectual activity, that is, he is a 'philosopher,' an artist, a man of taste, he 
participated in a particular conception of the world, has a conscious 
line of moral conduct, and therefore contributes to sustain a conception 
of the world or to modify it, that is, to bring into being new modes of 
thought. "23 We are all philosophers because ideas are related to practice 
by our behavior in place. Our interpretations of the world are revealed 
in the way we act. 

Ideology, then, is not just a set of ideas but ideas related to practices
ideas connected to whit we do. Place- aridTaiidscape also connect the 
mental to the material as our actions in them constituteinterpretations. 
There is clearly a link between the two problematics, if we think of a 
place as a text where the words have become spatial divisions and snb
divisions. To read this text we act in it; places force us to link ideas to 
actions ahnost constantly. We walk on the sidewalk, kneel in the church, 
and drink only in the bar. The interpretation of a place is, in everyday 
life, a practical interpretation. Our beliefs about place are usually indis-
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process perhaps unrecognizable as social. Similarly, the apparently rigid 
social structures of the past were always partially in flux-being changed 
by people's actions. 
. Thus, in Williams's formulation of structure of feeling, a whole range of 
Ideas from the seemingly fleeting and everyday "practical consciousness" 
to the rigid doctrines of "official consciousness" is encapsulated. A sim
ilar reformulation of ideology is Bourdieu's idea of habit .. s. Through this 
formulation Bourdieu atrempts to describe the way ideology takes hold 
of, and is maintained through, everyday activity. A habit .. s is a set of 
dispositions that generate particular practices. As people act, appar
ently. spontaneously, in accordance with internalized systems of belief, 
certam norms are reproduced. The conc habirus-a structured 
and structurin struct to et a wa from e 
~ ea of ormalrules and tpwa rd strateg;eSr, People in their actions sim
ply act as they think they are supposed to. In so doing they reinforce 
the basis of these actions. Like "structure of feeling," habit .. s concen
trates on the importance of practical knowledge-the savoir faire-as 
opposed to the formal delineation of discursive knowledge. 

In the work of both Williams and Bourdieu we see the importance of 
pra~tice to the t~eory of ideology. Ideology is seen as a set of practices 
denved from belIefs _~ beliefs derived from practice. Ideologies, to be 
successful, connect the metifpliyslcaI to the everyday. Thus the Catholic 
religion connects the idea of transubstantiation to the eating of bread. 

These discussions of ideology as a middle ground between the fixed 
and structured and the fluid and personal clearly match discussions about 
the ~ature of place. While some discussions of place have emphasized 
locanon, others have emphasized the material structure of place. Still oth
ers have chosen to concentrate on the subjective qualities of place-the 
sense of place. Recently geographers have begun to umavel the objec
tive and subjective elements of place. 

~ 
_Place can be described in terms of three elements' Jocation, locale, 

and sense of place." A location is a oint in s ace with s ecific relations 
toother pOints ill space. set 0 coordinates provl es a location. The 
term locale refers to a 6i"oader context for social relations while s~ 
alp/ace refers to subjectiyelee\lng~ss';;"~iat;;;fwlth a pia:.'. In most ge:
ography, one or another of these notions predoffilnates:-Spatial analysis 
and economic geography have focused on location, while cultural geog-
raphers have examined sense of place. All three ideas of place constitute 
a more total idea of what place is, ranging from more objective facets 
to more subjective ones. 

~ Place alwa s exists in a state between objective fact and subjective 
'/ feeliny.17 Because we Ive ill p ace, as part of place, and yet simUltane-
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ously view place as something external, place can be thought of as a cen· 
ter of meaning and an external context for action-as ideal and mater· 
iaI. Place combines reaims that theory has sought to hold apart." Place, 
as a phenomenological-experiential entity combines elements of nature 
(elemental forces), social relations (class, gender, and so on), and mean
ing (the mind, ideas, symbols). Experience of place, from a phenomenolog· 
ical perspective, is always an experience of all three reaims, each of which 
affects our actions in place. 

Similar discussions have centered on the concept of landscape. Stephen 
Daniels talks of the "duplicity of landscape," by which he means the ir
reducibility of landscape to either its material or its ideological dimen· 
sions." Following the Marxist sociologist Fred Inglis, Daniels argues 
that landscape is a concept that "stands at the intersection of concepts 
a sociologist would strain to hold apart: 'institution,' 'product,' 'process' 
and 'ideology.' "20 Landscape, like place, "can neither be completely rei· 
fied as an authentic object in the world nor thoroughly dissolved as an 
ideological mirage. "21 Landscapes and places are products we have to 
live in and use. Art and literature are products made for contemplation, 
and we can leave them at any time. A place forces us to make interpre
tations and to act accordingly. As Daniels argues, landscape cannot he 
seen as just a solid piece of reality, but neither can it be reduced to the 
whimsy of the establishment. It exists in between.22 

Places and landscapes are ideas set in stone that, like it or not, we 
have to act in. Our actions are interpretations of the text of a place that 
are recoguizable to other people and are thus reinforced. Antonio Gram
sci has suggested that "each man [sic] ... carries on some form of intel
lectual activity, that is, he is a 'philosopher,' an artist, a man of taste, he 
participated in a particular conception of the world, has a conscious 
line of moral conduct, and therefore contributes to sustain a conception 
of the world or to modify it, that is, to bring into being new modes of 
thought."23 We are all philosophers because ideas are related to practice 
by our behavior in place. Our interpretations of the world are revealed 
in the way we act. 

Ideology, then, is not just a set of ideas but ideas related to practices
ideas connected to what we do. Place" aridlfiiiC!scape also connect the 
mental to the material as our actions in them constitutdnterpretations. 
There is clearly a link between the two problematics, if we think of a 
place as a text where the words have become spatial divisions and sub
divisions. To read this text we act in it; places force us to link ideas to 
actions aimost constantly. We walk on the sidewalk, kneel in the church, 
and drink only in the bar. The interpretation of a place is, in everyday 
life, a practical interpretation. Our beliefs about place are usually indis-
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tinguishable from actions in place. Ideology seeks to link the concrete 
and the abstract. What better way than through place? 

Place as Natural 

,~ One of the more frequently noted ideological strategies is the removal 
of beliefs from the realm of history and their placement into the realm 
of nat~ The word natural (like cultural) is a complicated one that re
quires some explanation.1• Nature is commonly thought of as the oppo
site of culture. In this sense it means "nonmental.» It includes the total
ity of all things physical, excluding only things mental. But when we 
talk of "enjoying nature," we are not usually discussing our apprecia
tion of plastic kettles or interstate highways (both in the set of all things 
nonmental). A "nature lover" loves the nature of plants and animals and 
things not apparently created by humans. There is also "human nature," 
which refers to the characteristics of humans that are thought of as in
stinctual and irrepressible. Nature also means the essence of something. 
When we say it is the nature of metal that it is heavy, we mean that heav
iness is a defining characteristic of metal. Related to this is the sense in 
which natural means "normal." So what does it mean to say that ide
ologies appear as "natural"? Part of the problem is that the different 
definitions of nature are often conflated. To say that homosexuality is 
unnatural is to say that this does not conform to "nature" (instincts, for 
example) and that it is not normal. The definitions of nature as "nor
mal" and as essential characteristics are often confused. Likewise the 
ideal of nature as the nonhuman is held up as an irrefutable lawlike set 
of standards. 

Often the ideolo ical use of nature is to resent something as though 
~ere ",!-ere never, and coul never e, any alternative. ot er words 
something "just is.» Again this conflates the idea of nature as the non
human (and beyond our control) and nature as "essential characteris
tic.» Through this process the historical and social nature of ideas are 
ignored, concealed, or forgotten.1S They exist in the same way that trees 

!Vl exist. Ideologies are ideally matched to peo le's "common sense." Ide
I} oIngy "goes without saying.' course some t ngs are na t 

IS, not created by sociocu.ltui.at=fOr.ces.);::slldl as sleeping, eatmg, Clying, 
and beiIlgborn. There Ill."Y_heJdeologic:al beliefs about ways tiJ<,at or 
when to sleep, but the basic needs <!te.-Surely-there. TfieJnajority of 
iders and behaviors, however, do not fall into this basic and limited list. 
Living together in families and eating meat every day are examples of 
behaviars that are thought of as natural but that are not. In everyday life 
we hear people say, "It's only natural" about a bizarre array of thoughts 
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and behaviors. In academic discussion, too, there have been endless at
tempts to "prove" that something is natural. The alleged superior intel
ligence of whites is an obvious example. The naturalizing technique is 
used by oppositional groups, too. While homophobes claim the "unnat
ural" nature (?) of gay sex, elements ohhe gay community defend them
selves as "born that way." 

1'Ihe m uccessful ideolo ies make no explicit claims to atun:..Ih 
most powerful expectations remain unnotice and ass~. The suppose 
,;aruralness onaeas remains implicit in beha0.Qr. Discursivedrumsto I'L' 
na!@.amess need only be made once the doxalL:gi oee!Lquesti.e.ned art ,.// 
Ol::thodoxy_needs to he jm~d...Ihe..nat1lf.aLway is not the "best"..1'lay; 
it is the only way. 

Place displays an air of obviousness. Geography has often been thought 
of as "so much common sense." I remember a friend at high school ques
tioning my choice of geography for advanced study. He asserted that ge
ography was "the science of the obvious." His preferred subjects were 
pure mathematics and physics, and I found it hard to argue with him. 
The subject matter of geography-places, landscapes, regions-seems 
static and bound. Space appears to freeze time and remain unshifting 
and dull. Compared with the dynamism of time, space and place appear 
inert-like a wet towel thrown over a world in flux. Place can certainly 
appear to be monolithic and insensitive to change. Concrete and brick 
have a certain inertia even in the postmodern world. Once a monument 
is built it tends to stay there. Place and space also obfuscate their social 
roots. Places appear to have their own rules, not the rules constructed 
for them. It is in recognition of this that Mayor Koch was able to claim 
that Grand Central Station was obviously for traveling and not sleep
ing. This wasn't his idea; it was obvious. Foucault touched on this atti
tude to space as dead and fixed: 

It is surprising how long the problem of space took to emerge as a 
historico-political problem. Space used to be either dismissed as 
belonging to "nature" -that is, the given, the basic conditions, 
"physical geography," in other words a sort of "prehistoric" stratum; or 
else it was conceived as the residual site or field of expansion of peoples, 
of a culture, a language or a state.26 

Foucault argues that space was reduced by philosophy to a secondary 
consideration after time. Space, he argues, was reduced to the dead, the 
fixed, and the inert because it seems unchanging and "natural.» 

It did not require philosophers to decide that space and place were 
fixed and inert. Geographers themselves, for much of the subject's history, 
have assumed a certain naturalness about their subject matter. Chorol-
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ogy spoke of regions as pseudonatural givens that were considered pre
existent entities to be discovered and described ad infinitum. Recent ge
ography has taken up the task of describing the ways spaces and places 
are socially constructed. Robert Sack's theory of territoriality explicitly 
calls into question the idea that territoriality is a product of nature-a 
genetic drive like that displayed by animals. He replaces this notion with 
the idea that territoriality is a strategy of control used to obfuscate other, 
more direct forms of power. Since territoriality is a strategy, the questions 
about territory that need to be asked concern the circumstances under 
which territory is or is not a favored strategy of control. 27 David Har
vey's work has raised similar questions about space and time. Through
out his work he has emphasized that the command over space is funda
mental to social (usually capitalist) power. Like any other fetish, he argues, 
space is powerless without social forces behind it. 

But places are not i"st social. Sack argues that place incorporates ele
ments from the realms of nature, social relations, and meaning and is ir
reducible to anyone of these realms.28 While analytically separable, the 
social, the natural, and the cultural are indistingnishable in everyday life. 
A place is clearly more than just a set of cultural meanings, as it represents 
social forces and is solid, material, and composed of elemental forces. The 
phenomenological experience of place involves a holistic experience of 
meanings, social forces, and natural forces. So what does it mean when 
we refer to "the nature of New York's subway system" or "the nature 
of big cities"? Several different meanings of the word natllre get con
fused in such statements. They mean both "the essential characteristics 
of X" and "tbe normal characteristics of X." Both of these meanings 
relate to the idea of nature as "the physical (nonsocial) world." Thus 
the materiality of place (its nature in the sense of its being physical) ob
scures its social origin and appears as a freestanding power in itself with 
its own rules and expectations. 

A shopping mall, for instance, is a building made from certain mate
rials that hold together because of certain forces (nature in the sense of 
"all things nonmental"). It is also the result of sets of social relations in
volved in capitalism, and it holds certain meanings portrayed in the ad
vertising world and elsewhere. The materiality of a shopping mall (nature 
in the sense of "all things physical"), however, is coulIated with the idea 
of nature as "what just is." An ideology that seeks to conceal its own 
historical roots uses the physical naturalness of place to make claims about 
the essential nature of place and forgets the social realm. An ideology 
emphasizes the realm of nature and conceals the realm of social relations. 
Social theory, as a critical mode of inquiry, has simply reversed the em
phasis and underscored the social elements of place. 
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In my illustrations the question of naturalness appeared several times. 
In each case the transgressions, in some way, upset expectations and re
vealed the historical and social nature of particular places and particu
lar spatial norms. In the reactions I have analyzed, there were frequent 
attempts to call the transgressions "unnatural." Women gathering out
side an air base is unnatural while the air base itself is almost natural
part of the system that protects and preserves England against unwelcome 
advances from communists everywhere. Similarly the graffiti on the sub
way in New York called into question assumptions about the "nature" 
of the subway and of New York City. 

Conclusion 

It is useful at this stage to summarize the ways place contributes to the 
efficacy of ideological strategies and thus to the creation and mainten
ance of ideological beliefs. 

0. Place is a fundamental form of classification. Classification -, 
is a basic ideological mechanism. The classification of things 
by place structures our judgment of those things (objects, 

~ actions)\~ 
2. We diI~ntiate through place between "us" and "them," "in" 

and "out," "high" and "low," "central" and "marginal." The 
process of differentiation through which "others" are created 
is a basic ideological mechan~m\ 11·; \ 

3. Ideological beliefs, to be effective, must connect thought to { 
action, theory to practice, the abstract to the concrete. Place, 
insofar as it is the material context of our lives, forces us to 
make interpretations and act accordingly. Place thus 
contributes to the creation and reproduction of action-oriented 
(ideological) beliefs. 

4. Ideologies involve the removal of beliefs and actions from 
their social roots and their placement in the realm of "nature." 
The materiality of place gives it the aura of "nature." The 
"nature" of place can thus be offered as justification for 
particular views of what is good, just, and appropriate. -J 

Place, then, plays an important role in the creation and continuation of 
ideological beliefs. The story, however, does not end here. It has been a 
feature of cultural studies and recent cultural geography that more at
tention has been given to challenges to ideological beliefs and, sometimes, 
transformations of them. Ideologies are not ouly created and maintained 
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in some monolithic fashion; they are also challenged, resisted, and trans
gressed, leading to revisions, adaptations, and denunciations. 

It is in this spirit that this project has been tinged throughout with 
optimism about the power of human action. In each of my illustrations 
people acted against established norms of social-geographic behavior. 
Despite the formidable array of representations lined up against people 
such as Greenham women, "hippies," and graffitists, they have each had 
lasting effects. New York is now represented in Disneyland by bright and 
colorful graffiti, Greenham Common is associated with peace as much 
as with war, and Stonehenge is recognized as a site of festivities as well 
as a museum of the past. All of the transgressions left lasting impres
sions. Chambers has recently noted that 

the confusion of "place," of voices, histories and experiences speaking 
"OUt of place," forms part of the altogether more extended sense of 
contemporary semantic and political crisis. A previous order and 
organization of place, and their respective discourse, has had increasingly 
to confront an excess of languages emerging out of the histories and 
languages of feminism, sexual rights, ethnicity, race and the environment, 
that altogether undercut its authority.29 

Indeed the arrangement of spaces and laces can be thou ht of as a 
me anarra lye a ext 0 est w-meafl'"~. Parts of this narra-

t�ve mc ude monuments like Stonehenge, military sites like Greenham 
Common, and "world" cities like New York. All of these are easily rec
ognizable parts of the "way things are," and they are intertwined in a 
continuing story about the modern world, about the West, about En
gland, about freedom. Against this metanarrative are arrayed an increas
ingly diverse set of alternative stories and alternative places. Movements 
such as gay rights, feminism, ecological defense, and peace activism make 
up an increasingly complex set of voices discussing a plethora of previ
ously unspoken issues and promoting new geographies. In addition, less 
politicized groups such as youth subcultures have frequently disobeyed 
the expectations that come along with place. 

This book has not been a story of monolithic and unidirectional power 
over a huge, apparently stupid, majority by a small, smart elite. Although 
I have outlined the ways in which place is used to convey ideological 

~values, there has been significant resistance to these processesJ~~st as 
, place has features that make it useful in the mani u1ation of peoore;-m I L k"tontro 0 e aVlOr, and in the creation 0 values, it a so as features 
~ make It efficacious as a site ana 05Ject at struggle.) -

Chapter 7 

Place, Transgression, 
and the Practice of Resistance 

The fact that space and place are useful surrogates for more direct forms 
of power le~ds to an interesting, al~eit unintended, consequence.~bert 
Sack has pomted out that, for a varIety of reasons, space is often used to 
control people and thin~ jI A father who wants to stop his restless child 
from breaking valuable prates can either explain in detail the problems 
that arise when small hands handle big plates or he can to the same ef-

, " 
fect, declare the kitchen a "no-go-zone." Capitalist bosses can control 
workers by controlling the space of production. Police can keep a watch
ful eye on activities at Stonehenge that might lead to damage, or they can 
simply ban any person who counts as a "hippy" from anywhere within 
an eight=mile radius of the rrlonumenf. These strategies of power are rel
atively effective and simple. The unintended consequence, however, is to 
give space a heightened symbolic significance. If the child wants to de
liberately make parents angry it is no longer necessary to break plates; 
she simply has to enter the forbidden zone of the kitchen. The workers, 
to frustrate the capitalists, no longer have to directly control the tools of 
production. It suffices to stage a sit-in on the factory grounds or to pre
vent scab labor from entering. Similarly the "hippies" no longer need to 
actually get to Stonehenge in order to upset the police; they simply have 
to enter the eight-mile radiu~he unintended consequence of makinj€ 
space a mean,s of control is to simultaneously make it a site of meaning- C 
ful resistanq;t/ , 

Peter Stallybrass and AlIon White have remarked on how surprising it 
is that the Greenham Common women could have such a powerful influ
ence by camping outside an air base! The contrast of the closed, monu
mental base and a small disordered group of women was a "scandal to 
hegemonic dignity." The women appeared to enter the base with ease. 
They often cut through the perimeter fence and danced on top of mis
sile silos. Several women spent three hours inside the air traffic control 
tower without being noticed~These'fiicticalforms of symbolic resist=ce 
~ere effective because of the value placed on territorial integrity. No site --
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is more territorially organized than a military base, where every action 
during the day has its assigned place. Few symbols more clearly define 
a territory than rolls of barbed wire fence. For women to hold picnics in
side the base and to dance on missile silos was a tremendous affront to 
and unintended consequence of the strict territorialiry of the base. The 
territorial basis of control in the military world opened up novel forms 
of resistance for the women. 

Similarly, the graffiti artist in New York could, intentionally or not, 
upset so many because of the territorial organization of New York into 
what Yi-Fu Tuan calls a "segmented world.'" The graffitists were not 
actually harming anyone; they were marking surfaces with paint. Because 
of the fine division into "proper places," this in itself was a cause for 
alarm and was considered to be violence. Since spaces in New York had 
become surrogates for other forms of control and power, the marking of the 
spaces constituted a symbolically violent offense against i'lie forces of prop
ertyiiildorder.Gfaffiti was a crime against place ana agamst ilie-imces 
that representeo' themselves through place. This is the story that Michel 
de Certeau recounts of the strategy an,d the tactic, the static and the mo
bile, the proper and the transgressive.Vhe tools of the weak are those 
which already exist as strate ies of the strong. The father can declare 
an e orce territories in his ouse, wet e child can only use fhes-e 
spaces tactically. Although graffitists are mvo ved in territory-ma g in 
New-York;-they do not have the power to enforce it in the same way 
that the New York police do. The powerful in any given context can tab
ulate, build, and create spaces and places, while the relatively powerless 
can only "use, manipulate and divert these spaces. nS 

In short, the qualities of space and place that make them good strate
gic tools of power simultaneously make them ripe for resistance in highly 
visible and often out~eous ways. The creation of property leads to the 
existence of trespass1The notion of "in place" is logically related to the 
possibility of being "out of pia::!) 

Denaturalizing Place 

While powerful ou s may exploit the natural aspects of place, the re
sistant may point to its socia aspects as a reJomder. I ave a ea y sug-

. gested t1iat a powerful ideological strategY. is to -''1laturalize,'' to hide 

i' and obfuscate the social and the historicaI1'beviant" group-s_can-pOinl' 
~-::-I,J(intentionally or otherwise) to the social aspects of place in order to de- ' 
( 1U11n'aturalize th~-.--oI the powerful./This, in fact, IS one orthTfew 

:;::---,11 ' tIlings that links someone like Davld Rarvey to a "hippy" convoy. Har 
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vey has sought to portray the sociohistorical roots of places and spaces 
in capitalism in order to "demystify" them. "Hippies" pointed out that 
the National Trust idea of Stonehenge is a recent and controversial view 
and that Stonehenge is intended for use. Equally they revealed the his
toric nature of property and rootedness by presenting alternatives. 

I have already shown that place links ideas to actions in an ideologi
cal fashion and makes us all practical philosophers. Most of the time we 
obey taken-for-granted rules of place and the proper. By the repetition 
of our actions we reinforce the established norms of behavior in space. 
But since our behavior in space is linked to ideas, this behavior also has 
the seeds of rebellion in it. 

A key event that occurred during the process of writing this book was 
the Chinese rebellion of students and workers at Tiananmen Square. Al
though the philosophy of the rebels was not systematically outlined, their 
actions told us a lot. The power of their protest was drawn from the offi
cial inappropriateness of their actions in that particular place. The square, 
normally, is a ,symbol of Communist China. It is a place where the mili
tary holds parades and people celebrate the revolution. Normally the 
behavior of people is perfectly matched to the ideas of order and "com
mon sense" that have prevailed in that country. The continuous and re
peated acts of people behaving themselves have contributed to the contin
uation of the ideas that are enshrined there. The actions of the students 
in this symbol of Maoist order (as opposed to some less symbolic street) 
became a powerful and moving protest against the particular "normal
ity" of modern China. 

What this example shows-and my illustrations show somewhat less 
dramatically-is the power of inappropriate actions. Action in space is, 
as I have already suggested, a reading of a text. Because the reading is P'!f

_ticularl)Udsible, heretical reading:;immediately-draw attentJon to..them
~eople acting "out of place" suggest different interpretations. If 
enough people follow suit, a whole new conception of "normality" may 
arise. In effect, the "reading" of people acting in space is also a kind of 
"writing" as new meanings are formed. The consum tio of 
comes the production of place. Graffitists, y ISO eying the expectations 
~icled a heretic81 reading of the subway. Eventually, after 
thousands upon thousands of names appeared across New York, Disney 
World decided to portray the whole of New York with a graffiti-covered 
train. The graffiti artists had (mis)read the city and produced a new one 
in its place. In the final pages of this book I examine the potentials and 
limits of this misreading. To what degree can transgression provide a 
blueprint-a dress rehearsal-for radical change? 

( 
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The Uses and Limits of Transgression 

Transgression, as I have defined it, depends on the preexistence of some 
form of spatial ordering. Forms of transgression owe their efficacy to 
types of space, place, and territory. Transgressions do not form their own 
orders. Boundaries are critiqued, not replaced. This observation is symp
tomatic of a bigger question-the question of construction versus decon
struction, creation versus critique. Resistance, deconstruction, criticism
all of these are reactions, hostages to wider events and topographies of 

IJI power. Temporally they always come second or third. Transgression has 
I \ limits. Constant transgression is permanent chaos. 

- Yet wlthm transgression he the seeds of new spatial orderings. Cer
tainly within the transgressions of the Greenham women was the sug
gestion of a nonmilitaristic, nonpatriarchal, nonhierarchical way of life. 
Yet few would suggest that the peace campers' often horrendous living 
circumstances represent a model for all of us. The Greenham camp's ex
istence was contingent On the air base and the missiles. Similarly, the 
existence of graffiti in New York's public spaces hinted at the possibility 
of a less authoritarian public space more reflective of polyvocal points of 
view. And yet it would, in my view, be foolish to put forward the lifestyle 
of the graffitist as the basis for the proverbial "revolution." And the 
travelers, too, had suggestions for new and different notions of sacred 
space, mobile lifestyles, and common rights to land. But I, for one, do 
not care to give up my comfortable house and resolutely inunobile be
longings for the traveling way of life. 

Although all of these transgressions had utopian elements in their 
more articulate moments, none of them provide an "answer." They were 
all "making geography" but not in situations of their own choosing. They 
were often desperate responses to the power-laden imposition of norms 
and boundaries that they did not create. The lack of space for public ex
pression, the militarization of society, and the existence of 10 percent un
employment and low-paying jobs are all elements of life that the trans
gressors did not choose and can only react to. In the absence of these 
conditions the transgressions, too, would disappear. 

Given these limitations, what are the possibilities of transgression as 
a deliberate political strategy? To answer this question I will take you 
on a journey that starts in the specialized world of art and ends in the 
Paris Commune. 

Transgression in Art 

One area in which transgression has been used in subversive ways is in 
art. The traditions of the situationist international and dadaism are two 
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examples.' More recently transgression has been used by British pho
tographer Ingrid Pollard and Polish artist Krzysztof Wodiczko. 

Ingrid Pollard, a black British woman, has used her own body as a 
form of transgression into the landscape of the Lake District. Her works 
Cost of the English Landscape and ·Pastoral Interltlde involve pictures 
of herself in the British landscape. When she enters the Lake District, 
the meaning of the landscape is brought into question. Her experience 
of the area is very different from mine as a teenager on holiday or from 
that of the members of ramblers' associations or fell runners. The "Eng
lishness" that the landscape has been constructed to convey essentially 
ignores Pollard's existence. Black people in Britain (certainly more so 
than in the United States) are overwhelmingly associated with the inner 
city; their landscape is that of Brixton and Toxteth. The pictures of Pol
lard in the "natural" surroundings are thus startling. 

Pollard's Pastoral Interltlde is a series of prints of Pollard in the Lake 
District and other areas of rural beauty accompanied by text. The prints 
show Pollar,I in various typical hiking poses with the green scenery as a 
backdrop. The only surprising element is Pollard herself. The effect of 
seeing Pollard in the Lake District is heightened by the text, which links 
the history of the slave trade (and Britian's part in it) with her presence 
in the "green and pleasant land," presumed to be owned and used by a 
homogeneous white population. Pollard makes it clear that while oth
ers may feel relaxed in such an environment she feels a sense of unease 
and dread. 

The prints of Pollard in the Lake District, Suffolk, Derbyshire, and 
Saint Andrews provoked a personal reaction in me of some surprise. I 
spent many hours hiking in the Lake District in my teenage years. My 
memories of it are good ones. Seeing Pollard's black face among the trees 
and sheep forced me to think back and search for other black faces. 
There were none. The image is startling. The prints and text prompted 
me to see the invisible and to think of the landscape as a topography 
that excluded. 

Pollard conveys this exclusion in her photographic collages. In Cost 
of the English Landscape we see Pollard in the Lake District. In one shot 
she is rowing across a lake, in another she is walking down a footpath. 
In still another she stands on the deck of a boat among white tourists 
with the Union Jack flying in the background. These photographs appear 
to be simple holiday snapshots, much the same as those in family albums 
across the country. 

On each side of the large collage are three larger prints arranged ver
tically showing Pollard climbing a style. Separating the prints are large 
signs that read Keep Out and No Trepass. 
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Interspe.rsed with ~he snapshots are picture postcards and sections of 
topographIc maps. Fmally there are textual snapshots-pieces of ten 
superunposed on the landscape. Some of these are quotes from the lakes' 
past by Wordsworth and references to Beatrix Potter and John Ruskin. 
Others are labels of anonymous origin saying "a chance to see the re I 
Lake Countty" and "a whole day of spectacular scenery." The final el:
ment of the collage is the representation of nuclear power. Superimposed 
o~ the topographic maps are red nuclear energy symbols. Overlaid on 
?ICtur~S ?f ~~untains with threatening clouds are the words "So what 
IS radIatIOn? Among the picture postcards is one from the Nuclear 
~ower Indus~ attempting to portray nuclear power in a "green" set
tIng .. The malO elements are Pollard, the landscape, nuclear power, and 
the lIterary past. 

The ~ombin~d effect of the collage is to examine the meaning of this 
potent IdeologIcal landscape. Pollard takes this symbol of nationhood 
and nature that supposedly binds the British people together and reveals 
the usually invisible forces that keep people apart. On the one hand there 
are the hedged fields, sheep, and cottages and on the other are sites of 
nuclear power and a multinational population. 

. At first glance the red nuclear power warnings and references to Sell
a.fleld seem ~omewhat superfluous to Pollard's immediately apparent de
SIre t~ examme the relations between the ideological landscape and race. 
The lInk, of course, is invisibility and danger. Radiation is invisible and 
fatal. Racism, too, is made invisible in a landscape that does not reveal 
its roots but sits like so much nature waiting for the camera's eye. Pol
lard makes the invisible visible from two angles and each complements 
the other. Pollard, through her juxtapositions and use of text, fractures 
the harmony of the famous land-she slips doubt into the fault lines of 
landscape representation and makes visible the taken-for-granted. She 
calls the effect of the landscape into question and asks us to assess the 
"cost. " 

Pollard's placing of her Own black skin in the context of Britishness
her ttansgre~sio~ ~f.the Lake District-gives the landscape a height
e~ed sy~bolIc slgmflcance. She is clearly out of place-her transgres
sIOn polOts to th~ poss~bilities of .other interpretations. By entering the 
landscape, bot~ fIguratIvely and lIterally, she uses, manipulates, and di
verts the meanlOgs of this familiar landscape. 

Until. recently Pollard's .art has been exhibited in art galleries. While 
the subject of her art has lOvolved the transgression of familiar places, 
the presentatIon of her art has remained quite orthodox.7 Most recently, 
though, an example of her work made to resemble a picture postcard 
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has been displayed on twenty-five billboards around the British Isles. 
The project, titled Wordsworth's Heritage, includes four shots of the 
Lake District surrounding an oval within which the viewer sees Words
worth's head. In each of the four photographs there are black people 
looking at maps and "enjoying nature:" This project, displayed in ur
ban areas, attempts to question the spaces in which art is consumed. 

In the same vein Krzysztof Wodiczko is interested in going outside 
the art gallery and questioning the assnmptions implicit in the urban 
environment.' As an artist Wodiczko is highly aware of the geographi
cal nature of transgression. Much of his work involves the projection of 
images onto the walls of public buildings, memorials, and monuments. 
Examples of his art include the projections of missiles onto victory arches 
and columns, body parts of suited businessmen onto office blocks, and 
a swastika onto the South African embassy in London. In order to raise 
questions about the exclusion of homeless people in New York from 
public space, Wodiczko projected padlocks onto trendy SoHo art gal
leries. Art galleries do not usually advertise their own role in the dis
placement of low-cost housing. Under the cover of night he challenges 
the authority of these spaces. "The attack," he says, "must be unex
pected, frontal, and must come with the night when the building, undis
turbed by its daily functions, is asleep." The effect of the unexpected is 
to cause people to look again at the spaces he has temporarily defaced. 
Wodiczko knows that the spaces of the city give shape to ideology: "Su
perficially we resent the authority of its massivemonnmental structure ... 
yet in our heart of hearts ... we will allow ourselves to become intoxi
cated by its structural ability to embody, and to artistically grasp our in
timate, nnspoken drive for the disciplined collaboration with its power."' 
So he attacks these buildings with symbols, jarring our consciousness, 
making the familiar (and thus nnnoticed) strange and worthy of atten
tion. Finally, he knows the limits of transgression. He knows that his 
images shock us into a new, more conscious relationship with urban 
space. He also knows that these symbol attacks can only be temporary, 
for extended action would only result in the return of familiarity and 
neglect. 

Both Pollard and Wodiczko take significant elements of the landscape 
and challenge them through transgression. Their strategies, however, il
lustrate the anterior nature of transgression. While Pollard assumes the 
history that made the English counttyside mean what it does, Wodiczki's 
projections rely on the already existing meanings of monnments and ur
ban spaces. Their work could not exist without the preexisting spaces 
they transgress. 
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Art into Protest 

ACT-UP (Aids Coalition to Unleash Power) self-consciously connects the 
transgressions of art to more practical political protest. The best-known 
symbol of ACT-UP is the phrase SILENCE = DEA1H (white on a black 
background) under a pink triangle pointing up. The triangle is an inver
sion of the pink triangle (pointing down) that gay men were forced to 
wear in Nazi concentration camps. The combined effect is to question 
the silence surrounding the issue of AIDS and the oppression of gay 
people. To wear a T-shirt bearing this symbol is to become visible in a 
landscape that most often ignores or conceals gay identity. The phrase 
"coming out" also points toward the issue of visibility in a homophobic 
environment. The SILENCE = DEA1H symbol is highly provocative. It 
is a pink, black, and white statement that is hard to ignore. It is almost 
permanently "out of place" in its refusal to remain silent. No doubt it is 
a way of "fitting in" in gay or progressive enclaves, but it does not re~ 
main confined to these select places. It multiplies like a pop cultural 
icon and appears on people's bodies across the globe. 

The SILENCE = DEA1H symbol is but one aspect to ACT-UP's larger 
program of "appropriation art."1O By appropriating already familiar sym
bols and styles, ACT-UP artists make a postrnodem challenge to the idea 
of "originality" and "authorship." Instead they point toward the socially 
created nature of "the self" and suggest a Foucanldian creation of indi
viduals through preexisting images and discourses. To gay people and 
people with AIDS this makes a good deal of sense, as their public iden
tity ofteu appears to be imposed by discourses that are out of their con
trol. Much of ACT-UP's symbolism involves an appropriation of words 
and images used to label them as transgressive. The use of the pink tri
angle is mirrored in the use of the word "queer" as a signifier of pride 
and defiance. 

Much appropriation art is more subtle. A public service announce
ment posted on city buses in San Francisco and New York showed well
dressed young couples kissing under the caption Kissing Doesn't Kill: 
Greed and Indifference Do. The poster was made to imitate the style of 
a Benetton ad, with the important difference that the kissing couples in
cluded lesbians and gay men. Again the preexisting symbolism added to 
the power of ACT-UP's statement. 

Douglas Crimp describes how ACT-UP was in danger of being co-
opted (as graffiti had been) by the institution of art: 

For AIDS activist artists, rethinking the identity and role of the artist also 
entails new considerations of audience. Postmorlernist art advanced a 
political critique of art institutions-and art itself as an institution-for 
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the ways they constructed social relations through specific modes of 
address, representations of history, and obfuscations of power. II 

Even the most politically critical postrnodern art had been successfnlly 
institutionalized into chic reviews, catalogs, and exhibitions. ACT-UP 
participants, however, were activists first and artis.ts second. ~h~ir de
signs have been used primarily as posters and T-shlrts-as activIst slo
gans and coofrontations. ACT-UP art has sought to perme~antly trans
gress established boundaries. The point has been to re~am loud and 
visible. To be reduced to a gallery exhibit would defeat this purpose. 

Combined with ACT-UP's artistic visibility is an uncanny sense of po
litical staging. J\lst as the group appropriates images, they subvert and 
appropriate places. The SILENCE = DEA1H symbol is ~ ~onstant sub
version of place. Combined with this have been more speCIfIC place-based 
actions. ACT-UP's first major demonstration was at Wall Street on 24 
March 198$': The p05~ of. ~he demonstration was to raise awareness 
about the price and av,\ilabllity of drugs to combat AIDS. The pharma
ceutical company Burroughs-Wellcome had been granted a monopoly 
on the drug AZT, the only legal drug for AIDS treatment. The company 
had announced it would charge ten thousand dollars annually for treat
ment. To raise awareness of the normally hidden relationship between 
the drug industry and the Federal Drug Administratio~, ACT-UP acti:vi~ts 
hung an effigy of FDA commissioner Frank Young m front of Trm,'ty 
Church. In addition they held up traffic for several hours by blocking 
the street and handing out broadsheets detailing the links betwee? the 
drug industry, the government, and the price of drugs for AIDS patIents. 
The demonstration made national news. Two and half years later (14 
September 1989), a group of activists entered the New York Stock Ex
change with fake name tags. Once inside they uofurled a huge banner 
that read Sell Wellcome, chained themselves to bannisters, and blew fog 
horns, which stopped trading on Wall Street for five minutes. Other .ACT
UP activists successfully smuggled out film of the protest, and agam the 
AIDS issue made headline news. 

Another example of ACT-UP's political savvy was the use of Saint 
Patrick's Cathedral (see Figure 7.1). A presidential commission on the 
HIV epidemic visited New York to conduct hearings in February 1988. 
One member of the commission was Cardinal John O'Connor, a well
known homophobe and opponent of safe-sex education. ACT-UP held 
a protest at his church to raise awareness about O'Connor's positions 
and to protest the makeup of the Reagan-appointed commission. In De
cember 1989 ACT-UP returned to the cathedral to protest O'Connor's 
recent opposition to a National Cooference of Catholic Bishops' ruling 
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Figure 7.1. ACT-UP demonstration, Saint Patrick's Cathedral, New York City, 10 
D~cember 1989. (Photo by Ben Thornberry, from Douglas Crimp and Adam Roiston, 
AJds Demo Graphics {Seattle: Bay Press, 19901. By permission.} 

that condom use to curtail the AIDS epidemic might be tolerable. In an 
operation known as Stop the Church, several thousand people turned up 
while the cardinal was giving mass. Some played dead on the streets out
side; others held banners saying Danger, Narrow-Minded Church Ahead 
and other inventive slogans. More controversially, demonstrators inside 
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the church forced O'Connor to abandon his sermon by shouting, throw
ing condoms in the air, chaining themselves to pews, and playing dead 
in the aisles. The media portrayed the protest as a sacrilege. The protes
tors, the media argued, by entering the cathedral had gone too far. In 
the minds of ACT-UP, though, the pnifest was a success, as it kept the 
AIDS crisis in the spotlight. The preexisting meanings of Wall Street 
and Saint Patrick's Cathedral lent power to ACT-UP's message in much 
the same way as the pink triangle challenged the silence around AIDS 
and gay bashing. ACT-UP's art of appropriation extended the subver
sion of images and symbols to the symbolic aspects of place. 

A Utopian Moment 

As Kristin Ross has argued, the moment of the Paris Commune repre
sented the brief existence of a "revolutionary urban space." The com
munards, in their seventy-three-day rebellion against the regimentations 
of the Second Empire in 1871, set out to deconstruct the sociospatial 
order of a strictly hierarchical Paris. The most obvious symbolic act in 
this attempt was the demolition of the Vendome Column. The column 
was a monument to the victories of Napoleon's army. If it had been pre
sent in the 1980s it would have been a perfect target for one of Wod
iczko's symbol attacks. The communards, lacking slide projectors, sim
ply leveled the column (see Figure 7.2). The commune decree read: 

Considering that the imperial column at the Place Vendome is a monument 
to barbarism, a symbol of brute force and glory, an affirmation of 
militarism, a negation of international law, a permanent insult to the 
vanquished by the victors, a perpetual assault on one of the three great 
principles of the French Republic, Fraternity, it is thereby decreed: 

Article One: The column at the Place Vendiime will be abolished." 

The anticommunard poet Catulle Mendes referred to the act of demoli
tion as a "youthful prank," as though the communards were engaging 
in graffiti on New York's subway. Instead the demolition of the monu
ment was just one-very visible-act to demolish the hierarchy of so
cial space. 

Another spatial symbol of the Commune was provided by the barri
cades. While the ill-fated monument at Vendome was situated in a special 
and unique "proper place," the barricades were makeshift and sponta
neous. They were made from whatever was available. Perfection in con
struction was of no conceru. Ross describes the construction of the bar
ricades as the "wrenching of everyday objects from their habitual context 
to be used in a radically different kind of way."13 This reminds me of the 
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Figure 7.2. The Vendome Column, five minutes before its fall. (Courtesy Bibliotheque 
Nationale. Paris.) , 

transgressions of the Greenham women, redecorating the barbed wire 
fence with everyday objects. The monumental perfection of the Vendome 
Column is replaced, in the utopian moment of the commune, with the 
haphazard barricades, a more appropriate symbol for the communards. 

The military tactics of the communards relied on constant mobility 
in order to confront and confuse the more stationary and orthodox 
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republican army. One tactic was to "pierce" the houses alongside the 
streets so that communards could move between bnildings. This in
volved making holes in the walls between buildings so that the commu
nards could move freely in many directions while undercover. "Street 
fighting," Ross writes, "depends on mobility or permanent displace
ment. It depends on changing houses into passageways-reversing or 
suspending the division between public and private space ... the interior 
becomes a street. "14 

Superficially, these transgressions and reversals of established geogra
phies do not seem to add up to much. They can be interpreted as more se
rious and ultimately deadly forms of graffiti. The net effect of these 
transformations or reversals of spatial expectancies, though, represents 
a sustained attempt to reinvent space and produce a permanent hereti
cal geography. Recall that Paris was, and still is, the product of a grand 
piece of social and spatial engineering that excluded the urban proleta
riat from the public spaces of central Paris. The communards repossessed 
and transfigured this deliberate spatial order. In the process they created 
a new, nonhierarchical urban spatial order. 

Conclusion - and Social Transformation? 

What the journey from art to commune shows is the power of trans
gression. In each case individuals and groups sought to question and re
sist the "way things are" by (mis)using and appropriating already exist
ing places and by crossing boundaries that often remain invisible. The 
effect of such actions ranges from causing art gallery visitors to think 
about their holidays in the Lake District to momentarily rearranging the 
oppressive spaces of Paris. In each case the existing landscape is brought 
into question and alternative ones are hinted at. 

Each of these deliberate cultural-political protests exists in a parasitic 
relationship to an already powerful set of spaces and places. Pollard's art 
is effective because it appropriates the iconic power of the Lake District, 
ACT-UP gains national attention by subverting well-known meaningful 
buildings, and the communards' demolition of Vendome is significant 
because of the already existing meanings of monumental Paris. These po
litical acts divert and manipulate the power of established geographies. 

While this is a source of strength, it is also transgression's main limit. 
Transgression's efficacy lies in the power of the established boundaries 
and spaces that it so heretically subverts. It is also limited by this estab
lished geography; it is always in reaction to topographies of power. 

It is this problem that lies behind a significant tension in cultural 
politics-between the aim to shock and critique and the need to appear 
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sensible and to be taken seriously. The crossing of established sociogeo
aphical boundaries upsets the status quo and appears shocking. It is per

ceived as grotesque, as threatening, and as deviant.rhe power of trans
gression lies in its ability to reveal topographies of power that surround 

C) us. The limits to transgression lie in the fact that it is not enough to 
L constantly deconstruct and destabiliz~ 

During the writing of this book many transgressions occurred that have 
become iconic in recent political history-the social transformations of 
Eastern Europe in 1989, the students in Tiananmen Square, the destruc
tion of the Berlin Wall, the shelling and rebuilding in marble of the 
"white house" in Moscow. Such events reveal the continuing power of 
transgression. They also point beyond transgression to the possibilities of 
social transformation. The transgressions of the Paris communards trans
formed Paris for seventy-three days. What happens when transgression be
comes permanent? Successful social transformation is the culmination 
of transgression and is grounded in the spatiality of everyday life. Just as 
the power of the territory and of the strategy is profoundly sociospatial, so 
the resistance of the tactic and of the transgression combines the social and 
spatial in a fundamental way. Any social transformation, to be success
ful, has to be understood as a spatial transformation. The irreducible spa
tiality of transgression forces us to accept this. The French Revolution, 
like the Commune, involved creative acts of transgression that were cen
tral to its success. Carnival, for instance, was a tactical ploy of the revo
lutionaries." The carnivalesque transgressions of the revolutionaries 
culminated in social tranformation, and a new game board was formed 
upon which further transgressions would inevitably occur. The Paris up
risings of 1968 attempted to transgress and thus change the board once 
again with the assertion that beneath the paving stones lay the beach. 

Social transformation usually implies an end state~a utopian dream. 
Trangression, on the other hand, can only play on the ephemeral. Wod
iczko understands this well, limiting his terrorist projections to short 
nocturnal moments. Wodiczko is concerned that his projections not be
come part of the scenery-things that themselves demand transgression. 
Monuments are the stuff of imagined eternities, while transgressions de
mand temporality. Writing about his projections, Wodiczko ~ote: "Warn
ing: Slide projectors must be switched off before the image loses its im
pact and hecomes vulnerable to the appropriation by the building as 
decoration. "16 As parts of the Berlin Wall enter museums and theme parks 
around the world, this warning should be applied to the dreams of trans
formation within the simplest of transgressions. The new social spaces 
that result from the transgression of old social spaces will themselves 
become old social spaces pregnant with the possibility of transgression. 
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